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Abstract 
The riew field of qualltuln inforrriatioli science has exploded into virtually every area 
of i~iodern physics because of t,he promise it holds for understa~~ding physical lirnits 
to communication, computatiori and more generally t,hc processing of informat,ion. 
Remarkably, this has conic concornitar~tly with stunning successes at illtegrating laser 
cooling and trapping techniques with high finesse microresonators. A regime wliere 
some of the new theoretical ideas may be experirnentally t,ested iri the particular 
setting of cavity qilantilm electrodynamics (&ED) has now beer1 reached. 
This tht:sis contains three inter-related parts. First; work with microspheres as a 
possible next ger~eratiori microcavity is presented, iriclrlcling both successful attempts 
to push tlie lirrlits of their quality factors in the near infrared and first experimental 
results a i  atornic interaction with tlie rnode of tile sphere at the onephoton level. 
The u n i q ~ ~ c  properties of tliese resonators led to some theoret,ical investigations of 
the atolri-ficld interaction emphasizing the quarltizat,iorl of tlie atomic cerker of nlass 
degr(:c% of freedom. This has been largely unexplored both theoretically arld exper. 
i1nt:ntally t,o tliis point,, yet rernains an ext,renlely irnporta,rit aspc:ct of most serious 
iinplerr~eritations of quantum inforrriatiori processing in the setting of optical cavity 
QED. Finally. the emphasis of the last part of this thesis is on an attempt at intra- 
cavit:y alomic localization in the laboratiory. Results to date inclutle the first ever 
trapping of single atorr~s irrside a high finesse microresor~ator. Tlle techniques and 
cspabilit,ir:s dcvelopetl en ronte to tliis acl~ieverrierit slio~ild for111 the experi~riental 
ba,c:kkhorie for filtnre work in optical cavity QED. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
The last five years have heralded in an extremely excit,ing new era in which  physicist,^ 
have begun to explore both t,heoretically and experimentally tlic fundamerrt,al phys- 
ical liillit,s to infornlation science j l j .  Perhaps not surprisinglyt it has since become 
generally recognizecl th<xt, principles of qnaritu~n mechanics, such as s~iperposition, 
can be i.iscd to extreme advantage iri certain types of algoritluns [2], cornnlimicatiorrs 
[3. 41, cryptograpliy i5j and teleportariori protocols [GI. On the expcrimerital side, 
there lias been a tremendous push to i~nplement some of these ideas using various 
forrr~s of "hardware," iricluding t,eleportat,ion of quar~tum st,ates of the electrornag- 
netic field [7, S]> optical and microvave cavity QED 19; 101, ion traps [ll, 121, NMR 
systems [13], and more recently an electronic and nuclear spin-based proposal 1141. 
The very sirnple fact that nseful iriformation systems usilally have outputs (wlrich 
rrlight be inpiits to other systknls) Inearls that any quant111~1 rnecharlical inforination 
system must be open to the out,side worlti ("ttic environrnerit,"). This uouid seem to 
compete with the requirement that such a syst,em 1nairlCain coherence, since it has 
been shown tlrat decoherence in an otilerxvise isoiated system can arise from couplirlg 
to this externai reservoir j15]. The study of such open quantum systerrls in the field 
of optical cavity QED has been steaclily progressing towards the poirit at, which tlicse 
loss rat,es to tile erivironrnerit can be suppressetl with respect to t,lre system's internal 
clock, even when considc:ririg tire iriteraction between irldividual cluarita. This is 
known as the stmny con~,pliny rccjuirerrient in tlre study of opcri qua~lturn systerris, and 
an appropriate set. of crit,eria, c m  be irier~tifiecl for each of the experirnerltal paradigms 
n~entiot~ed above. 
Strongly coupled txtorriic pliysics based systerr~s have had sorne overwhelmiilg rt i  
ccrit, successes, iricludirig creat,ion of Fock states of tire electrornagnet,ic field [16] and 
QKD rrreastrrement of iritracavity photon rii~rnber j17] in microxvave cavity QED, tile 
entanglenient of four particles [18!, studies of decoirerence to engineered reservoirs [ l Y ]  
2 
and cooling to the mot,ional grorintl st,ate [20. 121 in ion trap work at the single ion 
levell ai~tl trapping of single aton~s inside high finesse cavities i21, 22? 231 in optical 
cavity QIZD. 
Thi: generic optical cavity QED system of a single, t~vo-level atom of excited state 
linewidth ?,I, strongly coupled at the Rabi frequency g to a single photon inside 
of a high finesse opt,icai resonator of lineu~idth n ,  rvm among the first candidate 
sysieins to be ideritifieti and exploited for quailt1111 information processing 1241. The 
quantnin illechanical structure of this sirnple system has been studied ext,ensively arid 
is described by the well-known Jaynes-Curnmi~gs Hamiltonian. The strong coupling 
parameter in this idealized systeni is given by g2/n?, ,  and experimentally ca11 now 
reach values rnuch greater than unity. 
A "quantum ~riecharlical processor" based on t,his atomic system will have a p h e  
tor1 flux irko the output fielti of g"lii for the at,omic dwell time T, prompting tile 
identification of the optical i n fom~~t ion  per atom of g 2 T / n  1251. The push to increase 
7' forces the system to be considered fro111 the perspective of t,l~e atomic center of mass 
(c.nl.). Even though t,his is not a furidaxnenitally new idea, the possibility of cooling 
tile atomic c.m. motiorl down to riear its zero point [20, 27, 121 ~vould add a whole 
new diniension t,o the traditional Japes-Cummings crlergy spectrurr~ and would sig- 
nify a revolution in tile capabi1it:ies of such a system fr-orn a quantuin computational 
perspective. 
The fact, that this systern can even be cortsiciered +IS a possibility for experimental 
ir~vestigation is due t,o two recent r~lajor experimental advances. First, breakthrouglls 
in mirror coating techiiology liave allowed for rnicroresonators to be constructeci from 
niirrors with losscs at tile few pprrt level, while rnaint,aining a srrrall rriode volurne for 
large electric fields even at the single photon level. Sccontl, there have been stunning 
recent advances in atomic coolirig and trapping tcchnicliles, wliiclr were pioneered in 
pasallel by groups set:king more precision in at,o~nic locks 1281 and. those pursuing 
the DosoEinstein phase trarisitiori 729, 301. Hence, there h a  been the extremely 
fortuitous situation of sinl~~ltaneous advances for g ,  r, and T. 
With tile rnajorit,y of experirnerlts in optical cavity QED having previously been 
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done with atomic beatiis and Fat~ry-Perot cavities (j311 and i24j represent, the last, of 
this era. in the Kimntde labs), mny graduate work in I994 started with invest,igat,ions of 
rnicrospheres as possible rwst-gerleration resonators. They promised to deliver ultra- 
I-iigh Q's for long photon storage tirnes while maintairdng a large coripling g clue to 
tllc small nlode solume. 
As a first project,, witli initial l~elp frorn I-Iideo %Iabuchi who had first st,art,ed 
building up serious nlicrosphcre ciq~itbilit,ies in the lab, I spent about a year building 
an apparatus to reproducibly fabricate high quality spheres and measure tlleir Q's 
at several different wavelcngt,hs. This work was done in collaboration with Vladimir 
Ilctienkoco, wrllo had pioneered marly of the techniques I was using and carlie for an 
iniense two-week visit frorn Moscow to gauge my progress. An undergraduate, Erik 
Streed, also spent a snnirner working with an atomic force microscope to characterize 
the surface rongi~ness of the spheres. I was successful a t  measuring a world-record 
for finesse for an optical resonator, eclipsing the mark held previously (also by our 
group) for a Fabry-Perot geornet,ry. 
Another year and a half was spent building a second apparatus t,o see some first in- 
dication of interaction of aton~s with these microresonators. Initially; it was thought 
a rnagnet,o-optical trap (~JIOT) woultl be necessary for tllis: and Nikos Georgiades 
worked 1vitl.1 nte to incorporate a MOT int,o a chaniber capable of housing a sphere 
coupling apparat,us. After Nilos g~adutlted~ a visiting scientist from Nikon Corpora- 
tion, Akira Furusi~~.va~ got acqnainted with cavity QED basics by helping rne continue 
this experiment, arid Vlaclimir again was irivaluable (luring a second two-week visit 
in helping t,llis experirrlerit finally see sorne initial evidence of atomic interaction. For 
about 3 morit,!ls: Jeff anti I worked very intensely to try t,o underst,and the experi- 
rnerltal results. My experimental microsphere work is sumtnarized in two papers [32], 
[33] and forrrrs t l ~ e  first section of this thesis. 
ll'hile this particultw work was underway in the lab, I started a set of theoretical 
calculations with the help of visiting scientist Sze Tan. The hope was to look for 
possible c.rn. effects in a far ofl-resonance trapping (FOn'l') pote~~tial  Hideo and 
Jeff had earlier iderit.ified for uiicrospheres. This led t,o a paper [34] discussing the 
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bound state structure of this potential, but for me the irrlplications turned out to be 
profound. It was irnmt:diately noticeable that the c.111. wavefunctions for these bound 
states could have structure on the sarne spatial scale as the quantized optical field, 
forcing orie far axmy from the situation where the aromic rriotiori coulct be considered 
in a billiard ball rnodel. This was studied in much more depth in a second paper 1351 
in which .Jeff and I itlentifietl three separate regimes depending on t,he relevant eliergy 
scales in the problem. The additiori of a corifining external poter~tial for the atomic 
c.m. tlrrrls out to have an impact on both the usual structure of rlie .Jayues-Ciunmings 
states (which we called tlie "well-dressed st,ates," since tile usual "dressed stat,esn are 
impacted by t,l~e presence of an external poterltial well) and resulting dynamics. 
A discussion of this theoretical work fornis the second past of my thesis, and 
serves as a very xiice introduction to the final part in which I discuss experimental 
work I have pursued (and coritinue to pursue) in the hopes of seeing sorne of these c.m. 
efbcts in the lab. I began working with Jun Ye, a post-doc in our group, in December 
19'37 with the ultimate goal then of trying to trap a sirigle arom inside of one of these 
higll-finesse resonators. The idea behind t,his effort is that it will become absolutely 
esseritial for many future experir11ent.s in qual~turil inforrriation science based on cavity 
QED to start with ail initial coridition of a single atom at, rest in a known positiori 
inside the ctlvity. 
W'e were able to build somewhtrt on Hideo's precision positiori measurement work 
j36j; but rnudl of the existing hardware had to be rerlesigned for the purposes of an 
atom trapping experiment,. Sun and I were firlally successful in tile early summer of 
1999 in trapping a sir~gle atom insitie of a iiigli finesse Ftxbry-Pcrot resonator using an 
iiitra-cavity FORT [21j. We hope that this result, and tire experimerlt,al infrastructure 
which is now iir place, will eriable x whole iiew gerleration of experimerits for whicll 
a single atom, Iocaiized iriside R high firiesse resonator, is rrtcrely t,l~e initial condi- 
tion! Finally, I will discuss on-going work being done by riiyself, along with post-docs 
Christ,oph Xagerl alld Dari Stamper-Kinn, and new graduate student Jason AIclC- 
eever, with an emphasis presently being placed on an understanding of the t,echnical 
limitations to the trap lifetime. The next major scientific goal is 60 try to cool the 
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c.m. degrees of freedom using the ricli eigerlvalue structure of the well-dresseci states. 
On an organizational note, the first t,xvo sections (five chapters) of this thesis, baed  
on nly early graduate careerl are written in a rat,her terse fashion for the purpose of 
keeping the whole effort to a reasonable length. However, the final section (three 
cllapt,ers) based on the rrlost recei~t 2 1/2 years of work is heavily loaded with detail 
in tlic hopes that it may ho useful t,o chose who are carrying on with this cavity QED 
experiment. To complerlicnt this overview, each of P;ist,s I - I11 includes a somewl~at 
self-contained introduction. 
Part I 
MICROSPHERES 
Chapter 2 Microsphere Resonators in 
Cavity QED 
2.1 The Motivation: Microspheres as a Future Di- 
rection for CQED Experiments 
Slnall optical resonators witlr large cluality fact,ors Q have diverse t,echnological and 
scientific applications, ranging from freq~lency stabilization of semiconductor diode 
lasers j37] to envirorlr~rncntal sellring by trace absorpt,ion detection in cornpact, int,e 
grat,ed str~~ctures 1381. Our o~vn interest in such resonators arises within t,he realm 
of cavity quant~~x~l  electroiiynarnics (QED) where it is necessary to simult,aneously 
achieve small cavity rnode voll~nnes (for large electric fields per ptioton) a ~ t d  nlt,ra-low 
resonator losses (for long plioton storage times) [B]. In the optical domain, tliese coil- 
ditions lave previoi~sly been rilet orlly in small Fabry-Perot ci~vities. An at,tractive 
alternative are t,hc: WGMs of quartz microsphercs, as was pointed out i11 tile pioneer- 
ing work of Ref. [39]. These niodes can have both large coupling coefficients for the 
atonl-cavity irlt,eract,iori (mode volurne V - 5 x lo3 / ~ r n ~ )  i40, 411 and extremely loxv 
losses [43, 441 
Fig. 2.1 is a farno~~s plot frorn tht: Kilnl,le group that clrrorlicles the rnarcl~ over 
tlie last two decad(:s to ever srrlaller parameters 
where & is tile critical atorn nunibcr necessary t,o significantly irlfiuerlce the intra- 
cavity field, and ?no is tire n1111nber of photons necessary to saturate a single atorn. 
Note that for purely radiative decay. Ti = ~ ~ 9 1 2 ,  
The data on this grt:ra~~h are for publislred experiments in the group. The points ( A )  
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Figure 2.1: Progress in tlic critical ninr~t)ers (rno.lQ) of Eq. (2.1) for cavity QED 
experirrients in the Kimble group over the last 15 years liere are for pu1,lished 
experiarents). Tliough tlic overaI1 trmid has lristorically been deterrrli~led by Fabry- 
Perot cavity t,ecl~r~ology and i:or~tini~es to he impressive, emphasized iri t,l~is plot ( A )  is 
tlre first report of atornic irrieractiori with rnicrosphercs of Ref. /33]. The tecl~r~ology 
deterrrli~lirig (nio,ll;o) is still far frorii reacliirig ally furidarrierital pl~ysical or teclmical 
limits. 
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in 1997 correspond to the first publisheci reports [33] of at,ornic interaction with t,he 
high (2 sphere rnode at tlie level of one atom in the inode volume, whereas all other 
experi~tter~ts are done xvith Faltry-Perot cavities. Though tlie rriost recent Fabry-Perot, 
data are the result, of rriirror sispcrpolishing and ultra-low loss, ultra-high quality in- 
terft:rence coatings, estimates of present experin~er~tal capabilities indicate that t,ltt:se 
rxlurlbers vvill rcaclr sometllirrg of an upper lirnit as t,he mirror gap approaclles the or- 
der of R wavelength (present gaps allow 5 to 10 standing mims inside the fibry-Perot 
microresonators 1651). In a Rxbry-Perot cavity of length L, the couplir~g g ix L-3/4, 
and the linewidth K a: L-' so that tile ratio g / ~  a: L1!4 in fact favors longer cavities. 
Ho~vcver~ the requirement of strong coupling, namely g > y,, /c mearts that L rnust 
ultimately he kept as small ;IS possible to continue to decrease (mo, No). 
011 t,he other hand, for a microsphere of diameter D, y cc ~ - " 1 ' ~ ;  and tile 
linewitith K cc D-n, urit11 n = 0 for absorption-limited losses and n = 112 for 
surfacescattering limited linewidths (radiative losses are ignored for D/X > 20 
at a wavelength A). The dat,a to be present,ed below suggest. that n < l j  so that 
g / n  a ~-(11/12-n) will lncrease with decreasing sphere sizes uritil radiative Q lirnita- 
tions arc reaclted. This is also the same con(1itiorl on D necessary- for maximizing the 
coupling. 
The Q factors for spheres I L S C ~  in act~zal reported cavity QED experiments (i.e.: 
spheres coupleci to a dipole) tend to be several orders of magnitude lower than the best 
Q factors ~.t>t s~rewn~.ed for spheres on their own. In fact, mo earl gain three orders of 
magnitncie if a Q of 10'' coulci 1)e nsailrtained for a 100 pm diarneter spl~ere, and even 
more spectacular progress co~sld be made with s~naller spheres. Actrlal experimental 
results rt:portcd in Refs. [45; 321 ticrrrorist,rated beautifully that experirr~ental Q fact,ors 
can reacli t,he irltrinsic absorption lirnit of fused silica (at 633 11111, Q = (8 i 1) x 10" 
was reported). For use in cavity QED and otherwise, the microsphere WGMs axe 
thus worthy of irnrnediate further i~\.cstigat,ion; especially with tile possibility of evert 
higher Q in the near infrared (XIR), as the bulk silica allsorption coefficient falls more 
than fivc~fold moving fro111 600 nm to 1 prrs. 
With this motivation, I will first start, with a very quick iritroductiorl to the so- 
1U 
call~etl Whispering Gallcry ?,lodes (WGMs), and will then docurrient efforts wllicil 
led to a series of higli I) ~neasuremt:rits for different xvavelengtlm in the NIR and an 
attempt to untlerstand the fundamental limits to bhese measurements. 
2.2 Whispering Gallery Modes 
2.2.1 Mode Functions 
The solutiorl of the classical electronlagnetics problem for the resoriarit i~licrosphere 
rnode struct,iu.e is well-known ;46]. Two different polarizatioris are allowed, but the 
rriode splitt,ings ill the snlall spheres consitlered here are large enough (N 100 GHz) 
compared to the line>r.icitl~ (5 100 Pm) to er ism that only one polarization is 
excited at ally givt:ri t,ime. The TM rnodes of electric type briefiy corlsidered here 
have a predornirlantly radial electric field vect,or. In polar coordinates, the TM electric 
field inside t,he spliere scales as 
where the tD,"hre associated Legemdrc polyrioniials and the j l  are spherical Bessel 
functions. The field outside the spliere is given by tile above expression with ji 
replaced by tile outgoing sptlerical Eankel functiorl hj". The wavevector K inside 
the sphere must also be repiaced by k = 27i jX  = K/n,  with the sptlere's refi.active 
index. 
Resonances in ttic Mie scattering coefficie~it,s are clet,ernlincd fro111 the bourldary 
contlitions on Maxwell's equations. For a sphere of radius a,; tlle following character- 
istic equatiori with p = Ka applies to TM rrodes, 
j 1  ( )  1 ( )  21 
-- - = -- 
j ,  (p i  P hi1; (:) P 
The solut~iorls pql deterrniue the resonant, frequencies by w,l = Re (z) . The mode 
indices q and rn are; respect,ivelv, the nurnher of field rnaxima inside the sphere and 
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the number of azirnutllal maxima. Tile WGMs are highly confined to the sphere 
equator arid have 1 x m, where 1 x Ka for large 1. For perfect spheres, tile modes are 
dege,enerat,e in nz: but a slight aspllericity is enough to cause splittings (3% asphericity 
gives a 10 GHz spiitting in a 100 p111 diailit:t,er spherc). For visrralizatior~, Fig. 2.2 
shows a numerical calc~llation of tlie ficld radial iiependence. 
distance from the sphere center [pm] 
Figure 2.2: The radial ficld depemtlency for the \VGM ( q ,  l , 7 n )  = (1; 521,521) for a 50 
p m  radius splrere of index n = 1.452 at 852 nrrl ( k a  = 456) . The ficld rnaxirliunl lies 
just inside the sphere and tlecays exponcritially outside t,lie sphere with l / e  length 
X / ~ T  - 120 nm at 850 IIII~. 
2.2.2 Radiative Quality Factors 
Tht: cavit,y damping rat,c K (note, Q = aqtj2ic) can be a w e q  srr~all nunlt>er and this 
is orie of tlie main reasons wily rnicrosphere rcsoilators are illterestirlg for strongly 
coupled cavit,~. QED. This value can be predicted using thc resdts of Rcf. [47]. 
The intrinsic radiative Q,,,i is found by considering the fulictional form of the hlie 
scattering coefficierit hl ,  given explicitly for TA.f rrlodes 11y 
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Numerical evaluation predicts Q,,,, values > lo2' for 2 30 (as is typically satisfied 
~ I I  our xvc~rk) so that radiative losses are gcncrally riot the linlitirlg factor iri deter~nining 
the illtimate Q experimenttilly, as was first slloum by a nieasuremerlt of Q 8 x lPq 
at 633 rrm by the l\ioscow goup  [45]. 
Chapter 3 High Q Measurements for 
Fused Silica Microspheres in the NIR 
3.1 Experimental Issues 
3.1.1 Fabrication and Cleaning 
The microspheres were fabricat,cd using an ultrapure oxygen-hydrogen mieretorch 
apparatus [48], a sketch of which is i~rovidcd in Fig. 3.1. It look considerable experi- 
ence to be able to reproclucibly make higli quality, spherical microspheres of a given 
diameter and stem size. The most important factor was flame temperature control 
using the ratio of oxygen to hydrogen. Tlie mixture was then "dopecl" by bubbling 
it through a 50% rnethai~ol/wat,er mixture for further coritrol of the flanie propert,ies. 
The silica rods (CeramOptec, Heraeus Amersil, Suprasil), of OF1 content < 20 pprn, 
were first cleaned to remove any surface cont,amination. This procedure typically ill- 
cluded ri~amial cleariirig of these preforms with a (letergenit such as Alcorlox t,o get rid 
of inorgariics, a very short 50% nitric acid (30 s) or 50% hydrofiuoric acid (5 s) t:t,ch, 
arid periods of ~rltrasonic cleaning il~t(?rsperserl with liberal rinsing with higli purity 
solverrts such as acet,one; methanol anti isopropyl alcohol. In this way, it mas possible 
to eliminate virtually all visible sirrface scattering of diffuse light frorii particles on 
the surface of the rod before spl1m.e fak>ricat,ion. ili~ccciot~ally, it was my experierice 
tllat wllen sucl~ scat.tering coultl be seen from the surface, liigh Q was riever achieved. 
Sphere fiibrictztion begins wit21 "preform" anti "rnariip~~lator" ods of high quality 
silica. hlaterial at tlie erid of the preforni rod was heated to t,lie melting point such 
that, under surfxe tension, it forrnecl a sphere riat,urally upon cooliilg. In time, 
spheres up to 1 rrim and doitrr~ t,o 20 prii dia~neter could be fabricated reliably with this 
method, with at~ont 5% error in the target diarrieter. A high qclliity stereomicroscope 
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(Zeiss Stcrni-SV11) with a fairly long working distance of 11 cm and typical 70X 
il~agruficatiorl was invaluable for tliis work. 
sphere and 
ultrapure HZ and 0 2  preform 
combiner 
Figure 3.1: The basic apparatus for niicrosphere fabrication stlows the oxygen- 
hytirogen rnicrotorch and. rnetllanol doping mixture. Care had to be taken to ensure 
cleanliness and safety with this apparatus. In additior~! t,he highest Q m<:as?surenients 
had to he perforrried wit,hin 1.5 rriirlutes of fabrication due to absorption by adsorbed 
wat,er on t'ric sphere surface. 
3.1.2 Mode Coupling and Ringdown Measurements 
Both t,o exter~ti to the NIR the X'loscox~r measurement at 633 nm meritioned at~ove; 
and also to jrnprove our own capabilities at n~icrosphere fabricatiorr with an eye 
towartis an experimental cavity QED implementation, Q factors were measured at 
three additiorial wavelengtt~?, namely 670 rlrn, 780 rirri and 850 nm. For each of the 
witvelc~igtlls t utlicdl the cxcitatioii soiuce was a home- built external grating st,a'uihed 
rliode laser ;42j, with Siriewidtll of a few hundred kHz. 
Tlie laser output was couplecl irito the mierospl~cre using frustrated total internal 
reflection frorri a coupling prism ;433, since WGkf excitation is efficierit,ly achieved 
experimentally by allowing the evariescent component of a focused Gal~ssiari beam to 
meet the sphere at grazing incicience. To obt,ain an out,put beam free of any forward 
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scatteririg, the in-coupling bearn was iriject,ed at an angle O to the sphere's equatorial 
plane arid an angle CJ with respect to a tangent plane at the sphere surface in order 
to take advant,age of tht: so-called precessirig modes 149, 501. The excit,ation geometry 
and apparatus are illustrated iri Figs. 3.2 (a) arid (h) for reference. This geometry, 
(C3 ,  CJ) - (10"; 10") typicaily necessary for efficient excitation, can also be used 
for n~otle identification so that a. 100 jim diarneter sphere \auld have ( q i  1,m) 
(1,400,385). Note that q is prirnarily determined by the "depth' angle 43 and m via 
the off-axis "launch" angle 0. 
The spheres were rnour~ted on a long silica rod wlrich was ghed to a magnetic 
base. This base could he rriariipulated into place quickly using a refrigerator mag- 
net mo11nti:d to the micro-translation stage (B~xleigh PZS-100) used to control the 
gap between tlie sphere and tltc coupling prism. The couplillg lensl of focal lerigth 
5 mni, was a higti nunierical aperture spheric lens of ihe sort typically used for 
diode laser collimation. The whole alignment procedure was monitored through the 
st,ereomicroscope system by learning to recogriize the patt,erri of reflect,ed spot,s on the 
prism. 
Cavity lifetimes were &ermined by way of a "ringdown" measurement with the 
inciderit field gat,ed by an acoiist,o-optic modulator (AOM) used as a fast shutti'r. 
Two separate iriethods were typically used. In the first, an AOhl was gated off by a. 
preset threshold of the Lorerltziali niode buildup in t,he sphere r r ~  the feedback grat,ilig 
was dithered to scari the laser frequency. The trigger out,put of a fast analog oscillu 
scope (Tektronix, 400 MHz) wiE used for this gat,ing because it was very easy to set, 
the trigger tluesllold. Tlie exporierltial energy decay was detected by a photornulti- 
plier tutje (Hamarnatsu) terri~inatecl in a. small load (typically 200 12) for speed and 
recorded on a digital storage oscilloscope (LeCroy "300) for later transfer to a PC. In 
a second met,hod, t l c  AOM was coritiriually chopped with a 50% duty cycle at about 
LO kHz. As tlie laser was scanned tlrough a rnotie (async.hrorious with respect to 
the chopping), a digital scope triggered on the chopping tvaveform could record the 
buildup and subsequent ringcioxvn of liglit in tlie mod<: in mucli the sarrie fashiori as 
the first met,hod. 
PMT 
sphere 
grating- 
stabilized r.............................. 
diode 
threshold 
detector 
Figure 3.2: The incoupling excitation was at an angle O to the sphere eql~atorial plane 
in order to  excite a precessing mode. The outcoupled light, in (a) will give a typical 
"transmitted" int,ensity profile. Ringtiown r~leasurerncnts in jb) used t,his Lorentzian 
buildup to gatc off an acou~to-optical niodulator (AOhI) as a fast shutt,er. 
Anot,I~er. iniportant issue with regard to nlode co~tpling is the fact that the builili~p 
of light in the sphere car1 cause tllerrrlal bistability if more than a1jo11t 10 pLV of power 
is alloxved to circulate in a few htrrdred p111 dianletcr sphere 1481. Furtlierrnore, the Q 
of the spliere is "loaded" by the coupling prism, wilicli causes severe line liroadenirtg; 
as will be discussetl later. Fortunately, the solution t,o both of these problerru is very 
sirriple. Moving the sphere amray frorn the prism cxpor~er~tially diminishes the loaded 
Q co~rtribution, and at the sarile time attenuates tlle circulating power: helping to 
overcome any therrr~al prohlerus. 
In Figs. 3.3 (a) - (c). t'hi: held energy as a function of tirrle is plotted for the 
highest Q's recorded at, the three wavelengths; corresponding to (8 i 1) x 10%t 670 
nin in a spllerc: of ciiarneter D = 750 iim. (7.5 i 1) x 1P9 at 780 nm with D = 800 
Ann and (7.2 i 1) x 10"t 850 11nl for D = 680 jrm. In the case of the trvo NIR 
wavc:Ierlgti~, either the 670 nnl laser or a 633 nm I-Ten'e laser was overlapped for 
visual alignment of the incouplirlg beam spot on the prism with t,he equatorial plane 
of t,he sphere. Tliougll mode splittings arc seen for Q 5 5 x lo8, as reported in [51], 
the part,icular results report,eti here have an observed resonator energy decay well fit 
by cxp -tjr = exp -wt /Q:  corresponcling to e x ~ i t ~ t i o n  f only one eigenrnode when 
the light was ga,ted off. 
In each case; the ringdown tirne is 011 the order of a, few ps, wllich is rnuch longer 
than either the RC time constant of the PMT (tflically N 100 ns) or the acoustic 
delay of the AOM (typically - 10 as). These Q's were repeated in at lle~st orie other 
sphere for all three wavelengt,l~s. The high Q was never seen in instarlees where the 
sphere had coritacted the coupling prism during the process of alignment,. The highest 
Q's were also never seer1 in spheres below 500 pm. As documented in [15j, we also 
see a time dependence of the Q due to water absorption on the surface as will be 
cliscusseci in Sec. 3.2.2, and the data in Fig. 3.3 all correspond to  nleasurenlents 
made within 1.5 minutes of fabricat,ion of the sphere. It cert,ainly took much pract,ice 
and a consicieral>le amount of rrrarrual dexterity to complete the whole process in t,his 
aniount of time. 
To make contact with otiier ~net~surenlet~ts of resonator loss, we use the cavity 
finesse: 3: for a free spectral rarrge corrcsporrdiiig to an additional wavelength around 
the sphere's circumference 153;. For (D: A) = (345 pm, 670 nrn) : 3 = 2.3 x 10' which 
is the highest value yet reporred for an optical int,erferornet,er, while for (D: A) = 
(680 pm, 850 nrn) ; 3 = 2.2 x 10' (exceeding the value 3 = 1.9 x 10%t 850 nm in 
Ref. [54]). 
time [ms] time [ms] 
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Figure 3.3: X,fit:rospt~i:re ri11gtio\vri rric;rsur.emerts alorlg with exponential fits. The 
correspoutiirig Q's inferreti via Q = w.r give (8 i 1) x 10%t, 670 11111 with D = 750 
pm (a)> (7.5 i 1) x 109 at, 780 rim wit11 D = 800 p x 1  (b) arid (7.2 i- 1) x 10" at 850 
nrn for D = 680 pnl (c). 
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3.2 Measurements 
3.2.1 Wavelength Dependence of the Q 
111 Fig. 3.4. thc nieasl~ernents above art: plotted along wit11 the point from Ref. [45] 
at 633 nm ~vitll D = 750 ~111, which; taken together? are the highest Q's for WGMs 
in tire oprical domain achieved to datk Also shown in Fig. 3.4 is the expect,ed 
variat,io~i for Q if bulk material absorption was the limit (i.e.? Q ,,,,, ,, = n k l a  ,,,, +,, with 
refractive index 71. = 1.452, k = 2.;r/X and the absorpriori coeficient a,,,,t (A) in very 
low-OH fibregrade fused silica given in j55j). Although the two dat,a poinlt,s a,t (633, 
670) nrn approacl~ Q,,,,, , t,he data at (780, 550) 11111 in tlle NIR fall substantially short. 
;o [nm] 
Figure 3.4: The highest Q values rneaiured at 670, 780 and 850 nm are shown, along 
wit11 the waveler~gtli dependencies for Q,,,,$ (Chick, solid line) lirriited by intrinsic 
surfice scatt,ering, Q,, for surface scattering (the regio~i between the thin, tlast~ed 
lines shows a boiir~d due to AFll  mirface data) and Q, for an adsorbed layer of water 
(tirick, dashed curve). The point at 633 rlrrl is fro111 Ref. [45]. 
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3.2.2 What is Limiting the Q? 
Surface Roughness 
One possible reason for reduceii d) is surface contaruinatiorl, althoilgli tile cleaning 
procedure outli~li?cl in Sec. 3.1.1 was developed to eliniinate virtiuxlly ,111 diffuse scat- 
t,cririg froirl particles ori the preform surface. Furthermore, as described in Sec. 2.2.2, 
t,tie limit set, by radiative losses is irrelevant for these "large" spheres with D =-> 20X. 
In thc al~sence of a more rigorous test of the cleaning procedure, scattering from 
surface inhon~ogeneities is now investigated as another candidat,e loss mechanism. 
Tlle forrnatioli of the sphere si~lrfacc is determined 137 the annealing history of t,he 
silica ball as it is wit,ildrawn from the flame and cooled. Although scanning electron 
microscopy (SEh'I) was initially atternptcd, high resolution atornic force microscopy 
( A F M )  proved to be nluch rnorc fr~ritful in provitiing quant,it,at,ive data on the sur- 
face quality of the microsplieres. Surface morphology was measured in a 20 nm x 
20 nrn square grid of 256 x 256 poiritys near the sphere equator; with a nominal ver- 
tical resolution of 0.01 nm. Features with curvatrlre on this scale could reliably be 
reco~lstruct,ed. 
These data. were organized as 256 line scarls of 256 poi~lts each (i.e., heights 
hi (z) , wit'h z ( j )  = 2Oj/256 [run], i , j  = (1. . ,2561 and (hi ( x ) ) ~  = 0 ) ,  of wilich 
three typical line scaris are shown in Fig. 3.5(a). Calculating the standard deviation 
LT! = (hi (z) hi ( x ) ) ~  of surface roughness horn each line scan results in an average 
3 = (2.5 -+ 0.7) nrn. Sirnilasly, for each line sca,n Isi (u) = (hi (z) hi (x + u)  j, is cal- 
culated and an average correlation function R (u)  = jRi ( 7 ~ ) ) ~  c011structed, as in Fig. 
3.5(b). A statistical correlat,ion lengtli of U = ( 5  -+ 0.5) rtm can be identified from 
this plot. The Fourier trarisforrn P (k)  of R (u) is shown in Fig. 3.5(c) and gives the 
"power spectruni" of surface fliictuatior~s in reciprocal space, wiiich is correspondingly 
flat ola to a spat,ial frequency ko - l / B .  Though no analjlic model has heen con- 
structed, rtote that tile fur~ctiorial form of R (u)  has cllaracteristics of both R, (u)  - 
! u  (Pi ( k )  - 1 - W (ikj - 8)  with ti ( b )  tlic: step fnnction) as for bandpass, ad- 
ditive white Ganssiar~ noise arid IZ2 (u)  - exp (- lu! / B )  (or I$ ( k )  - &). as for 
L I 
a rantlorn telegraph signal. with the interpretation of B as ttlie correlation lerigth the 
sarrie in both cases. It was verified that an increase in the scan region to 100 nm x 
100 nm while accordi~igly decreasing the resolution (as set by the 256 point, sample) 
tlitl not affect the surface height distribution data, but did inhibit t,he extraction of 
B fro111 surface correlations due to spatial undersampling. 
distance along surface [nrn] histogram bins for cr [nrn] 
Figure 3.5: (a) Typical line scans of surface data showing feat,ures at, 11x11 rr:solution. In 
(b), the dist,ributiori of riverageti surface roughrless for 256 differexit lirir: sca~ls is sl.~own: 
frorrr -rulich 0 = (1.7 i 0.5) nrri. (c) Correlation fi~rrctiori R (u) and (ii) estimate of 
it,s Fourier Transforru: the power spectral density P ( k ) ,  s f i o u ~ ~ ~  after averaging over 
256 scans of the type in (a) on a 20 ri111 scliiare grid, ns explained in the text. Both 
support the idt:rtificrition of the correlntion length U -. 5 rlrll 
Given (IT: B ) :  tlie surface scattering lirnited Q , ,  nlust take into account precisely 
how the energy of the resonailt niodo fielcl distribution is scattered into the con~l>lete 
set of rnodes pcrt,inr:nt, to the splierical geometry. For example, surface scattering 
lirnits arc expected to depeuci upon radial mode riurnl)er q. but because tlie modes 
exciteti here have q < 3, a sinlple estimate may bc based upon scattering from particles 
of ciielectric constant E = n2 and voluine 00' < xX". Such scatterers will have an 
absorption cross-section scaling as (volilnlc)" (jwavele~~gtlr)" and scat,tering density 
proportional to (l/volume); so the effective absorption coefficient for these scatterers 
is - k4rB2. Tising the volumetric ratio .Y r/m of a surface layer of such particles 
to that of the mode, one fincis at1 effective absorptiori coeificierit which scales as 
k4 (02B') / (m) so that, 
An equivalerrt expression can be derived using a different approach based on sur- 
face scattering from planar waveguides j56, 57, 58: by substituting t,he ratio of ex- 
ternal t,o internal rrtode volumes of the sphere for the ratio of external 
to internal guided power in the waveguide. Using (IT, R )  from above and (D, A) = 
(800 pm, 800 nm) , we estiniate Q ,., - (7.5 i 5) x 10"which cornpares to the 
measurernent,s wit11 (2 - 8 x log. 
Size Dependence of Q 
In Fig. 3.6, the highest Q achieved as a function of D is plotted for my work with 
splreres at fixed X = 670 rlrn with the cavetit that the repeatability in obtaining 
the "highest" Q for ix givcn D accounts for the consitlerable scatter in the data. 
Nevertheless; a fit .x D1I2 as sllggested by Eq. (3.1) yields nB - 5 nm" whicli 
coincides we11 wit11 our aiialysis of the experimental AFM data. Though the trend in 
Fig. 3.6 argues for ~neasrire~rle~ints with &ill larger spheress; our fixbricat,ion technology 
is riot suited for D rriuc:h in excess of 1 rnrn. 
Water Absorption on the Surface 
As in [45], il tirtre dependent rcciuction in Q is seen, with tlie ilighest C) data rneasirred 
within At = 1.5 rrlirlutcs of fabrication. A simple lnechanisrri for this process is based 
on the 2iyclration of a "fresh" silica surface in air j59> 60j. When a sphere is first 
Figure 3.6: The higliest Q values measured in spheres of diameter D at 670 nrn. Tlre 
dependence C),, cx 0'12 is suggested by Eq. 3.1. 
formed from a rod of Si02; tliere are dangling surface silicon bonds, which then 
undergo changes to t,heir chemistry deperiding upon the surrounding erivironment. In 
air, O2 ~ilolecxiles ee a potential nlinirrrum xiear the silica surface and are absorbed 
by a physical borid with a typical time scaIe of l o 7  s. Dissociation of Oz c a i  further 
reduce the surface energy in a process known as chemisorption, d i d 1  has a time 
scale of 10 s (t,he competirig clesorption process has a 350 s time scale). Hydrogen, 
in the forrrr of kiydroxyl radicals, then forms a cl~ernical bond wiih the oxygen wit,h a 
characteristic ti~rre scale of T ,  N 50 s, depending upon the presence of water in the air 
as a hydroxyl source. This snrface water layer is ;~ssurxied to cause the t,inle dependent 
light absorption (and srrbsequerit Q tlegraclat,ion) due to 0-15 bond resonances. 111 fact, 
for a water layer of width 6 < X i 2 ~  occul~yir~g a frat:tion of the rota1 rnode volurne 
x 6jm; and absorption coefficient P,, (A), we estirnate 
which shows the same degenderlce as I),,.. Though the exact clrernjstry of t,he 
surface adsorption process w u l d  seem to be very importarit in cleterrnining both 
3, (A) ar~d 6at ttlie time At of our measrrre~iients, arr estirnate using ,?, of bulk water 
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in the 500 ilm to 900 nrn range frorn R.ef. [ G l j  and 6 - 0.2 nm as appropriate for 
1 to 2 monolayers gives QQ,. - 7 x 10'' for our data point at; 670 nm with D = 750 
(likewise, the data of Fig. 3.6 at 670 nrn would predict S about an order of 
magnitude too largc). This estinlat,c? favors material absorptiori and silrface scattering 
losses a t  long visible n~ar~elengtlis allti snlall At. Wo~ve~ier, there is a r a i d  decrease 
to Q, - 8 x lo9 at 850 nm (with D = 680 pm)> strongly suggestirig that water 
absorption plays a fundanientd role furt,her into the NIR. The depexlclence suggest,ed 
by Eq. 3.2 is also shown in Fig. 3.4. 
There is a real possibility t,kiat even higher Q could he recorded in a dry environ- 
merit as At -. 0, as cliemical changes in t,he surface diie to oxygen alone should not 
causc the absorption. This immediately suggests drying of the air its a n  approacll t,o 
nmintaining high Q. At STP and a. relative humidity of 5070, there is a water vapor 
partial pressure of 11,500 ppm in air. Hence, I next attempted to inlple- 
7 1 0 , ~  
ment a dry glove box irrto tlie fabrication and memureitlent scheme, but dry nitrogen 
purging made it very difficillt to light tlie torch. I then iilvestigated an industrial lab- 
oratory gas dryer based on dehurrlidificatiorl of the Caltecl-1 compressed air line using 
a molecular sieve desiccant that can produce % < 1 ppm. This sl lo~~ld traaqla,te 
into a lengthening of (L) presorvat,ion in such an atmosphere frorn 100s to on the order 
of many hours. Such a systerri mas inst,alled, but, further work was not pursued, since 
I now t.urned my attent-ion to doing some at,ornic physics with these spheres. 
Chapter 4 Cavity QED with High Q 
Whispering Gallery Modes 
C a ~ i t ~ .  QED has proven to he a f(:rtilo arena irt whicit to study coliererit interactions 
bettween single atorns a,ritl p11ot~ons @2]. 1x1 t,he optical domain: the cavities eerriployed 
to achieve strong coupling have hew Fabry-Pcrot microresonators with finesse F - 
10", as in the initial work of Ref. [63! and continuing t,o the recent demo~lstratio~ls of 
real-time cavity QED with individual ator~zs 164, 651. By contrasti the LVGMs offi-r 
an alternarive avenue to strong coupling with the potential to surpays Fahry-Pcrot 
cavities with respect to certain key pararr1etc:rs. Fhr example, such resonators have 
the capability of achieving extremely lorig plroton storage lifetimes while maintaining 
a st,rong dipole couolixrg t,o an atomic ;401; ionic [66], or lrlolccular /G7] species via tfie 
small volume of a single mode? leading to the potential for ratios of coherent coupling 
to loss mechanisms in excess of 103. 
hlotivat,ed by these proxpect,s, I will now discuss measurerner~ts of the interaction 
of at,orns with the extiernit1 ewurescenit, field of a WGM iin a dontain in which cavity 
QED effects ~ C C O I I ~ C  important,. More specifically, there are sigi~ficmt, modifications 
of cavity trarlsrnission due to the coupli~lg of & - 1 Cesium (Cs) atom in a thermal 
gas with a single resoxiant VVGX at the level of a few pkiotons in the mode. The 
possibility for sensitivit,y to ,V2' N 1 at0111 in the micros@ir:re's evanescent field in tZte 
face of Doppler broadening of roughly 100 tirries the natural linewidth is a consequence 
of the uovcl features of the rriicrospheres used here, riamely small size (with radius 
a i 60 jrm and mode volilme I<',,, - lo-' c d )  aallti narrow lirlewidth (with Q1 = 
5 x 10% Q 5 Q Q ~  = 5 x lo7). Altiiongli it is clearly desirable to retiuce the Doppler 
brwactenirlg by coupling to cold a t r~~ns!  these experilrrents are an exciting irlitial step 
towards realizing the potential of LVGIvIs for long-lived col~erent dyl~arnics in cavity 
QED. 
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4.1 UHV Sphere Apparatus and Data Acquisition 
The act,ual setup is depicted in Fig. 4.1 and consists of a grating stabilized diode 
laser of a few hundred kHz linewidth coupled into LI microsphere via frustrated total 
internal reflection from a prism [43]. Thc! microspheres, of index n = 1.432, were 
Eabricat,ed using t l ~ e  procedure ontline in 3.1.1 arid then rriorrntcd inside the vacuum 
system. 
grating- 
stabilized 
diode laser 
saturated 
absorption 
monitor time-averaged 
cavitv I I transmission 
coilimating optics 
peltiel ------- ---- .. microsphere 
cesium tempsrature 
resewoil heatel, eervo 
vacuum chamber 
Figure 4.1: A simplified scl~er~:matic of the experimental setup is shown along with a 
det,ailed discussion in the text. Tile nlicrosphere (shown as a circle up against the 
prism) is surrounded by a dilute atomic vapor. 
The main vacuum cl-lanlt~er is shown in Fig. 4.2 and consisted of a 5 i1tc21 square 
iioliow piece of fused silica mated (by Glass Inst,rnnients; Pasaderiaj to a 4 112 inch 
glass to rrletal corrfiat flange on one side and a 1.33 irlcli glass to rrietal "quickflange" 
on the other. Tlie microspllere coupling apparatus was lnoilntcd onto a rnatc11i1:mg 4 
112 inch conflat flange with a port for electrical fecdti~ronglis, arid this was caref~~lly 
screived into tile bottom of the main chamber every t,ilne a new sphere was made. The 
cluickflange led to a six-way cross, from wkricii there were ports for a turbo roughing 
pump; a cesinm coltl f i r ~ e r ,  a 20 l,/s ion pump and a window 011 the top. 
to 20 11s ion pump 
to ion ga<@ : i< i<ughing pump 
to cesium source: V 
stress relief 
bellows 
' 
electrical feedthroughs 
Figiue 4.2: Tiie va~:ui~rri c:kiarnber design for this experirncnt is sllown schernatically 
(not to scale). The charnher was fabricat,ed by Glass Instrurilerits (Pilsadcrra; CAI 
from high grade cjilartz. Its optical prolxrties were found. to bc adequate for tllis 
asperimer~t, tliougll sspllcre replace~nerit was i~lcoriverlient. 
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The sphere was mourited close to the prisrn on a hornerrlade micrrrt,ransltLtioii 
stage using a specially niade vaciiunl-colllpatible piezo stack (ED0 Corporation, Salt 
Lake Cit,y) that had 20 prri travel for I kV of bias. It turried out to be very difficult to 
lriairitairl Q rnilch hig11:;r than about 1 x 10' in these experiments for several reasons. 
First, the sphere was inevitably burriped against the prism cluing the process of p r e  
aligning tile sphere on the translation stage ant1 t,he subsequent bolt,ing of the bottom 
flange to the main chamber. Secoridl the spheres usually xirere exposed to air for at 
least 30 llliriutes before thc system could be initially pumped down. Finally, typical 
spheres iri these experiment-s were 100 jinl diarneter or less (to keep the niode volumes 
small), which is much smaller tliari the sizes wit,h which the highest d) result,s of Sec. 
3.2.1 had been obt,ained. 
In any case, t,he range Ql -, Q2 discussed here was acccssecl by using different 
spheres and various rnodes of the sanle sphere; by loading the bare Q of any individual 
mode with the prisrn out,coupl~!r~ and by wa,iting for t,lie gradual ciegradatioii of the 
Q clue to repettted cont'act of the sphere with the prism iiuririg day-to-day process 
of optimizing the couplirlg in vacuo. In fa,ct, it was necessary to couple to higher 
order WGM radial rnodes (q - 3 - 4) in order to rllairitain an acceptable coupling 
eficiency, as the incoupling ieris was rrioilnted out,side the vacuum chamber. For this 
experiineiit,, this lens w t . ~  a doublet of focal length 14 em. In atidition, the light 
was inljected off of the borizortal synnnetry plane of the microsphere by an angle 
O - 10' - 15' to take advantage of the slight ellipticity of tile splicres (typically - 3 
%,) and excite thc strcalled precessillg ~rnodes as clcscribc?d in 3.1.2 allowing tlre direct 
emission from a WGhI to he separated frorti tile reflected exciring beam and collected 
ordo a PMT. A single travcllirig-wave mode (q ;  l ;  r n )  was t,lius exi:ited. It is degenerate 
ordg with the counter-rotating (q, 1 ,  -m) rniotie, which for Q 5 5 x 107 is imexcit,ed as 
evitfenced ci~y the al->sencc of any reso1vc:cl doiiblets in the transmitted intensity 1511. 
Tht: rriicrospllere assernbly was tllerrllally corit,acted to a Peltier elernent irsirig 
irrdiurrl solder, and tlie Peltier elerrierlt was heat smik to a copper block with tern- 
peratwe condrictive epoxy. Temperature changes were rnorlitoreci with a thermistor, 
cornpared to a manually set referr:r~ce potentiometer and then fed hack to the Peltier 
element for active temperature control. The reference potentiorrleter was used to 
t,-~uie a given cavity resonance w,,,,.itv to the frequency w ,,,,,,, of the F = 4 c--. F' = 5 
hyperfine transit,ion of the Cs D2 line (lifetime T = 1/27 rr 32 ns, see Fig. 6.1) at 
A,,,, = 852 nrn, relying prinlarily upon the thermally induced change in the sphere's 
illdcx of refraction. Because there was no active stat-ilization of t,he cavity t,o the 
atotniC iine pel. se, rcsisidual drifts of the mode -- i 500 kHz over 10 rniriutes with 
respect t,o t,he atornic line were present, but could be co~npensatetl ruanudly \vit,h 
very little trouble. The piezucont,rolled translat,iori &age allowed fine coritrol of t,he 
prism-sphere distance. A picture of this completed systeni is shown in Fig. 4.3. 
Figure 4.3: A close-up photograph through the quartz chamber at tile micrsophere 
coupling apparatus. The peltier k~eater and thermistor for the sphere temperature 
tuning servo are obvious, along with the rnicropositiorGng syst,em and optics. 
The heracuum system itself ~vas pumped to a background pressure of torr and 
contained a thermal Cs reservoir, leading to an atomic density of typically 2 x lo9 
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atolnis/c~n", as inorlitoreti by optical absorption in t,he vapor. Urider the assumption 
hhat this background Cs density is a fair represeiitation of the atoinic derlsit,y in t,he 
eva~iescerit field, the total rrlode volume external to the sphere V,', - 5 x 10-lo cm3 
iinplying that iYiT -- 1 atom in this dilute vapor interacts with the mode volurne. 
Thie procedure for data acquisition was to scar1 the frequerlcy 31, of rile inciderit, 
laser while recording the illtelisity transmitted by the microsphere, with averaging 
r,inles of several rni1111tes required t,o achieve an acceptable signal-t,o-noise ratio. h 
digital storage oscilloscope (Lecroy 9400) was used for the averaging and the res~ilt- 
ing traces transferred to a PC for analysis. The freqliency of the incident laser is 
independently monitored via saturated absorption spectroscopy in a separat,e cell. 
For small frequency scan.: of 1 2 5  XjIHz, a second method consists of FM locking 
of 61it: laser to the atorrlic line !52] and freq~iericy scannirlg using a double-passed 
acousto-optic modulator. 
4.2 Observations 
As shown in Fig. 4.4 for tlie case of coincicient cavity a.nd atomic w,,,,,, res- 
orlarice frequencies; sub-Doppler features are clearly observed as "absorption dips" 
in the trarlsmission spect-run1 T ( w L )  obt,airled upon averaging tlie transrriitted cavity 
intensit,y for several minutes. Other scans demoilstrate that when w,:,,i,y is tuned 
away from a,,,,,,,, the absorptive feature in T (wI,) does not similarly sliift. It was 
impossible to remove the atoriis corripletely for further verification of this effect, as 
this v~ould have irivolved either turiirig the sphere resorrance 2 500 MNz off of the 
Doppler line or pumping the atorris from the vicinity of the sphere. With the present 
set-up, it would be irripossible t,o riiairit,aiil a coilstarit sphert:/prism gap (anti herrce, 
the cavity transmission) during either of these procedures. 
4.2.1 Q Dependency 
From data as in Fig. 4.4 over a range Q1 5 Q 5 Q2; Fig. 4.5 shows the width 
Au of the ntxruo; absorption feature versus the inverse width QR-' of the broad 
detuning [MHz] detuning [MHz] 
Figure 4.4: The transrnitted irittensity T (dL)  for single WGXs is shown for (a) Q = 
1.5 x 10%nd (h) Q = 4 x lo7. For tlie data of (a)* we infer from a pllenomenological 
rnodel [solid linel see Eq. (4.4)j that the dip widttl is driven by a set of a t o n ~  selected 
by the cavity geometry. As the Q increases (b). the widt,h of thc ahsorpt,ive feature 
narrows, suggestive of a class of atoms with small velocity. Zero detunirlg corresporlds 
to the comnlon atom-cavity resonance (wL = waroin = ~ , . ~ , ~ i , ~ ) .  The inferred empty 
cavity transmissiorl is indicaleci in (a) (dashed line). 
transrrlission function, with (Au; A52) defined in Fig. 4.4. Note tlrat Ail serves as 
an iridirect rricasure of t,he linewidth of the empty cavity asid lieilce of Q-I via q = 
 ail. Given t,hat the Doppler I-IWI-IM in tlie Cesium vapor is A w d m / 2 ~  -
190 MHz and that the data in Fig. 4.5 axe taken in a linear regime, it is perhaps 
surprising t,hat Av << Awd. This ivill be discussed extensively in Sec. 4.3. 
4.2.2 Intracavity Photon Number Calibration 
The irnport,a~t issue of how to calaliate ilic efiticiency with which tight why coltected 
irrirricdiatcly arises in ortler t,o estimate the mean riumber of pliotons in the cavity, and 
so calibrat,e the transmittccl iriterisity axes in Fig. 4.4. The \%'%$I linewidth proper 
(HTVHM) K = K, i 6, ( d )  is a suru of the iut-ririsic linexvidtll Ki (due to absorption in 
the bulk silica, scattering l,y siufiace inliomoger~teitics, contarilinatioril etc.) and the 
loaded linewidth due to tire prism ti, (d) ~vh'ich deperids exponentially on the &stance 
d  between the sphere arid the prism as K, ( d )  = ti, (0) exp ( - . l i i r l / X ) .  By morritoring 
botli the cavity trar~mission alld the rr~otie linewidth as a function of d ,  it is found 
Figure 4.5: The width Av of the absorptive feature plotted against q r w,:;,,i,.,/AR 
(Av, AR defined in Fig. 4.4) ; where the relat,ionship of q t,o the actual mode Q is 
discussed in the text. 
that K / K ,  (do )  5; the factor by which tlie intra-cavity photon riuluber would be 
uriderestirnated if based solely upon the power. a,t the loss channel ~netrstired (i.e.? via 
tlre prism at a rriean separation do - 200 nm). Another factor of two must be irrcluded 
to account for the use of the precessing inodes arid the two outcoupled bearm in the 
prism. 
Operationall3: it is ensured that the data are acquired in a linear regime with 
measurernerit,~ of the sort shown in Fig. 4.6(a). For a specific mode with & - 
1.5 x lo6 the depth of the absorptive feature oli resonance as a function of the 
trarisrriitted intensity on resonance is seen to exhibit a linear relatiori up until nt, - 
10 intracavity phot,oris, beyontl wllich it begins to s2xturat.e. More generallyj using the 
procedure out,liried above and a calibration of the power out, of tlie trarismitted port, 
the iiltracavity photon rlu~nbber is estimated rn,o to vary between 0.5 5 r n o  5 30 for 
our data; with saturation for nso 2 10. 
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4.3 Model for the Interaction 
The st,arting point in ari attempt to model these observations is t,he set of I-Ieisenberg 
equatiorfi of mot,ion for a collectio~i of moving, two-level atoms (atomic lowering 
operators {mj,-) velocities {vj} ailci excited state linewidth T ~ )  coupled strongly 
(dipole coupling strcngtlls {g, } )  to a sir~gle WGM (wave vector k, plioton annihilation 
operator a) .  In the weak-field limit, j9. 681, wit11 (a! = a i~nd (nj_j = ;'ij, these 
(:(pations can be reduccd to a co~~pletl set of equations for rlle field ilrid thc at,ornic 
dipoles, 
1s the driving Here, n = d,,,,,+,/2Q is the cavitv ISWHM with no atoms, e e - " ~ ~  '
- field and G,tivjrv, ; , : ~ , , I ,  - W L  - ~ ~ . ~ , , i : , -  ,,i, are the cavity and atomic detunings frorn the 
driving field at w,,. Thc replacernerit x, 4 j"d3vd%op (v;rO) is made for atoms 
all with the same velocit,y distribution p (v) = j" d3rop (v, r,) which is assurned to 
be >laxu,ell-Boltzrnann, and a ur~iform position distribution p (ro) = j" d3vp (v; ro) = 
- 
;VT/J<, -= p, with p as the ato~rlic clensity and K,, the mode volurne. Ruthermore, 
taking g, ( t )  = g, (v,t + ro) , this set of equations 4.1 car1 be reduced to the following 
single equation for the field. 
t-to 
a ( t )  = - dtle-("-i6,.v.ir)ti / ~ V ~ J W W  (v) ,y ( ( I  - t i )  v + ro) (4.2) 
if/ ( t c  - i s  ,,,it,) 
Assuntirig a tirnoindepcr~der~t s eady-state for the intracavity field a ( t )  = a,, and 
classical atomic trajectories urlaffecred by the cavit,y field, the trarismission filrlctior~ 
t(uL) = ~%,,/t  for the ratio of trar~smitt,ecl to incident field arnplitudw can be sirn- 
plificd into the follo\virg foriri: 
Using the mode function $ (r)  , the atomic dipole couplir~g rate (vacuum Rabi fre- 
cluerlcy) for a single atom is rewrit,ten as y (r)  = y,n,,$ (r) with g,:,, = b/3~~2r.i/4xi/, 
so that go = y (a) is the value at rhe surface of the sphere (though the LVGhI field 
m;rximum is ac:tually inside the sphere close to t,he surface ;is shown in Fig. 2.2, 
t,he rrraximurn vahie accessible to the atorriic vapor, yo/27i - 20 !vl\/IIiz, is right at the 
surface). The qilaritity 
plays the role of an effectjive susceptibility for the atornic sarnple in its interaction 
with the WGkL The Fomier transiorrn of the niode function, 
4 (k) = (2~)-" i2  d3r$ (r)  exp (-ik. r) (4.5) 
is normalizeti such that V, = j"d% j jd (k)j2 = j" d"r 14 (r)j2. Because it is extremely 
diRcult t,o evaluate ~ ( w , , )  exactly for the actual furlctions ( 4  (r) .  p (v)) ,  calculations 
have been performed numerically for sirr~pliticd approxiniat,iot~ to $ (r)  external to 
the rriicrosphere (e.g., $ (r) - exp ( -ZT(T - a) /A) exp (-82:18i) exp (im.4) as a11 ap- 
proximation to J!, (rj .Y hjl' ( k r )  Y;,,, (H, 4;)). Via nurnc:rical ir~tcgratiori~ transmission 
functions T(wL)  = it (wI,) l 2  are folrrld that are in quar~titat~ive accord with t,lic rilea- 
sured spectra for low Q 5 Qo = 5 x 10') but whic11 deviat.e frorn t,he observations for 
Q 2 QQo due to a near abserlce of nai.iout feutures of iciidth -. 7. 
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4.3.1 Ansatz for the Three Contributions to the Susceptibil- 
ity 
Nonetheless, tliese calci~latioiis rrrotivate an ansats which takes 
with m d  + ivt + N, = ivI. The first, cornpor~ent in Eq. (4.6) is physically n~otivat.ed 
by noting that there must be a Doppler-broadened response 
due to velocity conlpor~ents tangential to the sphere in the direction of circulatiorl of 
the mode. In additioil, due to the geometry of the 'VZTG&i, there is also signific,mt 
transit broadening due to resicience tirnes of only 10-'r for lllotion along the radial 
coordi~iate to 10-'7- aloi~g tiicr Go direction (for which there is no Doppler broadelring). 
TfiougI~ any giver1 at,ornic trajectory will yield a colnplicated funct,iorr of both of tliese 
mecharlisms (as in Eq. (4.4)), in Eq. ( l . G ) ,  a transit broacleneti component of H'AXM 
Sut/27r -- 25 hh1Hz is simply added on; correspoi~ding to a lir~ear traject,ory of lengtti 
I ,  -- through the mode. 
The solid lines through the dat,a of Fig. 4.4 are based on Eq. (4.3a) with the 
nnsatz of Etl. (4.6). For Q 5 Qo, orily the first t,wo coniponerrts with fld = 0.75 i 
0.05 arrd ,Vt = 0.25 + 0.03 are needed in order to explain all t~aces. From t,his, it 
is inferred that tlie Doppler-broadened set of atoms act only as a broad ahsorber 
(since Awl < ti < &,I)  and that the absorptive dip at line center is accounted for 
t ~ y  tlre width A w t ?  implying tluit cavity geometry is a doniinarlt factor below Qo. 
That is, the geonretry of the cavity correctly accour~ts for t,he coexistence of both 
transit ant1 Doppler broaciening, where of cowse the sirnplc siurl of contr ibut io~~ 
stlggested phcrtor~~enologicdly in Eri. (4.6) is more properly ir1tt:rpreted as an iriterplay 
of frequency scales as in Eq. (4.4). 
By contrast, for Q > Qn it is essential to include a small componmrt r\i, 0.015 of 
atorris which respond with their natural linewidtl~ 7 (the inclusion of which does not, 
change the quality of the fits for Q 5 Qo). In fact, this componerit now completely 
determines the properties of the narrow absorptive feature since n < (Alit, A&),). 
hlthougll the need for this small s ~ ~ h s e t  of atoms moving sloxvly er~ougii and iri direc- 
tions s~~cicil that t,liey are ~ieitl~ev itppreciably Doppler- nor transit-broadeneci is thus 
operationally motivatedl their existeui:e is also supported within the context of other 
measurements near dielectric surfaces, as, for example; in the work on Doppler-free 
evanescent-wave spectroscopy [69]. 
This sirriple model also allows the issue of the relationship of the qxantity q of 
Fig. 4.5 to the actual ernpty cavit:y Q to be addressed. For Q 5 Qo, t,he relationship 
q N Q holds; with the inferred erripty cavity transmission showri as the dashed trace in 
Fig. 4.4(a). I-Iowever, for (2 > Qo, the t,wo broadly absorbing components in (*GdTd, a) 
(which account for niost of the atoms) significantly alter the lineshape relative to that 
inferred for the empty cavity with q 1. Q/2.5 for Q = Q2 and tile peak t,ransmission 
of the cavit,y reduced by a factor w 4.5. I11 fact, within the cont,ext, of the ar~satz (Eq. 
(4.6)) for xA; tlie si~b-nat,ural widths in Fig. 4.5 are an artifact of ho\v tliese differerit 
contributions (each of width 2 y) corribine to  produce T(ur,j, as shown by the solid 
curve in Fig. 4.4(b). 
Finally, the result,s of this plienornenological rriodel are summarized in Fig. 4.6(b) 
where the inference of the effective at,onlic susceptibility X ,  in Eq. (4.6) is shown. The 
pwanleters (;qcl, %; !XTG) = (0.75: 0.25,0.015) wl.iicli best fit tlle data across the whole 
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range in Q are ilsccl. Note that &Gc, t 1% ,-i N, N 1, which agrees rather nicely wit11 the 
~~revious e timate bitsetl upon V: a~ id  p. 11ite.restirigly) tlle profile of Fig. 4.6(b) bears 
a striking rescrnblallce to  those seeri in nltral~igh resolution trilrlsit broadening-lirniterl 
molecular saturation spectroscopy 1701. 
4.3.2 What About the Extremely Narrow Features? 
2 . .  . Because iV,j'nTr N 10- , it is perhaps riot surprising that aiternpts to  sirnplify the full 
irit,egral of Eq. (4.4) failed to proviiie an accurat,e accourltirig of tbe narrow cornponenit, 
intracavity photon number 
I .  
-100 -50 0 50 100 
detuning [MHz] 
Figure 4.6: (a)  Dependerice of the size of the narrow absorption dip on intracavit.j- 
plrotorr nurrrber in the low Q regime of Fig. 4.4(a). (b) The at,orriic response /X (~j,,);' 
(norinalized to inrity) inferred frorri the phenomenological model discussed in the text. 
[see Eq. (4.4);. 
of ~ ( w , , ) .  Nonetheless, even assumirlg a11 exact evaluation, there are several niecha- 
nisms wluch could protluce narrow features and are not accoimnted for in Eq. (4 .3~~) .  
First, as Q increases, a greater percentage of tlre counter-propagating (q I  1 )  -m) mode 
is exciteti? with a corresporlding increase in the possibilit,~ for iritracavity standing 
wave structure [7l! along the direct,ioil of nrode propagation. Sirch structure is capa- 
ble of prodiicing narrow feat,urcs by isolating thc slow atom cornponerts in a thermal 
2 '  2 gas. In addition, tire exp (-6 /0,) dependence of tlie mode frinction in the transverse 
direction is strictly only valici for the rn = 1 mode with 0: N 2/1,  and, as one rnovcs 
amray fro111 m = 1, the WGX dependence on B develops ailxiliary rnaxirna 1721. Sec- 
ond, p (v) may depart fmrri a 1\4axuwll distribution, especially for t,hose a t o m  ~vit,h 
> 0 wkiich are leaving tlre s~ufacc. 023vio11sly, a distributit~n ~a4iicl1 was peaked at, 
lower velocities or which favored directions orthogonal to tho direction of propagation 
of tire  node ~vould lead to ~iari-ow featnres. Firtally, possible atomic level sllifts [73] 
(6, * 6, + A) and rriodificatiorls to the xvitltli (y -. 7') due to elrhal-rcettient or iniri- 
bit,iori i74, 75j of radiative decay iri tl-re vicinity of the sphere's dielectric boundai-y 
liax.1: not beerr taken iriio accoinit,. Tlris urouid he extremely difficult to tio correctly 
(e.g.. oire nrust eor~sider both norr-idealities sucll as asphericity which splits the tie- 
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generacy in mode number nt and Q's which are typically non-radiatively linrited and 
the spatial dependcrrce of r' and A). 
4.4 An Update 
Since the cornpietion of this work nearly two arid a half years ago! there have been 
several interesting tievelopn~crlts in t,lris field wl-ric11 deserve me~~tion.  Recent15 there 
have been first results at spcct,roscopy (of a coupled \VG'vI/qwlnturn dot system [76] 
(with Q's of loS rnost recenrly mt:;rsured in situ) represent,irlg a very exciting future 
direction for high finesse microcavity work. 'viuch work has focused on coupling 
mechanisms int,o spheres for which the experimerital coupling efficie~ley tias been 
pirsherl as high as 80% 1771 for tile prism coupling technique used in t,he work here. 
Yew couplers, which are more compatible with "integrat,ed optics" teclmologies, have 
also been developed based on fiber "half-block" couplers [78> 38]> fiber tapers 179, 
80, 81, 82; 831 and a llybrid teiiinique [84]. A rrlajor focus of these effort,s is to 
eliminate freespace bearns with 8x1 eyc towards possible applications in fiber-based 
cornmux~icatioil systenns. For sue11 devices, Q will be sacrificed i i ~  favor of increased 
couplirlg cEcient:y. The possibility exists of usirig a sphere as a reference oscillator in 
an ult.ra-cornpi~ct opto-electronic microwave oscillat,or !85]. Finally, very low tfrreshold 
lasing has bee11 seen in (loped silica spheres j86]. 
From the perspective of our gxoup. the long-term future of microspheres deperrds 
on the ability to rnaint,ain extremely high Q in very small spheres, wlrere the ratio 
g / ~  is expected to get very large. \Vork with srrlall spheres also ho1ds the PI-on~ise of 
doing interesting norl-lineal. optical work with very srrlall thresholds, perhaps even at 
the sirrgle plltotorl level. Joe 13nck has con~tir~ileil this efihrt by trying t,o develop the 
group's expertise with smaller spl~eres 
Part I1 
CM QUANTIZATION IN 
CAVITY QED 
Chapter 5 Well-Dressed States for 
Wavepacket Dynamics in Cavity QED 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter is a tileoretical in~vestigation of the structilre and dynamics for an atoni 
strongly coupled to a quantized field in the presence of an exterrial potential. Here? 
the dipole coupling energy tig is comparable to the atomic kirietic energy E h  [35]. 
\Vit,l~ colci atoms, a fully quar~t,ized treatment of the atomic c.m. degrees of freedom 
is necessary in order to aecourit for the wavepacket ntiture of the c.111. state. T h s  
sit,uatior~ has not bee11 import,ant for previous experimental work in cavity QED in 
which atorris from a thermal beam t,r;tr~it though a quantized cavity field with kinetic 
energy Ek large compa,recl to the coupling energy fig 191 arid for which the c.m. motion 
could be treated classically. 
That the atom-field coupling for t,he internal degrees of freedom could have impor- 
tarit corlscquences for the external c.m. motio11 was recognizeti in the seminal work 
of Refs. i87: 26, 88, 891, where scattering from the localized potentiti1 tlg (r) as well 
as trapping was first considered. Sirice then, a number of treai.nlc~it,s of quantized 
motion in cavit,y QED have appeared related to diverse problems in optical physics: 
including coolirig arid trapping in a cavity wit11 n N 1 quant,a [26, 90, 911, atorriic 
position rrieasurernents at the standard quar~tum limit i92, 93, 941, and quantum non- 
clerrlolitior~ detection of the irilracavity photon nurnbcr bimd dipon atomic deflections 
195, 96, 97, 411. Also aimlyzed have been the role of atorriic motion on the intracavity 
radiative process, as for example in Rcfs. j98): arid other progeny in cavity QED, 
including most importaritly the recerit work on the nlicrorrlaser with cluant,kzecl c.m. 
motion i99]. 
Folloxving this general therne; the current analysis explores the interplay of t,he 
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finite spatial exterit of a c.m. wavepacket, + (r) with t,he quantum fit:ld mode structure 
9 [r), as is relevant to several important, areas, including quaiit,urn logic with atoms 
in a cavity 1100; 1011 and qua~~tuni  state syrithesis in cavity QED 1102, 1051. The 
material iin this Part I1 mill lay sorrie of the gronndwork for the next, Part 111, iil which 
experimental in.i~estig:itions of sorrie of these phenomena have been undertaken. 
5.2 Field-Wavepacket Overlaps 
h trapped atom whicli is cooleti irit,o a definite vihratiorial level of tlic trap will have a 
q~~art ized c.m. wt~vefunetion ~vkiose wavepaclct extent is set by the trap parameters. 
I uxidertook some calculations ;34] to see what these c.m. bound stat,es would look 
like in the case of a riovel trap corlfiguratiori devised by Hideo arid Jeff corisisting of a 
red-det,uned plus blue-det,uned FORT (see Sec. 7.2.1 for a very det,ailed introduction 
to FORT traps) in a microsphere [4Oj. The interesting result is that these wavepackets 
car1 have spatial structure on t.iie same scale as the light forming the trap. Hence, if 
an atom could be cooled in such a trap and then allo~ved to interact with a quantized 
field in the sanle spatial region, the finite spatial cxt,erit of t,he c.m. wavepacket could 
have a profouild innpact upon t,iie usual atoni-field coupling. An examination of results 
from such a calculation in Figs. 5.l(a),(b) shows that this is nothing like the "pinball" 
regime for the atomic motion ~vllich has been typically considered. This ca,lculatior~ 
(for a very specific external poteritial) led to  nriuch inore general cons id era ti or^ of 
the impact of at,omic c.m. quant,iztit,iori on the usilal Jaynes-Cummirigs Harniltonian, 
which is discussed in what follows. 
5.3 The Well-Dressed States 
The familiar dresseci-states of the Jayries-Curnr~iings Harriiltoilian are modified in 
Sec. 5.4 to iriclude bourid c.m. states that arise either because of the intrinsic spatial 
P-clriation in the atorri-field collplirig g (r) or because of an ext,er~ially applied atomic 
potential KXt, (r), e.g., as in an RF Paul trap /20]. Spatially localized eigenstates for 
Figure 5.1: Comparisori of the c.m. bound states $,=, (r) with the coupling coef- 
ficieiit g (r) for the WGM of a microsphere of radius 50 pm and rnocie number (a) 
( I  = 521, Tn = 517) and (b)(l = 521) m = 516). A dipole force trap of depth 2 pK prrr 
vidcs V;,,, (tlie at,orrl gallery of [40J). Xote that in (1)) g!:i) = 0 while g,!i2 # 0; with 
CJ/:;' defined in Eq. (5.7). 
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botil thc: external motion in a potential 1vel1 and for the internal atom-field int,eraction 
are terrnetl "well-dressed'' states; with t,l-le eiger~value spectra in t h e e  distinc,t regimes 
illustrated in Fig. 5.2 and describeti in more detail shortly. 
Figure 5.2: Eigenvalue spectra for the ".sell-dresseci" states. Showi~ is the n-excitation 
~rlanifold for tile three cases (a) C/;.,t > lig,fi, (b) ligmfi >> K X t r  tmd (c) KXt = 0; 
wherc: in (c); the curvature in y (r)  supports bourrd states. The cjuantitios Vn ar~d 
y,, = ($J, / y (r) i $,) are disciisseti ill t l ~ e  text,. 
To illi~strate the type of dynarnical phenomena that can arise: Sec. 5.5 considers 
txri atom ir~itially localized in the rnodi: g (r) = goU (r) with one photon which leads 
to substantial modifications to the fiarr~iliar Rabi nutation rate 2g (r). New coupling 
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strcngtils g$$' cllaracteri~e the initial evoh~tion of t,hc atomic dipole and inversion 
\vliicli arc in general distinct cluaitities with a strong dependence on the atomic c.m. 
state. bciirg givcn by overlap integrals of g (r) arid tlie c.rn. \vavc:furiciions p (r). 
More gorierallg: alrearly iimplicit in Fig. 5.2 for tile eigenvalucs of tlie well-dressed 
stales are ilew c.111. dcpeiidcnt spatial and teillporal scales, T ~ ,  wliere for gar, 2 1: 
wavepacket delocali~atioii can lead to a "collapse" of internal atorn-field colierences 
while for ,907~ >> 1 'irevivals" of this collcrence are possible. 
An crnpllasis on locali~ed bound st,ates dist,inguishes t,l~is fro111 riiost previous treat- 
rilents of quarti~ed inotiorl in cavity QEDi which have liugely dealt with scattering of 
unbound mornenturn eigei~~tatcs. Perflap the treatments wit,h tlie greatest inlpttct on 
the developrr~ent here has been t,he work of Refs. [98, 991. In Ref. [98]; for example, a 
quar~tiim mechanical treatmerit of au atom in a &anding optical cavity is used 
to stuciy the diff~~sion i  nion~cnt,um space of a c.m. momentum eigenstat,e and the 
~riodificatior~s of the spontaneous tlecay ratc,s clue to c.111. quantization. Although 
tlie eigenstates of Fig. 5.2(c) her:: arc for the case of a lD st,andirig urave irit,roduced 
in Ref. !88]; tlie formalism is applied there to delocalized i~lornentum states which 
extent1 over marly wavele~igths (e.g., see Figs. 1 - 3 t,here). By contrast, the en~phasis 
here is on tlie structure and dynan~ics of spatially localized bound stat,es wliich are 
coinplex superpositions of the tlelocalked Blocli states and for whicl~ the dynan~ical 
processes 11ave iiot been previously cot~sidered. 
Tlie boui~d state structllre does play a crirical role in the beautiful treat,tne~it in 
Ref. 1991 of the "rnazer," for \vhicli inciderit cold at,orris are t,rmlsrriitted or reflected 
froxi tile rjuarrtized field of a micrornaser. The resonances iri tlie scattering process are 
nssociated with bourid states in the poteiitial formed by c~iliantized field. This treat- 
rnerlt, however? t,erided not to erripilirsize t,lie size scale of the initial c.111. wavepacket 
wit11 respect to the typical wavcleilgtl~ of tile cjiian~tum field. The analyses in 141, 1061; 
though vcry interesting in their o\i7n right, also do not place tlie sarrie ernphasis on the 
c.rn. \vavepac:ket or its expansion in terrris of the bound states of the optical poter~tial 
as is done here. 
Note that a11 this work builds to some extent on preceding work with ckussical 
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fields outside tlie realrrl of quantized opt,ical fields in which hot,li internal arid external 
(c.m.) atomic degrees of frcedorn rriust be quant,ized in the presence of resorlant or 
quasi-resonarit excitation. Optical molasses [107, 108, 109, 110, ill], trapped ions 
j112, 113, 1141 atorn lasers ills; 1161 and liovel atomic cooling and trapping schenies 
[lli, 118, 1191 using classical light fields and their associated forces have all been 
treated in t,his way. Often, either the Ran~an-Nath approximation (for atom?) or the 
12arnhDicke lirrlit (for iolls) is invoked, which tends to tieelllpllasize either the extent- 
of the atomic wavepacket with respect to the cjitantized field or the motion of ille 
atom over its internal state lifetime. These are things that are irlcorporated here, 
contingent upon t,hc relative rilagnitudes of the typical energies in the problem, as 
will be developed further in Sec. 5.4. 
5.4 Structure 
5.4.1 Hamiltonian 
Turning to the details, tlie syst,ern Hamiltoriian to be considerod is expressed as 
where = (n -a t  + an,) is tile Jay~les-Curn~ni~igs iriteraction writteri in a rotating 
- frame at ,reson,ance, so that 3,+ - il'cnrilp ZE 30. Here, r, p are c.m. position 
and rno~rit:~lt~uni operators for an atorri of mass m,, n+ is the internal atorr~ic raising 
operator; and at is tlie creatiori operator for the cavity field mode. I/;,,, is assurried to 
have a bound-state structure (/$,) , Bq) when g jr) = 0: and similarly, the term in 
g (r) can he interpreted as an iriterrial &ate-tiepetlcierit poterit,ial where, for \/;!,, = 0, 
we have eigenstates ; E,) of 13. The rvell knoxvil dressed-states of HIP are 
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with E,,:* = &,,hi and with the converrtioil that g (r)  > 0 (g (r)  < 0) corrcsporlds t,o 
a decrease (increase) in energy for ID,,..) (ID,,,)). For tire time beingl tiissipation is 
neglected. 
Itather thari specify a p;crticuiar form for g (r) ,  ttie generic behavior of g (r)  is 
studied around a field ext~rerrnrln zo (in one tlimension for simplicity) where y,, - y (zo)  
allti [ charact,erizes the magnit,utie of the curvature of g (zo ) ,  with 7 its sign. In a 
harmonic approximation, the boirnti st,ates { I 9 p ) )  associated witli the dressed st,ate 
ID,,_) (in the case of a single field rrinximunl with r/ < 0) have an energy spectrum 
E p =  { p + + )  lib',,, ( p = 0 ; 1 , 2  , . . .  ), where 
It is mrthwhile to note fronr this eqiration that both the potential well depth and 
t,he recoil energy set the energy scale for the vibrational spectrum. In general, t,he 
reyuirerrient for bound st,ates is that a < 1, with 
Note that R1 is analogous t,o tlre paranreter R iri [98]. 
As the irrtcrition here is to idcritify generic features brought the c.m. s t a t e  
depemicnce to the usual dressed stat,e structure, tile general solutiori of Eq. (5.1) with 
arbitrary functioiial forms for y (r)  and K:,, (r) will not be considered. Instc~cd, witli 
the straightforra:ard cidinitior~s and ol~servatior~ above, the bound-state structure 
of H in several lirniting cases of experimental relevance car1 be understood. The 
three energy scales nei:essary for dcterrrrinirrg the appropriate c.m. eigenbisis are the 
couplirig eriergy fig,& t l ~ e  nergy split,tirrg for the bountl statcs {I$,)) of I!., 
a id  the eni:rgy splittirig !iVrL tjssocixt,ed with tlie bolmd states {/@,:!) of l ig  (r). 
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5.4.2 The Three Different Regimes 
Perhaps the simplest case to consider first is that for which the external potcrit,ial is 
dominar~t, narrlely AE, >> hg,,,v%. In this regime, the well-dressed state stnlct~rre 
is solvet1 using { / l j q ) )  as a fixed basis for the c.m. ancl fig (r)  H I P  is viewed as a 
perturbation. The eigensolutioris of H are {/+,) @ lL),,,;i) , E, i lifig,,)i where the 
matrix eleir~ent g,, is defined by 
The finite size of the wavepacket inherent in g,, distinguishes this case fro111 much 
of the previous work in cavity QED. It can cert,airily be the case that (g (r)), # 
g ((r)J for the bourirl states of i:..,; which w a  tile intended "punch-line1' of Figs. 
5.l(a,b). One sees that this condition arises when the at,omic c.m. wavefunction has 
spatial struciure on a scale corrnnensurate with t,hat of the quantum field to which 
it is couplod. Variations in atomic wavepac:ket probability density strongly influence 
t,he coupled atonl-field evohltion. 
More generally, the c.m. dependent Jaynes-Curnmings lttdder (i.e., the well- 
dressed states) for tliis regime is illustrated in Fig. 5.2(a). Xot,e that ''Rabi Aop 
ping" proceeds at the c.m. state dependent rat,e 2&gqqi which cari be conipleceiy 
suppressetl (y,, -+ 0) due to thc spatial structnre of y [r) with respect to $, (r). 
Spectroscopic investigation of tire stn~cture %vonltl, in general, involve c.111. st,at,e 
dependent transitions within each manifold. 
A secontl regilr~e interchanges the roles of (r) and h,q (r);  such t,hat Fig,,fi =-> 
AE, >> hVT,. Here, J: is assumed suificiently large so that the coupling g (r) - go 
acts siniply as a global shift to {E,). In this rcgirne, the well-dressed states of H are 
3 iU,,:i)) , (?&figi, J- E,)) as illiistrated in Fig. 5.2(b). The large curva1;ure 
J: in the cavity field allows tlle atomic c.m. to relilairl couplet1 predolilinarlt,ly to 
tile boiind states of 'l<!,, (rj .  The interaction energy associated wirh the internal 
degrees of freedom appear nlore or less as in the standard Jaynes-Cummings ladder, 
modified now by the fine si.ructure associateci with the atomic c.rn. In fact tliere are 
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additionally small shifts g,, of each eigeristate due to the spatial dependence of g (r) .  
These shifts are assi~mcd to be of higher order arid are not slio~vn. Note that the 
separate lirrlitv of Figs. 5.2(a,b) begin to coriverge as the hound state spacings of g (r) 
and v?,, ( r )  approach one another, openirig the way for more complicaied structure 
(as for example with iricreasirig n) m d  dyr~an~ics than will be discussed llei-e. 
Finally, a third reginie takes fig,,L/;; > fiV, > AE,. In fact, (r)  is consid- 
ered only a Incans of providing a ~vell-clefined initial state for. an atomic wavepackei, 
after which its effect is asslirriecl iicgligible compared t,o the cavity field. For a given 
n-manifold, the Jaynes-Cummings ladder in t,l~e drt;ssetl-state picture is not split by 
i h g .  Instead, the well-dressed st,at,es ( / # p ) }  are associated with the minima of the 
respr:ctive poteritials V= (r) = itiv'?ig (r) for jL>,,+) as in Fig. 5.2(c) for the bound 
states of 1/_, with t,he repi~lsive barrier seen by !I),,+) at that spatial location omitted. 
This is a consequence of the fact that the dressed state ID,,-) is at,tracted towards the 
regions of negative curvature in ,9 (r) 111 .c 01 while jD,,+) is repulsed: and conversely 
for rl > 0. This structure is heavily dependent on xvell depth and changes wit,h the 
inanifold level n .  Nevertheless; it must be enlphasized that. in the hx~nouic approx- 
imation (and indeed for Illore general poter~tials as well) the level spacing within a 
1 
given :nn-manifold is given by fiV, and scales as (n):. Xote that ttlis same fact,or 
plays a cerrtral role in the work of [99j, for scattering of a cold wavepacket from a 
potential formed by the c;~vit,y field. In t,hat, casee: E is set by the lengti~ L of the well 
and successive scat,tering resoiiarices in t,he low energy liniit, for increasing yoL are 
associated wit11 irlcremer~ts of tile round trip phase in units of 271; wlnicli is precisely 
tlie conditiorl for the addition of another botmd state in the a&soci,?ted square well 
poteritial of dept,li go. Implicit in that, analysis is she use of an external riiechanism, 
sucli as the poteritial \i:,t (r); to produce the initially cold wavepacket. 
111 terns of a piiysical implemienitatiori, a,n example relevarit to the t,wo regimes 
of Fig. 5.2(a,b) is a trapped ion interacting with a cavity rrlode. In the rnicro\vavt: 
clomaiii j103I1 typical cavities have - 20 kHz, while tlict vibratiorial frequencies 
for an RF Paiil trap acting as l<:,t (r)  are - 1 MHz and 5 < A,.,,,:, so that 
the coniiit~ion~ for Fig. 5.2(aj are satisfied. By cor~trast: in the optical domain [9: 6.11 
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- 10 MHz : as is appropriat,e to Fig. 5.2(b), wliere for a heavy atom, 2 200 kkHz 2r 
a6 . 5 -i;' 1" an optical standing wave. 
For the regirrle of Fig. 5.2(c); orie can consider a light atom such as He*? initially 
prepred in a c.111. eigcnst,ate of I/;,, (r); wi-1icl1 coilld be switched on in the for111 of a 
dipoleforce trap as in Ref. [I041 to provide this initial set of ~vell-defined cigenstates 
with g ( r )  = 0. The atom is thc11 alio\c7ed to int,eract with a single mode of an 
optical cavity. This requires a t,ransit,ion to (r)  = 0 with g (r)  # 0 arid could be 
accomplished for x!,, (r) by simply gating the intensity of the dipole-force trap, while 
g (r)  could he controlled via the rnechanisni discussed in Refs. [102, 1201. Here, t,he 
effective coupling is giveri as a product of g (r)  and an external coritrol field a, with 
the two-level at,o~ri being the ground states in a il configurat,ion driven respectively 
by 9 (r)  arid R. 
5.5 Dynamics 
Rather than focus on any one of the diverse a,pplicatiors of the eigenvalue structi~re of 
Fig. 5.2, clyrlarnics are noxu discussed in an attenlpt to empliasize sorrie of the generic 
features encountered for wav(:packet,s in a qua,r~t,ized cavity field. Atomic spolltaneous 
emission in the regime of Fig. 5.2(a) is first consicicred. The well-dressed stat,es for 
an atom bound near the surface of a dielectric microsphere (as in Fig. 5.1) have been 
used to calculate rrlodifications of radiative processes includi~~g the c.m. state and 
have found significant (100%) stateto-state variations in the spont~arieous decay rates 
associated with the: firiite esterlt of $J, (r) w compared to g ( r )  via g,,. As well, tlie 
dynaniics accorripailying heating of the atornic c.m. rnotior~ in the atom gallery [40] 
depend strorigly on i j ,  (r), with sharply decreasing rates of ileatirig with illcreasing q, 
as discussed in detail in i34]. 
A sinrple example in tlie regirnc appropriate to Fig. 5.2(c) is noxu used to address 
more directly issues of rvavepat:ket dynamics iii cavity QED in a non-pext,urbative 
regime (i.e., coherent couplirig >$ cavity or atorriic dissipative rates). For an initial 
c.m. wavepacket JQc,n,,, (0)) = J d"r fo (r) jrj and a coupled field and internal atornic 
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state (c+ lD,,,f! i c- ID,,,-)), tlre full qtra~ltu~n state at ally later tinle t is given by 
Q ~ O T  (t)) = ( c . e + ~ c t  I )  I*.., (01, . (5.6) 
<=* 
with Hi = & i fiv6zg (r)  and wit,h dissipation neglected. The usual c.rr1. state 
fo ( r )  = 03 (r - rO) leads to Rabi (oscillations with frequency CL, = 2,&g (r"). How 
ever. the wavepacket nature of the c.m. gives rise to new issues xvllich are illustrated 
in the follo~ving I D  problem with the aton1 initially confined in sorrie whicli 
is quickly swit,dled off (so that /1Ii,.,,,, (0)) cannot adiabatically follow the change). 
T l ~ e  at,om is t l~en coupled to a resonant cavit,y with mode function g (z). As it is 
known that, the preeminent requirement for possible experimerltal implementation 
of wavepacket dynamics in cavity QED is that fig - Ek, here it is assumed that the 
bound state energies of I/;,,, arc initially of the same order as figO so that an atorn 
prepared in one of these states will remairl localized when coupled to  the cavity. 
For gt << 1, it possible to find analyticaj expressions for tile ato~nic dipole (0- (t)) 
and the excited state probability P, (t) = (n+ (t) n- (t)).  For an &om initially in the 
ground st,at,e and n + 1 quanta in the field, i t I / r O ~  (t = 0)) = 1.9; n + 1) @ I*<, (0)) 
(1) (i.e.; c+ = i h ) ,  the11 (D- (t)) = -~,,&g,:~~ t ,  where 
This reproduces the usual expression (rr- ( t ) )  = -i cos ( f i t )  sin (&t) - -ifigt 
2 
o r  s a  t if g + . ~urtix:rrnore, P (t) = n ('(/!) t2 witi~ 
(21 which is t,he snlall t equivalent of the Rabi probahilit,~ sin"&ytj with y -+ gtZli. 
Note t,liat the deperidence of (n- (t) j and P, (t) on fo (z) car1 be profound and unlike 
anything that a "billiard ball" lx~odel for the atornic c.m. rnigiit predict. For example, 
for tltt: part~,icular atorri gallery state shoivn in Fig. 5.l(b) interacting with the WGM 
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!li - g ,  g ,  - 0 SO that (n_ ( t ) )  = 0. while g,$' # 0 such that Pe: (t) # 0 
L~Iore generally, defining rirne-evolved dressetl-state wave packet,^, 
associated nrit11 1 \IIToT (0)) leacis to thc excited stat,e probability for all tiriles as 
1 P, (t) = - + c;c- Re dz f z  (2, t )  f _  (z, t )  (5.10) 2 
Here, P, (t) is given as an overlap (ir~terferencej of ampiit7~des for the dressed-state 
wavepackets associated with t,he two potentials V* = f fig (z). Significantly) coherent 
internal state dynarnics are now linked self-consistently with t,he coherent evolution 
of the external c.m. st,ate. A clualit,at,ively similar linkage has been analyzed in the 
cont,extt of the nticromaser operating with cold t~t,ornis [%I. 
The c.111. s a t e  dependency of these variol~s expressions is made explicit by irs- 
surrting a standing-wave cavit,y with g (z) = go cos (kz) and an infinite square urell for 
with n 2 = i. whic11 has boilnd states 
t2n2 for Z, < z < zl+u and integers q 2 1 The bound state energies are {E,} = {d) . 
Fig. 5.3 ill~istrates the sit,uation for the $\\TI t>onnd states (1 .= 1,2. 
The quadratic: sl~ort irne depcndeilce of Pe (t j  with c1haractt:ristic cilrvaturc givcn 
by the c.rr1. stat:e dependent rate g 2  of Eq. (5.8) for the initial c.m. stares q = 1 , 2  is 
sllown in Fig. 5.4. The dependence on q of these curves can be understood from the 
2 difference in the overlap irttegrals of Q, (2) wit11 lg (zjj as predicted by Eq. (5.8). 
Turning now to dynamics 0x1 longer tirrte scales, in Figs. (5.5, 5.7), we illustrat,e 
Figixc 5.3: An illustratiori of the situatioii in which bound states [Ey. (5.12); 
of I(:/;:,, (z) [Eq. (5.11)] evolve dynarriically wlieii st,artirig in the atornic g.round statc in 
the oriephoton field of a cavity with nlode funct,ion g (z) = go sill (kz) . The dressed 
states /Dl ,-. *.) will see the potentials labelled by V+ (dashed) and V_ (solid), respec- 
tively. 
Figure 5.4: Quadratic short tirue evohlt,ion of 1: ( 2 )  for the two sttttes q = 1 (solid) 
and q = 2 (dashed) of Fig. 5.3.  The differcrut rat,c:s of growth here are due to the 
diiferent overlap of these two wavefur~ctioris with the quantum field profile y (z) as 
cpztntified by of Eq. 5.8. 
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various aspects of rhe interplay of the c.m. and internal dyriasnics for several choices of 
thc parameters (ma; ,q": Bl)  a~lcl f o  (2). where in all cases c i  = i&. Rorn the i r ~ e t s  
in Fig. 5.5; f o  (2) is taker1 to be either tile ground stat,e (Ij, (z)) or the first excited 
state (c1, (2)) of x!,+. It is clear that for the choices of zl sho\vn, the waxpackets 
f+ (2,  t )  will rriove into adjacent poterltial wells because the dressed srates lDl,i) see 
potent,ials Vi itiyo i:os (kz). 
More quantitatively, fit (z, t) are computed by rre-expressing Jb (z) in terms of the 
well-dressed states (6, (z) E, = hw,) as 
f* (5, t)  = cpe-z"i~t@p (z)
As expected, the expansion coefficient is given by 
It is worth re-iterating t,hat, in order to distinguish f* (z, t )  in Eq.(5.13); appro- 
priate (4 ,  (z)) to use is the set localized to the (spatially distinct) poteiitial minima 
seer1 by ID1,+). Taking 2 = 20 MHz (as is relevant to Fig. 5.5(u)), for example, the 
potential V+ = Fig (z) for 71, = 1 is fol~rid numerically to have 177 bound st,ates. For the 
initial states here wii;h a << A, the validity of eva,luating the time evolution in t,erms 
of {4p ( r ) )  only (i.e., neglecting the continimrn) has been verified with independent, 
calculations using the splii opc:rat,or snethod !121]. In Fig. 5.6, the cleconlposit,iori of 
the iriilial statcs q = 1; 2 in terms of tiit: set of 30 boimci states of V; is sllo~vn for the 
parameters of Fig. 5.5(b,c). It is clear that this basis is conlpletely adequate for these 
particular states, ant1 t l ~ t  the u ~ e  of a snore general basis (s11c1i as the Bloc:11 states) 
muld  only obscure the dyria~~iics. Of course, as q increases; it xvould be important to 
ext,eud the basis over rnultiple wavelengths to accoinrt for tunnelling of thcse lrigtrer 
enorgy st,atcs. 
Rorn Fig. 5.5(a), there is a time cteperldence for P, ( t )  reminiscent of tire well- 
known "collapse" of Rabi oscillations caused by a spread in values Q ,  = 2y ,h asso- 
Figure 5.5: Evolution of e! ( t )  for three different initial c.m. waxpackets in the 7, = 1 
manifold with n r ,  = 133 arriil. In (a) yo /2r  = 20 MHz axit! R, = 1 x lo-' while in (b) 
arlti (c) g0!2r = 1 MHz SO that R, = 2 x lo-". Irisets siiow jo (2) (solicl liriej cerltered 
at 2 = 2, for the q = 1 state in (a): ( 1 ) )  anc! q = 2 in (c)? and tile (rnormalized) 
dressed-stato goterit,ials If* ((ciashecl lines). 
Figure 5.6: Decomposition of the states q = 1 (dashed) and q = 2 (solid) of Fig. 5.3 
in terms of the 30 hound stat,es of {d, (2)) of V* as is relevant to the parameters of 
Figs. 5.10 (k) and (c). We plot /cp (t)12 from Ecl. 5.14 as a f~tnction of bound state p. 
111 both cases; x, icp12 > 98%. 
ciated with a distribution in n j1221. Similarly, here the collapse is brought about in 
part by dispersion in Ql (now for fkcd 7~ = 1) set by the structure of fo (2) relative 
to g (2). In aridition, or1 a time scale ri given by 
i k a  
go71 - '- \i 2R1' 
Ihe wa.jepttcket,s f* (zi tj separate due to their evoIutions alorig V*, driving the overlap 
of arnplitudos in Eq. (.5.10), irntl hence tiynamical evolut,ion of i3, ( t )  to zero. A 
conipletely analogous evolilt,ion occurs for an irlitially excited atom with no photons 
in llic cavity, xvlticlt might be terrned a ivaaturu-Rabi': splitting i122] wltere now the 
atomic .ivavt:packet is split by its ow11 radiation reaction field. 
The longer terrrt evoliltiort of P, (t j is illustrated irt Figs. 5.5(b,c) for diffc?rent 
i:hoices of f0 (2) .  Witllout delvirtg irtb the dctails, it should be clear that tltere is a 
~>rofounci tlcpertderice of the dynamics on So (s). For example; the irlifial rise of P, ( t)  
for snlall t is given by g,(2 in each case, but with a ratio y$) [q = 11 / g$' !q = 2j N 1.4. 
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Furthcr note t:hat gt+; [q = 1,2] = 0 in Fig. 5.5(b,c) ~vfiile ,q$ [q = 11 # 0 in Fig. 5.5(a) 
as a consequence of tile different initial c.111. states. 
Beyond the initial "collapsen rcgime, P6< (tj is quiesccilt with then a "revival" 
occurring near g0r2 = 110 as in Figs. 5.5(blc). Fro111 the prcvious discussion of 
Fig. 5.2((:); an estiinatc of tho .'oscillator" Gcqilericy for thc c.111. is a - a - 
41; 
2 n  
- 100' Clearly? ttlre overlap integral betwc:en f, (z; t )  in I$ (t) in Eq.(5.10) has non-zero 
contributions at z - zl when t,he t~vv dressed-state compone~lt,s of the wavepacket 
interfere, connecting tlre c.m. time scale to the long tern1 dynamical evolution of 
PC (t) via r2.  In fact,> the resulting ider~tification of 7 2  as 
produces reasonable agreement wit11 T:! in Fig. 5.5(b,c). 
The particular details of t,lle fine structure of P, ( t )  at irlultiples of the initial 
revival time 7~ (i.e.; r2; 2r2) ...) depend upon thc overlap of jo (z) with (b, (z)) 
I11 qualitative terms, tlic oscillatioris for q = 1 have twice the frequency as for q = 2 
since the probiibility density for $2 (z) has twice t,he number of ilraxima as (z), 
ilh~strating t,ile dependence of tile dynamics on the initial c.111. state (1. Beyond the 
first few revivals, the anliarrnonic character of V, enters to disperse the wavepackct. 
To illustrate further tile interplay of interr~al aton-cavity and external c.n~. tirne 
scales, Fig. 5.7 presents t~vo exarnplcs wllich crnphasize tile role of the pararnet,er 
R,&. Since tlre charact,oristic frequency interval for the boimd states of g (z) given by 
Vr 
- a; R, should set the separation of tiine scales bct,~xr(;en the internal and * 
external state riynamics; as Fig. 5.7 irltieed demonstrates. Displayed is tire quarrtity 
P, ( t )  froni Ey. (5.10) rviti~ c, = && and ~vitli fo ( z )  as in Fig. 5.5(b}. Fig. 5.7(a) 
is computed for Rl = I x 10-.*. Fig. 5.7(a) is representative of a rather large well 
depth (g = 20 3~1:IBz) and small energy spacing of the eigeirvalues {E,} as for an 
optical transitioii in a lleavy aton1 like Cs; wllose D2 transition wavelength Xi, = 852 
nm and rtlass rn,  = 133 arnu. On the othcr hand, Fig. 5.7(b) has Rl = 2 x 10-', 
corresponding to a shallon! nell (e = 2.5 MHz) with a less pronoimced separation of 
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time scales between iuternal and external state dynamics. In this case, the paranleters 
for a light atom, such as tile metastable transition at 1.08 /mi in Jle* of rnass m, = 4 
arriu are appropriat,e. 
Figure 5.7: The dependence of P, ( t )  on the ratio R ,  is illustrated. (a) Evolution of 
P, ( t ) ;  here; R, = 1 x lo-", with ma = 133 &muand y o i 2 n  = 20 MHz as appropriate 
to the D2 line in Cs at 852 nm. In [b) RI = 2 x with gc/27r = 2.5 k11-I~ and 
rn, = 4 anlu for the transition at 1.083 urn in He*. 
Note froin Fig. 5.7(h) that in adtlition to the revivals tllerriselves at 7 2  associated 
with the c.111. oscillations, tliere is yet a iri~ic:h larger time: 7 3 ,  for the recurrence 
of the revivals around gory = 800 illat arise because of the smiill size of the basis 
set {/@,)], which in Fig. 5.7(b) contains only the t)ound states necessary for an 
accurate tieco~nposition of f o  ( z ) .  In this case; the poteritid wells V+ coritain only 
12 hound st,ates and the rfecorriposition of the initial state f o  ( s )  uses only about 
5 of these. If the potential well were harmonic with evc!nly spaced eig~nstates~ for 
example, the decomposition of the initial c.m. state into eigenstates of the weli could 
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be consiticrcci like a Fourier series with only a finite mnnher of con~ponerlts. In this 
ctrse; the url101e c.111. state time evolution is periodic at the higl~est eigenfrequency 
(Fourier colnponerit) in this c.rn. state decomposition. This is the pliysical origin of 
the tirlre scale Q. Note that although only the n = 1 rnaniibld has been en~ployed 
in Figs. (5.5, 5.7)) evcri nrore coriiplex dyliarriics ~liould follo~v froni supcrpositioris 
of otlier n-rnanifoltls. Beyonrl 'he context of this work, sncli behavior is familiar, for 
example, in the dynamics of wavcpackets former1 from sums of Rydberg states [123]. 
A distinguishing chtuacteristic within the setting of cavity QED is t,he possibility 
for modifications of the oxtcrnal state potential via. the internal st,ate dynamics, and 
conversely. In fact,, the inextricable interweaving of t,he atomic c.rn. rrlotion and 
the evolutiorl of the cavity field via coupling t,o the atomic dipole leads to a host of 
exciting now plienomcna at tile frontier of cluantlmi measuremncrit [92]. 
5.5.1 Dissipation 
A few qualitative comrnollts about the role of decollererice due to i~torrlic spontaneous 
ernissioll at rate r and cavity decay at rate K in this arialysis are in order. As a 
realist,ic example of Fig. 5.2(c), consirler tllc 2s -. 2P transition at 1.083 prn in 
He" for which 2 = '- 4~ - 800 kHz. Wl~erl coupled t,o a Fabry-Perot microcavity 
with 2 - 120 MHz and $ - 2.9 XI1371 (lengtl~ = 12 ;Am, firresse = 2 x 10"54]), 
this givos - 3.3 MHz > which opens up the possibility for cxperirnental 
verification of rnodificatiori to the Jaynes-Cummings manifold due to ciuantized c.m. 
even in the presence of dissipation. An optical microsphere of - 20 ilrn diameter has 
I& 2n - 125 MI-IZ arid 2 - 100 kHz for a reasonable Q - lo", which would again allow 
resolution of the ~vcll-dressed state splitting. In fact, go - seerns feasible for 
rrlicrospheres [45, 32) as has been iliscussed experimentally in Part I. Generally in the 
opt,ical tiornainl $2 < lo2; altirougli the role of r can be greatly mitigated throi~gh the 
usc of dark-state resonances [loo]. By contrast, present technology in tlle microwave 
domain has already achieved 4 > 10' - lo4, albeit wit11 [(e) - 1 p ~ ]  < 2. 
With regard to recoil kicks froin atomic decay: note that significant heating of t'lie 
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c.111. wavepacket requires a time TIJ - & r-1 ( ) (341 ~vhere f!Eq is tile lcwl sparing 
t;,,.%<.'i 
i ? k 2  of the relevant ~vell-drcsscd stares (Fig. 5.2) arid Er,,,,,,ii = %. As an exanlple. for 
the case of Fig. 5.2(c), wit,ii [ - 2, slrows that goTfI N ?-& > .> for R, srnalt as 
in Figs. (5.5, 5.7). 
Part I11 
TRAPPED ATOMS IN CAVITY 
QED 
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Cavity quant,urr~ eiect,rodyrmrnics (QED) offers powerfill possibilities for t,he deter- 
ministic control of atom-photon iiiteractions quanturri by yi~antuni j12.1, 1251. Intleed, 
rnodern expcriimlrts in cavity QED have aclLieveri tile exceptional circil~xtance of 
strong c:,ougling, for which single quanta can profoundly irripact tlie dynamics of the 
atorn-cavity system. Cavity QED has led to many new phenomena: includi~lg the 
reaklization of a cjuant~~m pllase gate 12.11; t,he creation of Fock stat:es of the radiation 
field (126, 161: and the dernolistriition of qilanrurn norrde~nolitiort (letection for single 
photors !17]. 
These and other diverse acco~r~plishrnents set the stage for advmces into even 
broader frorltiers in quant,ilrn irrforination science for which cavit,y QED offers unique 
advantages. For exarriple, it should be possible to realize coniplex quant,uni circuits 
and quantum networks by way of rnultiple atorrl-cavity systems linked by optical 
 interconnect,^ [127, 1281, as well as to pursue more general irivestigations of quan- 
t,um dyrlamics for continliously observed open cji~antum systems [129]. The primary 
technical challenge on the road toward these scierttific goals is tlie liced to trap and 
localize atoms wit,hin a caviv in a setting suitable for strorlg coupling. Ft~thermore, 
all proposed scllernes for yi~antuin computation and communication via cavity QED 
rely implicitly oil t ,l~e developrrierit of techniques for atom co~lfinc~x~ent, tltat do riot, 
interfere with cavity QED interactions. 
Part 111 of this thesis now documents a major experinlcrital effort to try to localize 
individual atorris inside of high finesse optical resonators for a11 appreciable amourit 
of time (> few tens of milliseconds). The design of an experirrlerrt dedicat,ed lo  this 
t,ask must, first identify the trapping mechanism to be used. For neutral atoms, pos- 
sible candidates inclucie magnetic trapping [130], far off-resonance dipole force traps 
(FORTS) [131j and optical ltit,tttices [132j. Tlie approacli talcen ttert: was initially to 
try a corribirlation of the t'ivo optical traps (FORT' + optica,l lattice) for two reasoris. 
First, it appeared that both traps coultl be irriplerncnted with nlinirnal perturhz~,tion 
to t,he somewhat inflexible super-cavity teclrnolo,qv. and second, it appeared a com- 
bination of botli of these traps xxrould provide both the trapping and cooling required 
for long atom storage lifetimes. 
As an asidel I will briefly rrientiori another option, wliich is to riiove fro111 neutral 
atoms t,o iorls in an attempt to decouple the trapping forces (in an ion trap, an 
electrostatic psenrlo-potential coupling to the ionic charge) frorri the atorriic (or ionic) 
irit,ernal state. In fact: considerable time was irlvest,ed in an attempt to further a 
collaboration which \w.s started by Jeff and Quent,in Turcilette with Lute hIalcki 
arid Narl Yu konl .JPL's Tiriic and Frequency Division. This experimerit, now lias a 
"cavit,y-compatible'; rnicro-ion trap for %I+ ions mounted on a st,able 3-axis t,ranslator 
in UHV; but further progress tias bee11 difficnlt due to the fact that my effort has f~een 
devoted to t,he neutral atoni work at Calt,ech to be discussetl liere. Thc ion trap work 
will not be discussed in this thesis, but remains an attractive option for the future 
and is being vigorously pursued elsewliere at the morr~ent [133] for implementation as 
an "ion trap laser" [134]. 
Part I11 begins in Chap. 6 with a rather detailed discussion of the new experirnen- 
tal ground whicll has been broken, inch~cling detailed discussions of t,lic preparation 
of the cold aton1 source and the rr~eans by which t,he at-oms are detected. The ex- 
periment rr111st necessarily int,egrate tlie t,ecliniques of laser cooling arid t.rapgiiig wit,l~ 
those of cavity QED to deliver cold at,orrls (kinetic energy Ek ~r 30 pK) into t,he mode 
of tlie high finesse optical cavity. In a domain of strong couplingi the trajectory of 
an individual atom within the cavity mode can be rnonitored in real tzme (so-called 
"atom transits") by a nwr resonant field with rnean intracavity photon rn~rnber fi < 1 
Ever sinct: the pioneering work of [64]; this has become a very ricli area anti has been 
followed by a flood of experimental investigation [135, 136, 137, 138, 21, 22, 23;. 
The discussion in Chap. 7 then turns to the report of a significant milest,one in 
this (~uest; tlarnely the first t,rapping of a single at,orri in cavity QED. Here we exploit 
tlie real-time detection capability to trigger on an auxiliary field that functions as 
a FORT, providing a coilfining potential to trap the atorn within the cavity mode. 
Likewise, when rhe FORT is turned 08 after a variable delay, st.rong coupling ena,bles 
det,ection of the atom. R,epctitiori of such ~neasurernerits yield a trap lifet,ime 7- = 
(28f  6)ms, which is currently linriteii by fl~iitctuations in t l ~ e  intc~~sity of tlie intracavity 
trapping field (FORT). hhich at,tent,ion has recently been devot,ed to  understanding 
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tlie root cause of this limitation; <and a comprehensive survey of she results of t,his 
investigation are included. 
Chap. 8 coricludes this thesis \%-it11 some brief indications of the direction this 
experi~~lerit could eventiially t&e. Iricluded arxlong the very real near-term possibili- 
ties is an extetlsion of the trap lifetime ~ipwards of 100 rns and even t,orvards 1 s by 
elirr~irrating the residual heating and then using a cooling mechanisni inherent, in the 
atom-field interaction Hamiltoriian in the presence of t l ~ e  FORT. Finally, ret,urriing to 
a comlllori tlienie tl~roughout his thesis, the prospects for cooling a single atom near 
the motional ground state in order to resolve motional sidebands associated with the 
"well-dressed states" is discussed as a tantalizing possibility. 
Chapter 6 Cold Atoms and High Finesse 
Microcavities - Experimental 
6.1 Introduction 
The drive to localize a single atorn illside a high finesse optical resonator requires the 
integration of teclmiques at the ex:sgeri~lleilCal statciof-the-art on t~vo  different fronts. 
First. there is the issue of preparation of the at,ornic sample, whicli is discussed in See. 
6.2. Even though the tecllniques of atomic coolir~g and trapping are becoming fairly 
routine, this part of the experiment rernained a rrlajor challenge because the riecessity 
of successfiilly loadirig the colt1 atoms into a 40 pm long cavity was t,he issue always 
at the fore of t,hc design process. 
The cold atorns work needed to be li~lked with tlie major contributions made by 
Christina, Theresa and Mike in cavity construction [65], arid Querltin, I-lideo and 
Jun in cavity stabilization [136]. It was very fort,ur~ate t,hat the group has so much 
accumulat,ed expcrierice in both of these areas. Kevertheless, the const,ructiori and 
sl~ccessful integration of all of this technology remained a second major cliallenge, 
and Secs. 6.3 and 6.4 are cievot,ed to recording the experime~ltal details. 
6.2 Delivering Cold Atoms to the Cavity 
6.2.1 Cesium Level Structure 
Sirice it \<rill be useful to refer periodically to the level structure of t,ho atorn, Cesiuui 
( C S ' ~ ~ ) ?  that is usecl iri the experinrcr~t,s. this is shown below in Fig. 6.1 along with 
tlie hyperfine level s t ruct~~re of the: GSI,~ - 61'3/2 D2 transiti~ri rr Table 6.1 arld the 
trarisition amplitudes for an F = 4 4 F' = 5 trarisition in Table 6.2. 
Figure 6.1: The 1evc:l struct1rre of Cs133 is shown in (a) and will be referred to througli- 
out the text. The 6S1/? F = 4 - F' = 5 cycliiig transit,iorl near 852 nm is the 
one trsed for muc11 of the work here. The iriforrnatio~i on t,he diagrarn in brackets is 
of the forrri (transition waveleng?lil lifetime, brarlching ratio). 
Table 6.1: Hyperfine stn~cture for the Cs 6S1/? -i GP3/2 D2 line at 852 mn 
Energy 
-9.2 GEL 
0 (reference) . 
Fine Structure 
6S1p 
Hyperfine Level 
F = 3  
F = 4  
- 
Table 6.2. The coupl~ng cocficirrlts for an F = 4 -. F' = 5 transition 
6.2.2 System Overview and Introduction to the MOT 
Our experimental apparat,us consists of a high finesse cavity tirid two-stage magneto- 
opt,ical traps (MOTS) as shown in Fig. 6.2. Roughly iVh,oT, - lo8 Cs atorrls are 
accumulat,ed in an "upst,airsV MOTIj cooled with polarization gradieilts to 3 pK,  
and t,hen transferred wit,h 10% efficiency t,o a "downst,airsn MOT2, located in a UHJ' 
chanlber with background pressure 10-lo Torr. The captured atoms are next cooled 
to 2 pK and dropped from a positiorl5 mni above a high firiesse optical cavity Some 
of these at,oms finally fall bet,ween the cavit,y mirrors, and thence through the cavity 
mode itself. 
A final stage in tlic protocol for delivering cold atorlls into the mode vohune is 
provided by a set of coolirlg beams locat,ed in the z - y plane pcrpentlicular to the 
cavity axis (see Fig. 6.15). These beams form two independent standing waves along 
the f 45" directions in the z - y plane, each with helical polarizatioxl, and are switclled 
on for 1.5 nls to rerriove tlie residual fall velocity of at,oms arriving at the cavity mode 
from MOT2, leading to final velocities 7) - 5 crriis for atoms in the imrnediate vicinity 
of the cavity mode. 
The magnctu-optical trap (!vlOT) (1391 has becorre the workhorse technique for 
preparation of i.1 cold atorilic gas over tile last 10 years anrl is vital to the success 
of tile work to be described here. Tilere are rllany excelle~~t; detailed descriptio~ls 
of the differcrit %IOT varieties 1140:. so only the rudirrlentary physical idea will be 
present,ed ns an introduction. In the st,a,ndarrl configuration, six counter-propagating 
laser bearns are arranged along three rnutually orthogorla,l direct;ions. They are tuned 
Figure 
shou~n 
cavity J 
6.2: A sclierr~atic of the physical layout of the two-stage MOT setup in ( 
alongside a photograph of the actual system in (b). 
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approximarely one liilewidth below the atomic resonailce to provide initial radiation 
pressure cooling to a room temperature at,omic gas. A magnetic field gradicnt is 
used to create a spatially varying Zeenlan shift. typically ilsirig coils in the anti- 
Heimhoitz config~lr.ation to provide ti cjuadrtipole field with a zero at the common 
interst:ction of the laser bear~s.  Tlie beam polarizations are carefully chosen such 
that an atom tending to leave this irit,ersection area in any direction will be shifted 
closes to (the now Zeeman-shifted) resoriance for the bearrl travelling opposite to its 
motiori (it is shifted further from resonance for tlie beam t,r;welling parallel to it; 
and her~ce does not i~~t,eract with t,his beam). This will carise it to scatter more light 
from tlie counter-propagating bearn and cool, wliich returns it to the center of the 
trap. Using this configixation, atoms can be cooled to the so-called Doppler limit 
TD where kBTD = hi is limited by tlie heating rate associat,ed with the unavoidable 
mornenturn diffusion due to phot,on scattering j141j. For Cs? the Doppler limit is 
approximately 120 pK. Fig. 6.3 shows the geometry relevant to &fOTl and MOTz 
used in this experiment. After a. quick digressiori to tllc vacuum system tlweloped for 
tliis experiment. the cliscussion will build 011 tliis brief overview t,o illuminate many 
of the technical issuer; associat,ed wit11 the prcparatio~i of bhe cold atoms. 
6.2.3 The Vacuum System 
The desigri of the vacuum systerri was the overriding concern in tliis experinierit, 
because it was felt that the everrtual lirriit to trap lifetirr~e could be dorniriated by col- 
lisiotls with the backg~ound gas if rile desigri wasrl't done carefilliy. A cluick estin~ate 
of t l ~ e  collisiorlal tirnc scale T,.,,~,: giveri the collisiori cross-section n and mean velocity 
with 7' the gas temperature and r r ~  atomic mass. For our sysrerm, wit11 a tller~rmal 
Cs ( m = 133 arriu) backgroiind vapor at 300 K and a collisional cross-sectiori cr 
1 x lo-" in2 [l42j, the collisio~ial ifetiriie is about 5 s at a pressure of 10-"orr. 
Hence, much ofiort was irivested in improvi~lg upon tlie typical vacuum levels of lo-" 
Figure 6.3: In this sketch of a typical MOT geometry, the arrows representing the 
direction of the laser beams are meant to be orthogonal to the faces of a cube. A set 
of anti-Helmholtz coils lies along one of the principal axes to provide a iinear magnetic 
field gradient,. Zeroing coils (not shown) lie along all threce axes to compensate for 
stray magnetic fields. This geometry is used for both MOT1 anti MOT2. 
Torr used to d a k  in these experirncnts in our ggronp. 
In any design it is in~portant t,o t,ry to ensure the success of trapping one atorn 
inside t,he rnode volurr~e on each experimerltal cycle. Due to georrietric constraints, 
MOT2 can he no closer than aboiit 5 mni from the cavity mode voliime, and the mode 
has n cross-scctior~ of about 40 p m  x 20 pnl. If the initial MOT2 cross-sectiorial x e a  
is 1 rr~xn~, an atom has a probibilit,y of about I x 10-%f hitting t,he cavity mode 
volume and being detected. If we assume - 1% of these are actually trapped, then 
it is necessary to collect about iVhloT, N 107 atonw above the cavit,y 111ode volume. 
The stea,dy sta,te ni~nltjer of atoms in a MOT is given by j140, 1431 
n:, = - 4!c r:<:>,,,t 
2 pcs + Po ~ ~ , l , ~ ~ c < > l l  3fi ( pcs 1 d4, 
with tile scattering ra.te I?,,. written as 
r e  ( 7 ,  I )  are the (recoil, thermal, trap collisional) velocities respectively, 
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I I I ,  is the ratio of tlie light iritensity to tlie saturation intensity; d is the beam 
diaineter, ( p c s ; p o )  asc the Cs and background vapor pressures and ( 6 ; ~ ~ )  are the 
detuning of tlie laser light from the atomic transition arici the excited sta,t,e half- 
lii~eu,ititll respi:clively. Clearl); this expression is maximized if pc, >> pm In the 
UHV c~lvironrrient silrrour~ding tlic cavity. ho~vcver: we require the total pressiue p = 
p ~ ,  + p, to be dominated by pn (i.e., pn > pc,) . This rilles oill the possibility of 
loading the t,rap from a bac:kgrourid vapor in t,hc vicinit,y of the cavit,y. .4n attractive 
opt,ion was to load T\IOT2 from a cold atomic beam [l44]. The LVIS tecliriique [145j, 
for example, TITL~  optimized for atomic flux, hut was eve~~tually dcerned unnecessary 
because of the relative simplicity of the "doubleT\~IOT' technique. 
Fig. 6.4 shows tlie overall layout arid specific detail of tile vacuum system that was 
finally built. A double-MOT was adopted because of the flexibility of this strategy 
and its capability of separating rhe cold atom "source" from the physics 60 be done 
with those cold atoms [146]. In this system, many atoms (AVhloT, - 5 x lo8) are 
collected in an upper chamber from a dilute vapor si~cli that pc, >> pfj in order to 
maximize NT, as in Eq. (6.2). Tliese atoms are transported (in our case, cfropped) 
in t,he form of a cold atomic bear11 througli a differential pumping hole to a UHlr 
chamber below. 
The differential pumping hole geometry of lerigt,h L = 2 c111 and dianieter D = 4 
rnnl was designed to support the pressure difference between the two clia~nbers. Given 
a pumpirig speed S - 20 11s and a conductance C for a cylindrical tube of 
I)" 
C = 12.1 l/sj if D. L [cni], L + 1.33D (6.4) 
the pressure cliffereiicc A P  is given by 
wtiictl indicates this geometry should easily allow 2 orders of inag~~itude in pressure 
between the upper arid lower cl.iarnl,css. The hole size of 4 inrri still allows many 
W = window 
to Cesium reservoir 
2.75" conflat 
rential pumping hole 
m diameter, 10 cm length) 
25 cm 
to ZOO Us ion pump 
(Varian) 
heavy copper block 
I t  I 
NOT TO SCALE 
chamber base 
Figure 6.4: This skctcll (not to scale) provicies all irifornlntio~i re1c:vant to tlie layout, 
of the vacuurn system; inclndirig an itlcntification of the rr~ajor cornporierits used and 
ari indii-ation of tlie important distances. Eote tlrat t,he clifYerentia1 pun~pi~lg hole was 
inserted man~.~alIy into the assembleci systern. 
atoms to pass fro111 the npper cliamber to the lo~irer, given typical expansion rat,es 
(te~nperat,nres) tuld initial sizes for MOTI. 
The Cs reservoir ~vas  a very simple design corisisting of a stainless steel cup sur- 
rounded t)y insulation and attached t,o several peltier ileating elements to allow tem- 
perature control of the Cs vapor pressure in the upstairs cliamber. The ternperdure 
was inonitored by a tilermistor arid m7as t,ypicaliv llcld at 5 "C except for a couple of 
hoim every mornirrg when the temperature .rvould be raised to 20 'C to allow more Cs 
to enter the npstairs chamber. A valve was included to isolate this reservoir during 
the balteont period ant1 in the everit of any power out,age. 
Standard vacuum t,echniclues were used to prepare an(1 assemble all of the compo 
nents; but there were several significant challenges worth mentioning. First,, bakeout 
teniperatures of bhe assen11)led system were ultimately limited to  about 200 "C by 
the bakeability of the materials associated with the cavity. These included viton 
for vibration damping, epoxy to hold the assenlbled cavity structure, solder to make 
elect,rical connect,ions, kapton wires and PZT mat,erials for allowir~g cavity tuning. 
Significant surface areas of copper ar~d aluminum were also necessary for the cavity 
rnounting and snpport struct,ure. For this reason: an aggressive cleaning protocol 
[I471 consisting of ultrasonic cleaning, vapor degeasing; alcohol rinsing, acid etching 
(for tile copper) and vacuum oven bakeout to 250 ' C  before assenibly was nsed to help 
compensate. A further step of baking all the stainless steel con~ponent,~ in air to 400 
"C  was not iwed but -,vould probably give even better  result,^. After assembling the 
chani1,ers and all of the conlpoilent,s, a comprehensive tr,vo-\ireek bakeout procedure 
under vacuunl at, 200 "C was initiatcd. Each significant coupling poirit and window 
was covered by a band heater and terirperaturc semors (tire ion purnps had their own 
separate elerncnts) and the entire structure was covered by Inany layers of oil-free 
alrur~inurn foil. 
At tL~e nd of the bakeout, period; the system was isolated from the turbo punrping 
system and t,he ion pumps were tnrnetl on. The steady state pressure after cool-down 
reached 2 x 10-"orr in the upstairs chanlber as monitored 11y the iori pump current, 
and 3 x 10-lo Torr downstairs as rnet~~ured by a nil(le ion gauge. After alniost two 
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years, t,he downstairs pressure has reached a. rnini~liurn of 1.5 x 10-lo Torr: but this 
nunit)er Ructtiates seasonally by up to 50% depending on the relative humidity in the 
lab. Tlie upstairs pressure fiuctuates depending on the Cs backgroulid vapor pressure, 
but typically sits at 1 x 1W8 iorr, which verifies the differential pumping geometry 
tlcsig11. 
6.2.4 The Upstairs MOTl 
Tlie role of the npstairs MOT1 n7ivns to collect as marly cold atoms as possible in 
order t:o maxirni~e the transfer cfficieiicy through the differential punipir~g hole t,o 
the downstairs MOT2. A pictwe of MOT1 is shown in Fig. 6.5, as seen looking 
tiown tllrough the upper windo~v of the upper chamber in Fig. 6.4. The dark hole in 
the pict~xe is the differerit,ial pumping hole (a 3 mixi diameter liole macliinetl in an 
aIumiiium cylinder) through ivhicii tlie cold ato~ils will eventually fall irito the lower 
chamber. 
Figure 6.5: Fhlorescence from the approxinlately 10' atoms in tlie upstairs RIOTl can 
be seen looking down along the vertical axis through the top window in the upper 
clia~nber of Fig. 6.4. The 4 mm diamter differential punlping hole can be seen as the 
dark liole belou! the atom cloud, through which the atoms will fall. 
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Exarnirlation of the expression for in Eq. 6.2 shows that t,he easiest way to 
t,rap inariy atoixs is to use large bear11 diarriet,ers d arid maint,ain enough power in the 
beams such rlrat they are well above the saluration intensity of I, - 3 m\5Jjcm2 for 
t,kie Cs D2 6S1;?, F = 4 -+ 6P3;?, F' = 5 line at 852 rim. The windot\! size for the 
upstairs char~iber limited the beam size t,o 1.5 cm in diaiieter so that about 6 mil' 
of porver was necessary for each of the three (retroreflected bearas) to saturat,e the 
transition. In addition, an optical fiber ?rt7as used t,o eliminate the day-to-day llassle 
of having to realign the MOT beams. This is typically necessary due to the Lit,trow 
rnounting of the gratirlgs on our hornemade external cavity diode lasers [42], which 
will cause the beam to move t~orizontally if the grating is adjusted for wavelength 
tuning. Tho drawback of the fiber is hhe typical 50% retlluction in porvcr due to 
coupling losses. F~lrtherrnore~ there is oft,en a, need for great. flexibility in frequency 
and intensity adjustment of the light in order to optimize the MOT t,ernperat,ures, 
u.hich implies that several acousto-optic modulators with finite (single pass - 80%, 
double-pass - 60%) efficiencies are necessary. 
111 the end. the decision was made t,o go to an injection-locking scheme [I481 to 
eiiruir~ate some of these losses frorn tlie bealri path. For example, very little power 
(approximately 10 ,uW or less) of rnasttx laser light is necessary to injection lock a 
slave laser, so that nluch of the frequency n~anipulation can be done to tlie nlast,er 
laser without compromising tlle ultiniate output power of the slave. The assumption 
is tlmt tlie injection lock is fast enough that the slave h e r  \will follow t,lle intentional 
frequency ctrarlges of the master. One further improverllent t,o the set-up would be 
to remove the grating frorr~ the sltm laser and ii~jectioii-lock the freortinrlirlg diode, 
because tliere is irltririsic competitior~ het\\rew the injection-lockin~g light, and tlie 
feeiiback frorr~ t,he external grating. The pating was used ir~itially or~ly to provide 
a si~nple uray to tune the slave laser wavelength close enough to t,he niaster suck1 
that the irijectio~i lock .ivonld "gral~~" wllile at tlie same tirne avoiding t,ht: need for 
temperature :tilt1 currer~t t,iming of the diode waveleng?h. 
The master laser was locked using a simple Pound-Drever-Hall rf saturated ab- 
sorptiori locking teclmique [52j, and a beat-note between the master and slave was 
repumping master trapping slave trapping 
diode iaser diode i e ~ e r  
anamorphic - 85 MHz traPPing: ~ 4 . 3 .  7 MHz 
prism pair PO cooling: 0 4 . ~ .  41 MHz 
to cesium spaCtromotsr 
(monitor ooppiar profile) 
+lo? MHz 
to Ceslum saturated 
absorption spectrometer trapping: 
(iock to 3-U34 crossover ,205 MHz 
resonance at wJ4 - 203 MHZ) to Cesium saturated PG cooling: 
absorption spectiometer r 170 MHz 
(iock to 4414-5 crossover 
reeenance at - 126 MHz) 
Figure 6.6: The basic layout for tile t ime  upstairs diode lasers are shown, along .cvit,h 
the most relevant iriforrnation about the laser frequencies. Xote that, for simplicity, 
rrlost routine beam shaping optics (such as l(+r~iies) mid polarizatiorl determining optics 
(such as polarizers and wavepIat,es) have been omitted to keep the overall layout as 
clear as possible. 
rnonitored daily on a homemade fast photodiode. Another added bonus of iisirig an 
injection-locked slave for t,rappiilg is that it does not carry ariy residual frequency 
sidebands from its locking tecl~uiqi~e which could tend t,o shift a portion of the light 
closer to resoriance arid cause heating of the atoms. In addit,ion, a repumping iaser 
locked to the CtSllz, E = 3 -+ F' = 4 line is necessary to repopulate those atoms 
that end up decaying to the F = 3 state due to off-resona~rt (uninteiltional) driving 
of tlie 6Sif2!  F = 4 -+ 6FSl2, F' = 1 tra~~sitiori (see Table 6.1). Fig. 6.6 gives tlie 
optical table layout for t,Eie upstairs ?JOT laser scheme. 
A few wrcls are in order about tire diode lasers used in tile MOT work. They 
are all i~orneruade of tile exterrlal cavity g r l z t i r g - b i l e  t,ype 1421, using Lit,trow 
corlfiguration mith weak feedback of about 13% from t l ~ e  grat,ing (the diodes, SDL 
5421-G1 200 nriV singlomode, are not AR coatecf). Tile grating stabilized linewidti1 is 
ahoi~t. 200 kHz. Tlie low ~ioise ternperatnro and current corltrollers are ever-evolving, 
but all gerlcrations can be traced back readily to the original Lihbrecht-Hall work 
1149;. The lasers; which are locket1 elect,ronically to a Cs linej ernpioy rf moiiuiation for 
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t l ~ e  Pound-Drever-Hall tecll~liqile on their injection current and a dual-stage feedback 
loop to both the current and temperature controllers. As bot,li the spectroscopy 
technique for tlie ger~eration of the error signal arid the design of tile PI servo loop 
isself haw been discussed extensivelyt orlly a few details will be mentioned here. An 
excellellt iliscussion can be found in [150] for diode laser work. In practice, it was 
fourid that the best lock mas obtained with a handwitlth of about 10 Hz to the 
grat,illg and 200 k137, t,o the laser injection current; and that feedback down to DC t,o 
the laser ci~rrent helped tire long-term stability. Finally> actual ir~tegration was found 
t,o be rrruch preferred to low-pass filtering. Note that the details of the saturated 
absorption spectroscopy ar~d electror~ic feodback loops are omitted fron~ the figures 
(sucli as Fig. 6.6) which atterript to give overvievvs of the optical table. Tbese locks 
rtTere critical because muc11 of the data involved amaging and cour~ting sessior~s which 
could last up to 112 hour long. Furthermore, t l ~ e  nd of t,he lab with the diode lasers 
tended to havt: major temperature Ailctuations until the door at that enti of the lab 
was perrr~anently closed. 
Table 6.3 shio~vs all of t,he relevant physical pararr~eters for both of the MOTs. 
The upstairs MOTI roufir~ely collected about 2 x 10' atorns as estimated by the 
cloud ~rolurnc of about 1.5 m~n"  and the atomic cicnsity phloTl - 1 x 10'' atoms/cm3 
ir~ferred from the irltensit,y of scattered light (fluorescence) frorrl the atom clo~ld. 
Note that this rrurirber is consistent with Eq. 6.2 above axid t,he dat,a in Table 6.3 for 
MOTI. %'it21 this success in hand, the next task was to aclueve as cold a temperature 
as possible to maxirnize tile transfer efficiencgr to the lower h;10T2. 
The Doppler fi~rrit in a %IOT is tluc to tlie near-resoilant (6 - -r) frequericy of 
the beams necessary for efEcierit capture of t,hc atom?. That is, Doppler coolirig 
relies upon efficient scattering of light by the atoms, and they scatter rr~ost efficiently 
when that light is close to resonance. Tlris limit is rouglily kuTD - fir/2: which for 
Cesiurrl correspontis to coolirig frorri rooin temperature to about, 120 pK. Ho~vever; 
with snch a c:old sainple already prepared, it is possible to cool below this limit as  
will be expIained below. Even tllougii advanced atomic coolillg tecl~niques were very 
d l  known 11511 by this point in the atonlic physics cornmunit,yj no serious effort at 
Table 6.3: Cor~tparison of the partmeters for the upstairs and downstairs MOTS. 
Coil radius 
Number of turns 
Coil separation 
Coil current 
Coil turn-off time 
Magnetic field gradient 
Trapping beam diameter 
Trapping beam power 
Trapping beam detuning 
Repurnping power 
MOT size 
achieving sub-Doppler temperat,ures had ever been neeessay in our labs 
6.2.5 Polarization Gradient Cooling (PGC) 
MOTl (upstairs) 
4 cm 
50 (,4WG 20 wire) 
8 cm 
3 A 
100 ps 
15 Ganss/cm 
I cxri 
6 mW/beam 
- 7 MI5z 
10 rnW 
1.5 nlrn diameter 
Tlle basic idea behind one popular sub-Doppler cooling technique, known as polar- 
ization gradient, cooling (PGC) can be explained by the following simple I D  exi~r~iple 
[151j. Suppose two countt:r-propagating laser beams wit11 ort,l~ogonal inear polar- 
izations and a fixed relative time pliasc (the su-caIIed "liniiin" configuration) are 
detuned by S below the atornic resonance of linewidth I' = 2yl (FWI-IM) for a 
J = 112 --i J' = 312 tramition. The appropriate Clebscil-Gordaxi coefficierits for 
such a transition are sho~vn in Fig. 6.7(a), and the field can be written as 
MOT2 (downstairs) 
8.5 cnl 
142 (.4\VG 20 wire) 
14 cm 
10 h 
200 ps 
8 Gauss/cm 
5 xrirn 
4 m\V/beam 
- 8 MHz 
7 rrlW 
750 prn diameter 
whose polari~at,ion will change froin linear to circular in a spatial distance of z = X/8. 
Referring to Fig. 6.7(b), a11 atom at any poirit in space in tho r n ~  = -112 ( m ~  = 112) 
state will see a potential giver1 by the solid (dashed) curve, \$;herre the rxlagrletic sub- 
level dependeitcc is due to the polarization gadient as shown iii t,lie diagram. I-Ience, 
an atom in tlie state rn j  = 1 j2 (pimped here due to the n+ poltxization) nlovirlg to 
the right at point A will climb tlie pot,ential well associated with the dashed curve. 
However, by the time it reaches point B, the polarization has chiinged to n- and 
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the aton1 has tlie highest probability of being optically pumped inlo the m = -1/2 
state and gets transferred t,kirough t11c excited state to point C. It again clinlhs the 
same pot,er~t,ial well, hut this tinie on the solid curve as appropriate to its change of 
internal srate. As it approaches point, D, it is rnost likely to get pumped by the ol 
light hack into mj = 1/2> and the process repeats itself. 
potential for d l 2  state 
as a function of position 
otential for -112 state 
q lin a. lin n, lin as a function of position 
Figure 6.7: The rrieciiaiiisrn for linllin polarization gradient coolirig (PGC) call be 
explairied 2 ~ s  a Sisypll~is eifect for a J = 112 -+ J' = 312 transition (a), in whit21 t,he 
a,ti~rn is forceti to primarily "clirnh" pot,ential wells. This is clue t,o the spatial asyrni- 
nietry in the scattering (optical pnnlping) rate cansed by the polarization gradient, 
(h). 
In order to gct some i~iiiication of t l ~ e  illtiuiat~e ten~perature lirnit TpcC to this 
teclriiqile. we rrrilst first exarnino the expression for tkie potential U' (level shift of the 
grou~ld state) seen by an at0111 in a low intensity ( I / l , , ,  < I), far detuned optical 
field (6/r >> 1; r;!2 = 7 
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Fcr t,ypical parameters (lil,,, - 112, SIT 
-6) it is clear that TpGC - T ~ / 1 0 0  is
possible as t,he atom is coilfined to the xiell dept,h LJ'. Another way to see this is 
to realize that the "Sisyplius" mechanism fails when tlie atom does not move the 
distance of about a half-wavelen@~h in a11 optical pumping time (equal to the inverse 
scattering rate 1/17'). The expression for the sca'ct,ering rate is given by Eq. 7.16, 
~vhich; in the large 6 limitl reduces to 
so that this condition car1 be written v > rrX/2, wlricki gives ?bcc - Tu/lOO as 
before. 
The two expressions 6.7 and 6.8 also show that C" falls off much more slowly 
(as 1/6) with 6 than does T' (as 116') . In the limit of very large 6, the potential is 
completely conservaiative because no cooling occws with the scattering rate vanishing 
as 116'. This is she far off-resonant trap (FORT) situation to be discussed in See. 
7.2.1. However, if 6 is too small: tlle sitxat,ion reverts to the Doppler cooling picture 
which is limited by a satnration of tile scattering rate. Herice; the typical parameters 
merltioried above are a compromise between these t,wo limits. 
It should also bt: noted that there exists a second cor~figuratior~, the so-called 
(T+/(T_ cotifigi11.ati011, which also prowides sub-Doppler cooling and 5vill work for a 
J = 0 -+ J' = I transit.ion. Here, two opposing circularly polarized fields form a 
rotating liaear polarization via. 
1C. = cr+eikz + +-c-"' = x cos (kz) T y sin (kz) . (6.9) 
The atornic pol:uization for a rnorring atom cmmot follo~v this change, and hence it 
lags behind the local field polarizatiori. The result is a population imbalance in the 
rnJ1 = It1 sublevels of the excitoti state, ciepending on mliich directior~ the atom moves, 
which will force it to scatter more from the rr- (o+) (due to excess populatiori in thr 
nzj, = -1 ( r r t ~ i  = +I) state) if it is rnovirig to tile right (left) for the field of Eq. (6.9). 
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Again. this technique can reacli sub-Doppler tempera,tures bccaiisc tile rnecharlism 
will fail if the atorn begins to adiabatically foilow the field polarization. Since it takes 
scat,tering through the excited state for the atom to "know" its polarization, the same 
corldition of 7) > r1X/:2 llolds as before. This scherrie has the practical advantage that 
the ie+'n- configuration is identical to what is found in a MOT, so the cor~versio~l from 
MOT t-)ea,nis to r ~ , / r r _  PGC recluires no polasization change; but simply intensity and 
dek~ning chariges for t,he iVI07' bcarris. The frequency smitciiir~g was accomplished 
with an AOh4 on tlie master trapping laser for tlie upstairs MOT1, and an auxiliary 
A054 in tlie slave trapping laser beam pafh did t,he intensity switchi~hing. For the 
downstairs MOT*, boT,h functiorx were accorxiplisheci with the sane doublepassed 
AOM in the trapping laser beam path. 
Before assessing the pract,ical performance of the sub-Doppler PGC technique in 
our experirr~ent, it is necessary to digress and conimerlt upon the implementation of 
the magnetic fields. The ariti-Helmholtz magnetic fields are turried off during PGC, 
with the assumptiori that the cloud remains at a zero of the rriagnetic field sucli that 
there is no splitting in tlie magnetic liyperfir~e sublevels m ~ .  In practice, this has 
several very important implications. For exarnple: it is necessary to compensat,e for 
stray magnetic fields by placing a set of s h i i ~ ~ ~ ~ l i i ~ g  coils along each of the ceordinale 
axes. These are easily implerne~rted by usirig a Helmholt,z coil coifiguratiori and 
making sure to get the settings roughly correct wit,il a Gaussrneter while the vacuurn 
chamber is open. 
Once these are used to ca~lcel stray fields at the position of the beam intersection 
(the int,erided trap center), then it is necessary t,o rrove the anti-I-Ielrrri~oltz coils so 
that their field zero is at this sarr~e position; allowing for optirriurn loading frorn the 
XOT into PGC. Hence: it is adr.arltageo~ls to put the trapping coils on a nioving 
stage to nllow this process to he firlely btuied tiirougll si:veral iterations. FinaIlj5 it is 
importarit to have a rnethoct to turn the trapping rnagrretic field cjuicWy arid precisely 
in order not to apply transierit, forces to the cloud. For tlie 3 A current required by 
the coil geometry of our MOTi (for relcvarit parat~ieters; see Fig. 6.3) we were able 
to find an infeg~ated circuit (LXD18400) which coi11d do this iri less tllari 100 ps. 
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The next ttechnical challenge was the i~rrplerneritation of the imaging syst,eni neces- 
sary for characterizing the performance of the PGC. At t,he tirne the experinrent was 
desig~ied, there was no really good, inexpensive and easy-to-llse coml~ination of hard- 
ware and software which ~vould allo~v gated carnera triggering and fr;~rne grabbing. 
Furthc:rmore, the CCD cameras that ive used (SON\' XC-75) preferred to ,'Erec>runx 
and did not lend themselves easily to adaptation as slaves to ext,ernal timing. There- 
fore, the vertical drive (VD) and liorizorltal drive (HD) pulses of one of the canmas 
were used to slave each of the other imaging cameras in the lab. The composite video 
signal for each of the cameras ilas this t,irrririg information imbedded in it; wliich was 
stripped off and nsed by t,he frame grabber hardware (Data Tkar~slation DT3152). As 
a result, t,he VD signal (at approxiniately 57 H Z )  was used as the rnaster experimental 
time-base for the entire experirncnt, so that t,he experimental duty cycle is a niultiple 
of the VD period. This would allow any subsequent, tiniing pat,tern generated to  be 
stable wit11 respect to the camera and therefore allow pictures t,o be taken at precise 
rrioment,s. Unfortunately. the CCD canrera woultl still integrat,t.e for an elkire video 
cycle of 17.5 ms, so it was necessary to use short pulses of laser light arid eliminat,e 
stray light t,o avoid saturatioii of the video signal before readout of the CCD array. 
Once this (albeit awkward) prot,ocol was ironed ant,, the system has worked very 
nicely for the two years thereafter. 
The main point here is tirat two single most important irlgredienis necessary to 
the optinlization of the PGC pararncters are precise control over t l ~ e  cornpensating 
(zeroing) rnagnetic fields and a good, rcal-tinre imaging system. With these in place, 
it wiu very easy to cluickly optirilizc the PGC parameters. By illuniirlatirig the atorrl 
clouci witti resonant liglrt a fixed time after the PGC period ltas ended, tlie exparision 
rat,e of thc cloud (and hence, tho tentpcrt~t,ure) car1 be directly rr~easured. Tlle relevant 
poiarizat,ion gradient eoolirtg iriforrnatiori for both MOTS is surrlrnariaed in Table 6.4. 
Fig. 6.8 slio\'irs cross-sect,ions through ttwo inlages of the MOT: cloud taken using 
the above irriagirlg system 24 ms and 36 ms respectively after the PGC cycle was 
finished. The tiifference in spatial widttls (0.02 ciiij of the cloud over this time gives 
a spreading velocity for the cloud of approximately 1.8 crn/s, corresponding to a final 
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temperature of 3 /aK after the PGC protocol. This was niore than adequate to allow 
the 'tonis to fall the 25 cril distance through the differential puniping hole to the 
position where they would be capt,ured in the lower hcIOT2. 
PGC duration Ii rnq 
Table 6.4: Coniparison of the polarization gradient cooling (PGC) paranleterrs used 
for tlie two MOTS. 
Orlee this labor-intensive protocol had been followed once, a short-cut was found 
which allowed tlie PGC to he tweaked easily every day. At the very end of the PGC, 
instead of dropping the atom cloud, it ms exposed to a brsst of rt:sonaiit light. Tlie 
cloud would get "blown away" because of the resoriant nature of tlie light, and the 
exact way it would expand as seen on a video moriitor could be correlated with its 
temperature. A signature of good PGC was a very slow "puRing" of the cloud even 
under intense; resoriant excitation. 
6.2.6 The Downstairs MOT2 
After falling for 250 ms, the cold tttoni cloud arrives at a position of about 5 rnm 
above the cavit,y in tlie UHV portiori of tlie vacuum system. In place here is a 
second corripletely irldeperiderit MOT2 setup for catching these atoms and re-cooling 
and trapping theln beforore allowing therri to fa11 the firial distarice into the cavity. 
TIic ~jlaceirierit of the cavity wit11 respect to the expected position of the falling 
iitoll~s was an irnportarit ticsign coilsicieration? hccalise t,llcre was expected to be very 
liniited tunability (+I cIn in all direciions) of tlie overall position of the lower IvlOT.2 
once everything x'iras aligned. To owercome this problem, a very crude but effective 
solution turried out to be the use of a 40 cm long "plur~ib bob" hanging tlie vertical 
length of the vacuum cliarnber. h point, on this axis was made to pass tksough the 
expected position of the upstairs X'\.IOTI and also tlirough the georrletric center of the 
I I I I 
0 0.5 1 .O 1.5 
position [cm] 
Figure 6.8: Tile temperature of the at0111 cloud is rneasured by deterlnining its ex- 
pailsion rate. Tile change in the width of the cloud's fli~oresccnce irnage fro111 (a) at 
24 11% nft,er the end of the PGC cooling cycle to (b) at 36 111s aft,er PGC gives an 
upstairs MOT1 t,eruperatixe of approximately 3 pK, allowing tho cold ball to pass 
easily t21rough t-he differer~t,ial pumpirig hole into the loxver clmmber. 
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lower vacuum charnber. A point 1 cm helo\v the enti of tile bob tlleii defined the 
correct position of the cavity, assurrlirig the atorrs fell st,raight dovr~l only uncler the 
ilith~encc of gravity fro111 rhe PG cooled clouci of hlOTi. Great care was haken to avoid 
introducing coirtarniriant.s onto the cleaned vacuum parts arid the assembled cavity 
throughout this procedure. 
Fig. 6.9 shows the table layont for the lot:king, freqiiency; and inte~isity control of 
the downstairs lZIOTz hearris. The downstairs lasers use a somcwhat different locking 
teclt~lique irnplementat,ioil to avoid putting frequency sidebands on the trappirig laser. 
Here, the re-puruping laser is locked with an FL,f Pound-Drever-Hall [52] punrp-probe 
sclieme as usual, but now it is also used as the weak probe in a second saturated 
absorption sclierile irivolving the trapping laser as the strong pump. In this case, tht: 
rrrodulatiori of the re-pumper is trarsferreti throu,gii the excited state arid can be used 
to derive an error signal for t,he trapping laser. This is knowxi as a modulat,ion-transfer 
t,ypc spectroscopy [152]. The trapping light is then double-passed through another 
AOM for fiecpency and int,e~lsity control, as mentioned above, before being coupled 
into a fiber. The fiber again serves to both improve its spatial ntode structure (so 
that roughly 11 rriW of trappirig light is available) arid to aid in minimizing MOT2 
rrrisalignnlerit. 
The actual aligrlnie~rt of the beams is rriuch t,rickicr irr this case. First; the 852 
nrn lighit ca.nnot he seen by t,ht: naked eye. In addit,ion; there is very little inside the 
vannnn chamber which clips the beanis to dlow then1 to scatter and be seen by an 
infrared viewer. Finally, there is rio backgronrrd atomic vapor aroiind as in LEOTI: 
whose fluorescence car1 be used to align each set of bearrs to the (%her. In the end, 
the easiest tliing to do is irse t,he georiletry of the vacuunt cltaxnber itself and align 
the bcarrts to be ge(>metrically centered on t,he cylindricit1 chanther structure. This 
procedurt: teririeti to work %irell as quantified by tthc rozighly 10% ~ransfer efficiency 
of at,oms from tile upstairs MOTl to the dowristairs MOT2> which is corsisterlt with 
other rti~rrrbers reported for tllis type of doublehIOT loading unaided by any mag- 
ttetic gtlidirig. This nnmber w i ~ s  fonrrtl to be n~ost sensitive to the pararnet,ers of the 
.upstairs MOTi, wilereas up to variations in h.IOT2 pararnekers (such as beam 
Figure 6.9: A scllematic similar to Fig. 6.6 is shown riow for the dowr~tairs t,ralt- 
ping laser set-up. In this case, an ir~jcction locking scheme was not used: but ext,ra 
complication for these lasers arises fvonl the fact that they are also used to derive the 
"lattice" or "cooling" bearns wllicll are discussed in Sectiolr 6.2.7. 
irit:cnsity; det,m~ing ancl coil current) typically did not significantly effect the capturing 
capabilities. 
Figure 6.10: An image of the downstairs MOT2 resting approximately 5 mm above the 
cavit,y (glowing frorn scattered light) shows the approximately 10% transfer efficiency 
of the 10' atorns from the upstairs MOT1. 
The rnagnetic field coils were again placed on a three-axis translator for this part, 
of the experiment,. Independent of the previous discussion about correct placement 
of the field zero crossing, there is another reason for not attaching the coils rigidly 
t,o the cliarnber. The downstairs coils are geometrically constrained to be Fartller 
away froln the hIOT center, wliicl~ means more current (approxirxiately 11 A) was 
necessary to ai:liieve the required trapping field gradient. This currer~t also rieetis to be 
turried off cluickly, tending to cause some mechaaical motion of the coils. The motiori 
is enougl~ t:o drive vibrat,ions of the type 304 s t , a in l~s  teel (and hence, somewhat 
magnetic) illia~rl>er! which in t,urn can couple in to  cause vibrations of the cavity 
aioiirlt,. Physically clecoupling the coils from the chainher as we did here tiefinitely 
mitigates this problem, hut still tlrere is n residual signature of this turn-off trarrsierit 
or1 ex7t:ry sirigte laser lock on the table due to rniechanical coupling t11ro11gh the optical 
table itself. One very int,eresting side not,e here is that the correct corripcr~satioir coil 
setting changed quite dramatically when the Ti:Sapphire pump l ae r  was switciied 
from a 20 W Ar+ laser (Coherent Innova 100; 20W) to a 5W diode pumped solid 
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state laser (Coherent Verdi) after about 1 year. This was due to bhe large magnetic 
field generateri by tlie confining magnet around the plasma tube of the iori laser which 
does not exist in the solid state pump laser. 
PGC was iiiiplerner~t,ed and optimized in rr~uch the same way as described for the 
upstairs hIOTlj and Table 6.4 sumxiarizes the final parameters. Vcrificat,ion that 
thc atoms were indeed falling vertically towards the cavity gap was accomplished by 
fluorescence imaging the fallirig cloud. The sequence of pic t i~es  in Fig. 6.11 depicts 
the fallir~g of the atom cloud towards the cavity as a funct,ion time after the 12 111s 
PGC cooling cycle has ended. Note that, the end of the rlownstairs PGC cycle, denoted 
as t = 0 for Fig. 6.11, is assumed to be t = 0 for all future discussior~ of atom transits 
unless otherwise noted. 
6.2.7 Lattice/Cooling Beams I 
A simple estimate shows that a single atorn falling from 5 mm above t,he cavit,y will 
acquire a velocity of 31 crn/s, which corresponds t,o a temperature of about 7 tirncs the 
Doppler limit of 120 KK (or a Doppler velocity of 12 crn/s). It was necessary to devise 
a way to dissipate some of this energy before loading the atom into the intracavity 
trap. Looking further ahead, tile anisot,ropic int,racavity trappirig mechariism will 
have approximately 30 times greater confiuement along the cavit,y axis compared to 
the transverse dimensions (basically the ratio of t l ~ c  waist wo to X for the intracavity 
field) and one rnight expect that cooling of these radial dimensions once a single aton1 
is trapped will becor~ie a very scrious issue. 
The solution first iuiplemnlted was bayed upon a 2D analogue of the I D  PGC 
rnodel irltroduced in Sec. 6.2.5. In 2 0 :  two rehro-reflected beams .ivhicll haw ortkiog- 
orial linear polasizatiolls mllose time phases are locked 90" out of phase with respect, 
to one another can form a structure known as an o~~tical lattice [132/ as shown in Fig. 
6.12. In the plane of the beams. the circular polarization conlponerlts are tlntbalariceci 
allnost every~vhere. In fac.t:  there are sites of pme circular polarizatior~ (denoted by 0 
and 9 in Fig. 6.12) where the atorrzs are optically pumped to their n~axi~nal mp val- 
Figure 6.11: At seyuer~t,ial delay t,inles after the end of 
cycle, the atorrl cloud was (destructively) iniaged to er 
toxvards the gap in the cavity mirrors. Xote that the 
longer times not only because of the dilution of t,he ator 
but also because it begins to fall out of the cross-sect,io 
were also used for the imaging with a 2 rns resonant plds 
the downstairs PGC cooling 
Lsure it was falling vertically 
fluorescence gets weaker at 
nic density due to expansion, 
n of the MOT2 beams which 
e at  the indicated delay tinie. 
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nes. At, t,hese iocat,ions, the atom can be trapped in 2D with a potential depth givc:n 
2 by Eq. 6.7 wit11 the spatial dependence in I/I , , ,  of (cos h-2 + cos kyj  . Furth(:rrnore, 
an at,oni which h&s up and escapes t,lte trap -will ellcounter severe polarization gradi- 
ents and xvill coo1 according to the previously discussed Sisyplvpln~s meclla~iism~ as long 
as tlie lattice is not detuned too fm from resonance. For both cooling and trapping, 
typical parameters are ( l / I , , ,  .Y l j 6 / T  -7) as for PGC ahove. 
Figure 6.12: The spatial polarization st,ructure of the optical lattice in the plane 
of iiitersect,iorl of tlie k vectors of the beams whose t,i~rle phases are locked by 90" 
with respect to one anotller. (3: C anti -+, +, T. 1) represent, "pocket,sn of pure 
(circular and linear) polarizations. Atoris will be trapped at places of pure circular 
polari~at,ion. Xote the spatial scale with respect to t,he wavelength X indicated in t,he 
diagram. 
Pfrith these pararnet,c:rs in hand, we can estirnate tho coolirig rate for ail ator11 
wrivi~ig at the latt,ice with a speed of I;O = 31 crrijs: as expected far atonls failing 
from 1,10T2. ltcwriting Eqs. 6.7 and 6.8 as 
for small s ,  where the saturation parameter s is given by 
then the parameters (III,,, - l1 6 / r  - -7) give a well tlcptl~ of U' - fir/GO for 
s - 5 x lo-". Asslxnirig that an energy of 2ipproxirnately U' is lost per scattering 
event, it will take approximately (1/2mvi) /U' - 200 scatteririg (optical pumping) 
cycles. With an optical pumping time of 1/T1 = 400/r = 13 ps, this will take 
approxirrlately 2.5 ms, in which time the atom will have moved approximately 0.8 
rnm, or approximat,ely all the way tlrrough the cavity. The solution to this perhaps 
ur~~c(:eptable sitnation is to do the slowing in two stages. In the first, we detune much 
closer to resonance (III,,,,, 3; S/r - -112) for a, short period of time (2 ms) to do 
rrlost of the slowing arid t,iren go fwtller off resonance (I/I,,, - 1 ,6 / r  - -7) to use 
t,he lattice in much more of a trapping role. Notc that closer t,o resonance, the cooling 
effect is primarily Doppler cooling, where each scattering everit tends to cool by the 
acomic recoil of Tft = 100 nKj meaning that. (1/27-,4) /kuTrt - 8000 scattering events 
are needed. With s = 3, this would take approxiniately 500 ps. Tirliing diagrams 
will be shown soon in See. 6.2.8 to clarify this protocol, and the cxperimer~tal results 
will he discussed ill depth in Sec. 7.1.2. Note that. this protocol lias a hiditen cat,cll 
in that it actually heats t:l~e at,orrls up along the axis orthogonal to the lattice plane 
(i.e., tire cavity axis) becai~se it relics or1 sporltaileous mriissiori for its coolirig effects. 
This causes ~moxner~tum ciiffusion diic to t,he randoln nature of the recoil kicks. So far, 
no nierition has beer1 rxiadc of any cooling protocol along ttris axis, and Sectiori 8.3 
will include a very brief discitssiori of rccerit tlieoretical work in tliis area. 
The expcrirnental implerrient,ation of this liit,tice proved to be cxtrerriely cl~allerig- 
ing. Light, for these beams was taken from the unused zerotli order light of the 
downstairs tra,ppixig li~ser's frequency and irlterrsity control AOM. This was passed 
through another AOM for filrt,her frerpency control, and then combined with a srnall 
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amount of rcpun~ping light into am optical fiber. Tlie lattice light needed to be fo- 
cused down from thc side througll the 40 prn gap of the pl~ysics cavit,y (inside the 
vacuum cliarnber). This was aacconiplished 11y ilsing a set of 15 cm focal lengtll cylin- 
drical lenses n~ount,ed outside the chamber ro nlake 'light sheets" which would pass 
cleanly through tlic gap. It was necessary to get a little bit creative to allow indc 
pendent steering control of these beams intlepencient of the MOT? light, even though 
both sets of beirrr~s are spatially very close to one another. In fact; both sets of beams 
shareti the same retro-reflecting optic. In the end, the rriount,ing of the lenses on a 
three-axis translation stagc prover1 critical for independent alignmerit of the lattice 
beams. Once they were aligned and rctro-reflected along the two nominally orthoge 
nal axes, in a plane itself orthogonal to the cavity axis (see Fig. 6.15 for a clarification 
of everything that, is going on around the cavity), it was time to satisfy the 90' phase 
lock reqnirernent,. For this, the retro-refiection from the two arms was re-conlbined on 
a pliotodiode, and then spatially overlapped to complete a 3ficllelson interferometer. 
The photodiode outpnt was used as the input to a servo whose goal was to fix the 
relative phase of the ~.TVO beams, wit,h one of the retroreflect,ing mirrors piezo-mounted 
to act as an actuator. This servo bandwidth of about 100 EIz was found to be a d c  
quat,e, though care liad to be t,aken to turn off the integrating stage when no light 
fell on the pllot,odiode (the lattice beanis were not on 100% of the time). It must be 
notecl that the t,lre direct use of the error signal derived from this interferomet,er does 
not gliarantee a 90' pilase lock tit the position of t l ~ e  beam overlap inside t l ~ e  cavity 
(where it matters!) and an atlj~istablc phase offset, knob was incorporated in practice. 
As will be discllssed short,ly in Section 7.1.2, there was never any clear evidence 
that 1-he special lattice arrangement was worth the extra llasslo involved with keeping 
the time phase locked. Furth~rrnorc:~ it was vc:ry easy to rearrange the optics to change 
the input polarization st:lierne for the "lattice belnris" froin the l i i~il i i i  arra~igemerrt 
to a ri+ jo- arrangenient. The ri,/n- arrangenrerit has the experimetit,al convenience 
that these hea,nls can riow share all of the same polarizarion optics as the MOT2 
beams. The physical drawhack is that there is no loriger any trapping mechanism 
in t,his scheme, only cooling. In fact, there is no longer a lattice at all, but two 
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indepei~dent ID "optical molasses" beams [153]. Nevertheless, these bean= sho~rld 
still provide the cooling that is needed in the plane tr2insverse to t,he cavity asis. For 
the rest of this thesis. the special iritra-cavit3; cooling beants discrissetl in this section 
arc referred to interchangeably as the "lattice beams" or the "cooling beanls." 
6.2.8 Timing Diagram 
Xt t,he heginiling of the experilner~tai construct,ion, the tirr~ing was all performed in 
hxdmare with a (ghastly) conlbination of slaved timing generators (Stanford DG535) 
and a subm1~ltiple of the camera VD frequeilcy used as the master t,rigger as men- 
tioned previously. As the experiment grew more cornplex and more of the timing 
became est,ablishcd (aft,er significant trial arid error), it was decided to use a software- 
progranlmable tinling generator to hardwire much of the timing and free up some of 
t,he equipment for other tasks. The boarci eventually chosen (Gage Scientific Inst,ru- 
ments T30) has 32 outpiit lines? each of which is independently programmable t,o 
approximately 3400 bits. The meaning of a "bit" in time (board resoll~tion) is deter- 
mined by an exterrial input, which in our case was set to 0.5 ms so that the total duty 
cycle of t,he experiment was roughly 1.7 s (3400 bit,s x 0.5 rns/bit). Finally, the board 
was triggered by tthe sarrle subnnlliiple of the caniera VD pulse as before to preserve 
the capability of doing imaging with tile camera. The board had the advantage of 
having its own stand-alone processor and memory, needing only power from the 11ost 
PC, but t,here were also several drawbacks. First, programs had to be writt>eil in C to 
allow simple, user-friendly clianges to the timing patterns. This has been corrected 
in newer versions whicli are no~v fully Labview con~patible and progranln~able. Sec- 
ond, because the board was origi~x~lly intended by the manufacturer to  be used as 
a test-~tx:tor genert~tor for debrigging digit,al circuits, tile out,puts are not capable of 
driving x~nltiple loatls irrld need to be iriciependently butferetl (and inverted? if neces- 
sary). Ot,her\vise; it has performed quite -well and has certainly simplified the timing 
generation process for further additious to the experirncrit. 
In order to surnrnarize this section, t,he tillling diagrarn of Fig. 6.13 below gives 
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a 'omprehensive review of all of the experimental timing relevant to the delivery of 
cold atoms to 6he cavit,y. This tiniirlg diagram will he used as a reference point in all 
subsequent discussioi~ of experirnerital timing, and not,e, once again, the designation 
of t  = 0 as the end of the cfownstairs PGC cycle.. 
6.3 The High Finesse Cavity 
In the following sect,ion, the properties of the high finesse R~bry-Perot cavity used in 
the experiment will be discussed. In order t,o avoid significant overlap with the thesis 
of Cilristina Hood, who has devoted much effort to improving the group's knowledge 
and state-of-th+art in this area., I will keep the discussion brief and focus mainly on 
those areas unique to our experirnent. 
6.3.1 Construction 
Tile cavity is formed by two noniinally identical super-polisheti mirrors based on 1 cm 
long, 3 mm thick cylindrical fused silica substrates. One face of t,he substrate is flat 
and anti-reflection coated, while the other face has been superpolished to an R,: = 20 
c n ~  radius of curvature and interference-coated to have a nor~linal total (combined 
transmissive T ,  absorptive A and scatteririg S )  loss of L = T + A + S = 7 pprri 
at 852 rim. Tlie manirfactilrer (Researcl~ Electro-Optics) has specified the scattering 
plus absorptive contribution to be A t S -. 2 ppm. If the scattering losses of the 
assernbled cavit,y structure are assumeti negligible, a symmetric cavity will thus have 
total losses 2L = 2 c(7' + A),  The highly reflective surface on each iriirror has been 
mechanically turried du~+-n to ti diameter of 1 mm which facilitates optical access to 
the center of the cavitv by alloxving for a wider field of view as seen fro111 tlie cavit,y 
side. Great care is taken to ensure tlie cleanliness of the higlily reflecting sixface 
each mirror is n~anually "swipedl clear1 as ofteen irs it takes to produce a surface free 
of particles under high (100 X) optical magnification. 
Cavity constructior~ proceeds by way of a "jig" developed by Christ,ina and Mike 
Chaprrran for a previous generation of cavities. Each mirror is first glued into sn 
duty cycle of approx. 1.66 s 
4 + 
* 780 ms b 
upper MOT coils on upper MOT coils off I 
, $ 0  
0 I ,  
tower MOT coils off I lowen MOT coils off 
lower MOT coifs on 
. / I  
, # 
, , upper MOT falls 
20cm in 200 rns : -  
, I 
8 I 
, 8 
8 4 
I S  
MOT light off downstairs 
, . 
, n I ] [  , 
10ms off- 
resonant lattice 
and I beain to look for 
3 0 
, , MOT light on downstairs ' 
I at& transits 
turnoff of downstairs 
PGC is the time = 0 
reference for much of 
the future discussion 
/ 8 
MOT light off downstairs 
Figure 6.13: The timing diagrarrl &ove attempts to clarify the pulse sequence for the 
preparation of cold atoms over t,lie - 1.7 s experimental duty cycle. The time which 
will be llomirially denoted t = 0 for rnuch of t i c  future discussiorls at t,he end of t,li~le 
clowrrstairs PGC is indicateci on the diagram. 
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aluminum \i-block so that the rriirror position cilll be rl~aniplilated with eirse, while 
redncing the possibility of colltarninat,ion of the (already cleaned) highly refleetirig 
surface. One of the mirrors is rigidly attacliecl via it,s V-block to the cavity support 
structure while the otl-~er mirror's position, and hence the cavity length: is adjusted 
using a micrometer anti a high resolution (10 pm at a few cm working distance) 
optical microscopc, 11 fringt: of ver.v lo~v finesse is then made using a HeNe laser (at 
633 nm) to get the cavity roilghly aligned, and the adjustable mirror epoxied in place. 
The fringe is r~~ouitored and the cavity positiori acijusted accordingly to comper~ate 
for any residual mot,iorl as the epoxy sets. With this tecliniyue; it is possible to hit a 
desired cavity length 1 within about 5% for t give11 cavity construction. 
6.3.2 Determination of Cavity Parameters 
The cavity lerlgt,h can be specified most precisely with a lneasurernerit, of its free- 
spectral range, given by vpsn = ci21. This can be done by holclirig the cavity length 
fixed and nleasuring as many differcrrt resoriarlt wavelengths as possible. For example, 
with the cavity length held fixed such that it was (arbitrarily) resonant at 848.303 
rim. otl~cr 
Tab](, 6.5. 
cavity resonances wore meisured by tuning the Ti:Sapph laser ;ts shown in 
- 
 node order 
n, + 4 
n i - 3  
n + 2  
77, t 1 
r~ 
n - 1  
'TI - 2 
'n - 3 
n - 4  
n - 5  
Table 6.5: The measured %va.velengtl.ls used in a detertxinatiori of the cavity free 
spect,ral range. 
Tile story is conlplicated by the fact that the lligiily reflective coatings are dis- 
wavelength /nm; 
817.222 
824.772 
832.468 
840.309 
848.303 
856.449 
864.747 
873.209 
881.832 
890.619 
frequency ITHz] 
367.097 
363.740 
360.374 
357.012 
353.647 
350.284 
346.922 
343.560 
340.201 
336.844 
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persive, which means that they have a fl-c:quency-dependent phase shift d (u) . The 
relationsliip for mode order n. to frequency u (n,) is given by [I541 
where Q,, is the difkactive phase sliift which is calculated to be a srriall correction 
for tl-ic Gaussian nlodc snpportcid here by the cavity. It is necessary, however, t,o 
have inforrnatiori about 6 (u) to extract 1 and the rnode order ri. Expariding q5 (v) 
- 4 (v,) t ( I J  - u,) d&!dv about the coai.ing center wavelength to get 
with do (v )  - Q ( L I ~ )  - u,db/d7), the frecjuerlcy dependent resonance spacing (free 
spectral range) 0 ( I / )  is identiced as 
A plot of (v) using t,he dat,a of Table 6.5 is shown for our cavit,y in Fig. 6.14. 
Fitting this data to 
2 
CJ (u) = 00 - k (v - v,) (6.15) 
gives a nnax spacir~g 00 = 3.3631 TEA at 21, = 354.2 TBL, or A, = 847.3 nm, wit,h 
k = 21.5 b1I-Tz/TWz2. Usirlg tile Krarners-Kroliig relations, 4 (u) car1 be found in 
the general case frotxi the frequency dependence of the reflectivity of the mirror coat- 
ings [155!. Here the high reflectivity comes from a multilayer ciielcctric coating of 
Ta205/Si02 with index corrtrmt n~ : ni = 2.09 : 1.46. For such a coating at, u = u,. 
the phase shift and its dt:rivative are given analytically by [156: 
i 
335 340 345 350 355 360 365 
frequency FHzl 
Figure 6.13: The frequency depe~lde~lt rllode spacing cr (v) is plotted for the physics 
cavity in order to determine sonie of tlie cavity parameters The solid line is a fit 
discussed in the text. 
allowing t,he cavity length to 1)e rleterrnined at, vu, as 1, = 44.0 pm with a mode number 
n,, = 104.6. The fact that n, turns out not to be an integer licre is due to both t,he 
fact that 4" nras neglect.ed and that. 1 is really a sornewhat arbitrary definition for the 
cavity ler~gth via Ey. (6.12) arid does not acco~mnt for the fact that tilere is a significant 
evai~escerit field pelletration into the 10 pixi thick mirror suhstrat,es. Dcfiriing les using 
. (6.14), 
gives an effective length of l,,ir = 44.6 /Am using dQjdu horn Eq. (6.16). Assuming 
the "extra" 1engtl.i - 1, = 0.6 pni resities in the substrates (300 run in each); the 
effective rour~d trip phase shift is = k,i, + (I,,ii. - I,) where kc = 27r/X,, kCfF = 
n,,,iik, and the effective substrated iridex of refraction is given by n , ! ~  = (nIi + n L ) / 2 .  
Esimg this, di,,,,jn = 106.1, \v'nich is as close to an integer 21s can be expected for 
tlie apgroximations made in this anaiysis. Ctristiria has sper~t rr~tich time inreracting 
xvit,h the rriirror 11lar.rrufacturer and has used the transfer matrix method to niociel t,he 
field in tlie mirror substrates. She will have muck1 more to say about the physical 
origin of - 1" in her thesis. 
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Finally, tile cavity lcrigtli 1 as defiricd in Eq. (6.12) at u,,,,,:, = 852.359 nm (where 
the physics is clone) is giver1 by 1 = I ,  + n, (A  ,,,,,,,, - A,) = 44.6 prn. The obvious 
sources of crror in this r~leasuremerit are (priiriarily tllerrnal) drift of tire cavity length 
during t,he course of tlie nreasnrernents ailti the accuracy of ihe Burleigli waver~tcter 
which was used for the ixicisurerne~lts of the resonant, wavelengths. 
All of this discllssion applies to the f~irirrdarnerital TEL/Ioo mode. With the origin 
at the center of o~le  of the mirrors (referring to Fig. 6.16); it, can be described by the 
fiinct,iorl 
and is the orie rrlost easily mocieinat,clled by a Ga~~ssiari profile iriput laser beam. 
This fundar~rent,al mode terlcis to have the highest finesse of all the transverse iriodes 
becai~se it rrrirlinrizes cliffraciive lossos by miniriiizirig the mode spot profile at the 
irrirror surfaces. 
The secoiitl iix~port,ant rneasiremnent is the cavity lilrewidtlr Au = 2 ~ / 2 a ,  which 
determines t,he photon storage lifetime. For this cavity, it is not necessary t,o go to the 
sopl-~isticatiori of a ringdown measurement (Scc. 3.1.2), since the use of simple phase 
modiilation sidebands as fre~~uency rrlarkers is sufficient to rleterrnine Au = 8 MHz for 
the rriode of iilt,mest. This gives a cavity finesse of 3 = uI;sn/Av = 4.5 x lo5, wl~ich 
represents approximately tlie munber of bo~~ilces light will make bet~~eeri  the 6wo 
rnirrors before it, leaks ollt of tlie cavity. The finesse is cleterminod only by the rriirror 
losses via 3 = 27r/ 27 [losses) sriggesting tllat each niirror tias a total measured loss 
of L = 7.2 pprn, \vliici~ agrees fairly well wit,h the manufacturer's number of 7 pprn 
quot,ed above. 
It is clear frorri the above discilssioli that the photon storage lifetirrie car1 be nlade 
longer (anii the cavity lirlewitltll narro1vi:r) simply by exteridirrg the length of ttlt: 
: ' mir,y. However, this would hi: co~iriterproductivetie with respect to the final irnportairt 
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paranlctcr charact,erizing: onr cavity. its rnodc volume I<,, given by 
Tllc cm-ity waist wo is calculated (see [157], for example) isirrg 
whicki gives a waist of u;, = 20.1 prn and a rnode volume for the TEMoo mode of 
V;,) - 14,000 1 ~ ~ n 3 .  This can be i ~ e d  to determino the coupling rate go with 
result,ing in go/2n = 32 MHz. 
To summarize, tile final paraniet,ers for t,lie cavit,y ilsed in all t,he following work 
are length I = 44.6 pm: waist, W J ~  = 20 pm, aricl finesse F = 4.2 x lo5, and hence 
a cavity field decay rate 4 2 n  = 4 IVIHz. The atomic transition employed for cavity 
QED is thc (y = 6SIr2; 1; = 4;rni; = 4 -. e = 6P312, F = 5, ntk. = 5) component of 
t,he D2 line of atorriic 's at A,, ,,,,, = c /v  ,,,,,,, = 852.4 nm. For our cavity georrretry 
and from the atomic transition properties* we have (yo! yi)/27r = (32:2.6) MHz, 
uvitll go a s  the pet& atoni-field coupling coefficient and as the dipole decay rate 
for the e + g transitiori. These rat,es lead to critical photon and atorn rl~nribers 
(rrt" sz ~:/2ii,:V(, = 2rcyi/y;) = (0.003,0.02). The cavity free spectral range is 
determinetl to he upsla = 3.363 TNL correspondirig to a rnode spac:ing of about AX - 8 
nm. Therefore, a cavity tuned to resonance at A,,,,,,, = 852.36 rirrl will also be resor~aiit 
[to explicitly itieritify a few other niodesj at about 828.61 nnii 836.38 nnl (used for 
locking)? 834.2'3 nm, 860.58 r i ~ r i ,  868.96 nm (used for the FORT)> and 877.51 nnl. Fig. 
6.15 sho~vs all of the fields v.4iii:ii arc: finally coupled into tile cavity and the geonletry 
for the ilefirlitiorl of the mode finlction 'bTi;llo, (r) in Eq. 6.18, 
Intra-cavity 
cooling beams lock FORT 
/("lattice beams") APD detector 
I - - 
lock & 
heterodyne 
sspsiaie'S8P'"ta - 
IOCX FORT 
beam beam 
+: it substrates 
44.6 pm 
cooling beams 
("lattice beams") 
Probe, lock & 
FORT beams 
Figurc: 6.15: For rt:ferer2cet (a} shows the geonietry of the cavity arrd indicates that 
tlua: differerrt laser heqiier~cic~i; [probe at 852 rim; lock at 836 nnl anti FORT trap 
at 869 nm) are 2111 coripleii inb, tlit! cavity and separated with dichroic optics a t  the 
output. In (b). the XlIOT2 tinil cooling beart geonietrit:~ wvitli respect to the cavity 
are irrdicateri. 
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6.3.3 Passive Vibration Isolation and the Cavity Support 
Structure 
One of the rnajor coricerns -ivittl this rnicrocavity structirre xvt~s mecllanical stability 
and passive vibratiori isolation. The first 1;1y(?r of isolation is provided by floatir~g the 
optical table. which t:liminates frequency coinpoiic~its below about 1 H Z  or so. The 
niairi clialnber housing the cavity anci support structure was connected to the rest 
of the vacuum system only by way of fiexible bellows, anci we bolted this chamber 
directly to an extremely heavy piece of stainless steel. This steel piece then sit,s on 
three alternate layers of vibrat,ion damping material anti a thick piece of copper with 
rione of t,his structtuc rigidly att,achetl t,o the table (t,l~ough there are restraints in 
placc? to restrict any ppossiblt: rnowrnent). Once inside the vacuum clianiberl there 
is a heavy bed of copper that is mechanically isolated from the chamber irit,erior by 
means of vit,on strips. Finally, the cavity support itself sits on a hea.iy block of copper 
which rests on more vit,on &rips sitting on the copper beti. 
The cavity support s t r ~ l c t ~ ~ e  is shown in Fig. 6.16. There is a 112 inch t,ube PZT 
(Channel Indust,ries, Sarit,a Barbara) which separates the two pieces of the alurninum 
st,rilctire, half of whicli is rigidly attached to the copper block, anti the other half of 
~vhicl~ is free to ximve. A bolt runs the length of the mount, wtiich is held in place 
by riuts and a split-spring masher wliiclr is pre-tensioned t,o mecliar~ically bias tile 
structure. High \rolt,agc applied to tile tube PZT will allow the cavity length to  be 
scanneci, with one FSIZ (about 1 jim) corresponding to approximately 300 V. The 
drawback of the t1111e PZT is that it has low frequency resonarlees in the range of 
a feu. kHz ancl therefore citrinot he driven at frccjuencies muclt above 100 1.17,. Ttiis 
makes it nmuitable as a,n actuittor for suppressirlg a c o ~ ~ ~ t i c  cavity instability in the 
range of 10 Hz t,o 10 kHz. 
For this reason, a secorid PZT was added to the cavity structure to ailow for a much 
wider bandwidth in tile frequency response. This PZT was a t,hin, rect~angular "shear 
mode" PZT (EDO, Salt Lake City) wliicli tender1 to perforni a factor of 5 better than 
the specified electrostrictivc: constar~t of 1 pm/mV (perhaps due to pre-stressii~g). 
NOT TO SCALE 
rectangular shear-inode PLT 
for fast response 
bolt to hold 
rVucturefogethDr 
20 cm radius /--- of curvature 
3 mm I rnm 
Figure 6.16: The cavity support structure in (a) was coristructeil aroilrlii a 112-indl 
PZT cylinder to alloxx~ for coarse scan~ling and biasing of the rt:sonator length; with 
a thiri ret:tarigular PZT for fiististc:r "txvcrter" action, In (b): tho rr~irror gcomctry is 
slso~vli. 
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Ftrrthcrrnore. its frecjiicncy rcspoilse in Fig. 6.17 stio~ved resonances starting at about 
11 kHz alloiving an ordcr of rriagriitude iiicrease in the servo banilwidtli. The PZT 
was glued with corldirctive epoxy to the t,op of tlie cavity support structurel and one 
of the rnirror ??-grooves was epoxied to the top. 
Care was tilkcri to irutall the cavity lllouilt irisiiie thc vacuum chainber such that, 
t l ~ c  gap between tlie ixiirvors ri!~riaineti vertical in order to allow cold atoxru to be able 
to fa11 into tire mode volume. Tliis was done by aligriirlg tile cavity axis sucll that 
back-reflected ligltt remained parallel to tlie table surface? whicl~ itself \.as checked 
with a bubble level. Furthermore, extra (>we hail to be taken to ensure that tlie side 
"lattice beams'' could also access the cavity gap. Tlie plumb bob technique mentioned 
ahove was used to enswe that the gap uras within il n ~ m  of tlie cerit,er-line of the 
ch;llllt,er. 
All elernent,~ of the cirvit,y mount were baked in a Tra,cuum oven at lo-' Torr t'o 
250 "C before the cavity ivas asseniblecl. Once placer1 irlt,o the chamber, a HeKe laser 
was reficcted off of the cavity arid a fringe formed bet,u~een tlie front face of the first 
substrat,e and the highly reflecting sirface of the second substrate. While the entire 
chamber was baked to about 250 "C; this iriterfercnce was monitored and found t'o 
rriove 12 fringes (or about 8 prn) w11ic:li was considered not to be a big problem due 
to tlre 40 pm gal,. On cool-down, tile cavity rctinncd to its original length to within 
less than 1% as measi~red by V V F ~ , ~ .  
6.3.4 Mode-Matching and Cavity Birefringence 
In order to elirriirrate as rriuch resonar~t, scattered light frorri the cavity substrates 
as possible, arid tllcxeby prevt:rit lreat,ing of tlie  toms ilue t,o the randorn spatial 
tiirectiori of the recoil kick, care ~vas tilkerl to try to mituirriize the rnoile-malclting 
of the liglit into the cavity. A ftirt,lrer belit:fit of cificient niode rrtat,cliing is that less 
light is scattcred raridorrtly into tlie heterotlyne detection set,-up (Sec. 6.4.31, thoirgh 
one of the major virtues of lietcrodyne detection is that it is s1q)posed to discrirriiriate 
against scattered liglit wtiiclr is riot bo t l~  spatially modenrat,ched to the LO bean1 
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anti at the correct frcqucric,y. With the Ti:Sapph probe beaml approximately 40% 
mode-matching was attained, hnt a spatial filter was necessary to acliieve even 20% 
mode-matching wit11 the rnut:li worse spatial profile of the locking diode laser. A 15 cm 
lens w a  typically used to focus into the cavity from outsitle of the vacuurri chanlber. 
Such a long working distance is sulficierit because propagation of the gaussian bearn 
parameters of the rnode show that the spot size at tlle mirror surface is riot rnuch 
greater than the mode waist. 
Due to  the rvay the cavity is constructed: the rnoilrlting of the nlirrors irito the 
V-groove stnlctirrcs can introcliice stress-indui:eti birefringence to the mirror coatings. 
Cliristirra will tliscuss in her thesis tile eiforts rriade during her cavity coristruction 
experiences to rninirriize this birefringence. However, it should be noted here tile 
resultailt differential pllase shift betweerl the linear eigenpolarizations of the physics 
cavity was measured to  he Ap = 2 j~radlbounce. Note that this is an experimentally 
deterruined "average" phase shift for the cavity as a whole, and does riot necessarily 
irnply either that the phase shift is identical for each mirror or rhat t,he polariz?t,' < .  )on 
eigenaxcs are the sanic: for each of tlie mirrors. 
This is a prohiern for the ni. polarized liglit used to drive the cyclin~g atomic tran- 
sition GSIl2: F = 4;rnr- = 4 -i F' = 5;711,..$ = 5; because incident circularly 
polarized ligirt will not rerrrairi circularly polarizctl in tlie cavity In practice? mea- 
surerne~lts of the polarization state of the transniit,tetl light for orrr cavity show that 
r~orriinally n+ light, ~irill be "n_ contaminatedn by about 7%' in power, which is about 
25%) contamination of the field. Stlcli a measurcirierit can be ~x~ade  by inserting a X i 4  
plate in front of the cavity to proviC[o a circularly polarized ir~put, and then use a ro- 
tatable ltolarizer (e.g., X/2 plate plt~s &xed polarizer) at the output. 111 this way, it is 
possible to see the decomposition of the irlcitfer~t superposition of lillear polasizat,ions 
performeti by the cavity in frequency space as the cavity is scaxined. 
Fortuit,ously, ho~vever, tile n- Clebscli-Gordan corrpling for 6SIp2, F = 4, r n p  = 
J -+ G P ~ , ~ ,  F' = 5. = 3 is iiown t ~ y  a factor of from the GSlI2, F = 4, r n p  = 
4 -. 6P3/2, F' = 5, mi., = 5 arriplitilcic as shown in Table 6.2. Furthermore, tlie 
frequency splitting associated wit,h this phase shift AD is given by A f = vFsRAR/n = 
105 
2 MHz. which is well beloiv the cavity fill1 widtli of 2 4 2 ~  = 8 h1Hz meanirig tha.t the 
birofringorit, splitting is largely unresolved in the first place. 
6.3.5 The Cavity Servo 
Altltougli the details of the opiical systeili irsed to derive the error signal for use in 
tht: cavity loclcing will bo tlescribed fully in See. 6.4, sorne backgroimti inform,ltiorl 
abonr the cavity servo serves as a usefill i~~troduction. The choice between t,he thin 
rectangidar PZT and thick cyliridrical PZT (see Fig. 6.16) to act as the principal 
actuator in the cavit,y servo was dcterrnined by their resonance strilctures. Extensive 
experience with the cylindrical PZTs had sho~vn that at rnost a 100 Hz bandwidt,h 
servo could be used with them to avoid driving t,heir intrinsic 1.5 kHz resonance. 
The native noise spcctra of thin rectangular PZT on the physics cavity is shown in 
Fig. 6.17, whicli was mt:asmed using a 100 kHz bandwidth dynamic signal analyzer 
(IIP3562A USA). A fringe was lliade nsir~g tlle WeNe between the front (AR, coated 
at 850 nm) face of tile first nlirror and the higli refiector face of the second cavit,y 
mirror, detected by a photodiode, conditioned arid serit t,o the input of the DSA. h 
battery gerierated bias voltage placed on the tube PZT and the output of the DS.4 
was ac-coupled to tlie thin PZT. The first clear rcsonaslce occirrs at 11 kHz, which 
rriearts that a 1- 2 kT-Iz baritiwitlth "aggressive" PI-bnseci cavity servo is possible. 
Althongh the rneasurernt:nt,s are not shoxvn here, characterization of the mechan- 
ical srability of the cavity structi~rc was t,ested using a similw rnetl~od with a set of 
speakers at acoustic frecjuencies. This revealed structural resonances near 4 kHzl 19 
1cI-Iz and 30 ~ H L  tiespit,e the extensive passive vibration isolatio~i precautiorls taken. It 
was not possible to isolate the dircct came of these resonant:es, although the 30 kISz 
freqi~ency corrcsponciing lo a sourltl wavelength in a metal of a1)oilt 21 c111 is sugges- 
tive of twice the leng$;tli of main coppor cavity support structure. Floating the optical 
table does nothing to atteiiuate acoustic coupling at these freqnencics. Furtherr~iore, 
the linlitcd srrvo bandwidth could not significantly affect any of these resonances, 
and oscillations of the servo ir~vt~riably cont,ained primarily a 4 kHz compo~~ent. The 
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Figure 6.17: The axnplitutle (a) arici phase (b) response of the t,hin PZT as it wos 
incorporated into the cavitp strucilture of Fig. 6.16 is shown. Tlie first resoriarice 
near 11 kEI4 is the major lirriit to the handwidth of the servo. The exct:sss "DC noise" 
in both arnplitride anci phase below 200 Wz is an artifact of the white rtoise mode 
of the IIP851i2.4 Dyrl>rrriic Signal Arialy~er used for t,liis work. This nlode ~ v a s  found 
prcferd~lt: to a su~ept -s ine  pkrs auto-intr:qrjl.ij,te rriode in ortier to get a cp~ic:k, rough, 
~viclcrbandwititii tlca of the frt:cjilency ciomaiil responsc. 
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gronp's experience with these casity strnctures continues to evolve; for example, the 
most rcccrit generation of Ctiristina arid Tlreresa has eliminated the use of the tube 
PZT in f2mr of t~vv rectangular PZTs. This is a rnajor step forward because it allows 
a more mechanically rigid mourit tmci llas pushed the PZT oscillations up more LO- 
wards 30 kBz. One final note is that the mechanical response of the vacutirn chamber 
to the switcllirig of the n~agnetic field coils could he seen on the error signal of eaenj 
servo on the optical table. For this reason, a significant margin of error irr time (few 
111s) was bntlgeted to allow the servos to recover from this mecllanical impulse. 
6.4 The Laser System, Cavity Locking and Het- 
erodyne Detection of the Intracavity Field 
Aside from tlie laser system used for om far off-resonarrce intracavitg trap (FORT); the 
other piece of technical infrastructure necessary for success in this experin~erit is the 
systeni of lasers wllich st,abilize the piiysics cavity, drive the atorn-cavity system and 
we integral t,o ultra-sensitive shot-noise li~nited heterodyne detection. The present 
experimerital setup builds to a certain extent. upon work done by Hideo I\;Iabucili and 
Quent,in Tmchett,e, arid later 'ivork done by Jun and Hideo. Hideo has recorded his 
efforts in his thesis [159]; and ail attempt will be made here riot to overlap t,oo signifi- 
cantly with t l~is  ~vork, hiit rather to document inlportant changes and additions that, 
have beeri riecessxry. A Ansic overview of the table emphasizing t,he lasers involved in 
physics cavity probing arid locking is slro~vn in Fig. 6.18. 
6.4.1 Ti:Sapphire Laser 
Our optical tahlc is alrnost literally divitled in half, witlt all of the cooling anti trapping 
work don<: on one side. and. tlie majority of optics rieedecl to prod~lce arid detect the 
sirglephoton intracavity field occ~ipyirlg the other. At tire ireart of the experiment 
is a Coherent 8'39 ring Ti:Sappliire laser which is purnped by a Coherent, Verdi single 
frequency diode purnpeci solid state laser at 532 nm (int,racavit,y doubled Nd:YAG). 
~ e w  FOCUS 6200 locking diode laser (836 nm) 
transfer cavity 1 
APD to lock 
wM #2 $ y~-9 physics cavity  to physicscavity locking 
150 MHz (nom.) Z diode laser 
probe for Cs I 
spectrometer 
, + 200 MHz wM 
240 MHz ("om.) 
spectrometer 4 \ 
locked on w4.5 through the 
resonance I I cavity 
local oscillator cleaning cavity I 
Laser (852 nm) 
- s mw ot LO power 1 I 
balanced 
' heterodyne 
detection @ Cti + 10 MHz (nominal) 
TUI Optics FORT diode +lo0 MHz 
laser (869 nm) (arbitrary) 
Figme 6.18: The conlplernentary side of tile table to t,he t,rapping lasers is shown here, 
including t,ht: Ti:Sapph, locking diode and trapping diode lasers. This figure should 
bt: useti in cor~jurrction with Fig. 6.20; which explains tilo tirble layout in frequency 
space. The optical table (8 feet x 16 feet) is now get,ting so dense with optics that, 
t,wo 8 foot x 2 foot hreaciboards and rulmerous plat,fornls are rnount,ed iii a. "second 
layer" arourid the table. 
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The history of our 899 Ti:Sapphire laser lias been well-documented 1158, 68, 159;. 
The Verdi replaced a Coherent Irnnova-100 20W Ar+ ion laser about 1 year ago, and 
lias been an excellerli replacerncrit as a purnp laser for several reasons. The following 
chart compares arid contrasts the two lasers as pump sources for a Coherent 899 
Ti:S;ipph based or1 roughly oxie year of exyericrice with the Verdi. Though ~liost of 
Tclhlc 6.6: A comparison of the Cohererit Innova-100 h r  ion laser and Colierent Verdi 
as pump soiu-ces for a Coherent 899 Ti :Sapphire laser. 
issue 
dai1.y set-up 
daily follow up 
electrical poxver 
coolirig 
maintenaxice 
power needed 
ot,her 
tlie corrirrients liero itre qualitative, t.iiis ci1ar.t gives an idea of sonie of the practical 
advantages of the solid state punip over the gas laser. 1x1 addition, some quantitative 
measurements were rriadc of thc iritensity noise of the Ti:Sapph laser outpnt under 
different pump conditions, wliich are presented in below in Fig. 6.6. It is clear that, 
the ion laser purnpecl Ti:Sappli has about 30 dB rriore noise out to about 600 kHz 
compared to x Ti:Sapph purnped by a Verdi. Furthermore, the peals at 100, 200 and 
300 kHz in the latter case also appear on tile intensity spectrum of tlie Verdi on its 
own. Bot,Ii pump lasers lraw the sarrie c:ffect, on the Ti:Sapph out beyond about 3 or 
Coherent Verdi 
1 hr. (bet1111 pointingj 
riever neeti to touch 
120 V/10 A 
Dieslab chiller 
new diodes in 4 yrs. 
4 W a 532 nm 
no stri~y fields 
compact,, sits on table 
quiet in operation 
4 li1l-I~. It is important to understanti that this intensity noise directly wril;ten onto 
the Ti:Sappllire light will evcritiially coritaniinate the purity of rlie Ti:Sapph-derived 
LO for the ba1arict:ti iieterodyni: clet,ection set-up, and it is clearly preferable t,o be 
Coherent Innova-100 Ari 
5 hrs. to szabiiize power! pointing and mode 
tweak once every 2 hrs. after warn1 up 
480Vj 20 h tliree phase, special wiring 
Calt,ecli chilled water, significant plumbing 
new tube every 1.5 yrs., clean every 3 mons. 
8 W typical 62 514 nm (all lines) 
st,ray magnet,ic fields (planis confining) 
large framelpower supply? sit,s under table 
noisy power supply 
pumping with tlie Verdi for this reason. 
Having already conipleteci a discussiori of the diode laser systenis for the MOTS, 
I will now proceed ~vitli a brief overview of tlie "second half  of the optical table. 
The 120 rrilV Ti:SappEi outpnt is first double-passed through an external acousto- 
0 200 400 600 800 '1 
Founer Frequency [kHz] L c ~ c t r n n t s  DO~SS 
0 2 4 6 8 \ . ,  ,,,,x,,,,..,,, 
Fourier Frequency [MHz1 
0: 50 $00 150 
t !  Fourier Frequency LMHrl 
"*/I* 
Figurc 6.19: Arr interesting sories of urc;~~l~rcrnerrt~s discussetl in tlie text s21o\v that 
the excliangt: of tlic Innova-100 Ar+ iorr for a Vercli solid state pump laser had a r~lajor 
irrippact on tho iriier~ity noise spectrunr of the Ti:Sapphire. Clearly, tlie best irrrprove 
rnerit occurrt:tl in a bandwidth up to about 1 MHz as in (a), while the improvcrrreilts 
are loss cirarriatic ht:yoiid this freclucrrcy in (h) arid (c). 
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optical rrlodulator (A011) fc~r a iasge band~vidth (1-100  HA) loop to its frequency 
servol and tlieri split into four diff(;rent paths. The first pat,li is sellt to a 100 k1-Iz 
wide spatial-lllocle-cIcaning cavity and prociuces the approsi~~~at,ely 4 lrlW local of 
oscillator beam necessary for the balanccci heterodyne detection setup. This light is 
ai a frequcnc:.y of 40 ALIIz abow the Cs D2 (6Sir2> F = 4 -i 6pYl2, F = 5) resoliiu~t 
frequency at .A,$..5 = X ;,,,,,,; = 852.359 iim. 
The secontl path is tlic locking patii for the Ti:Sapphire, which gets conpled i~?to 
the 20 kHz wide "t,ransfer ca,vity." ,211 error signal for the I'ouncl-Drever-Hall j52] 
t,ype lock is derived usirrg the refiected light froni the cavity and is fed back to the 
esterrtal AOM, the tweeter mirror, the etalons and the Breavster platre galvo inside 
tlie laser cavity. The purpose of the transfer cavity will be explained more fully in 
Sec. 6.4.2. 
Tlie third path goes to a Cs spect,rometer .Nbich uses a modulation transfer sat- 
urated absorption spectroscopy [l52] t,echmique plus an inlra-spectrornet,er AOM ai 
-80 MIIz to offset-lock the "trarisfer cavity." Incidentally. this -80 AIHz A 0 h I  is the 
source of the -1-40 LIHL offset of t,he Ti:Sapphire from the Cs resonance. 
The firral pat11 is the light that ever~tually gets coupled into the pliysics cavit,y It 
first gets upshifted by +200 \I& wit11 tlie first order beam frorn ail AOM t60 produce 
a carrier freqilancy of ~ 4 - 5  + 240 = q,,,,,,, t 240 IVIHZ. It is tliell sent through a 
I~oriiematle broadi~ancl trmlling waw: c:lectro-optic rnodlilator (TWkf); driver1 at 240 
kffHz ant1 denoted for our pluposes liere as TW11#1. The lower sideband of TWM#lj 
wliicll is denotcd as t,he "probe light" ilt a frequency v,,,,,,,,:, is now rionlinnily on 
resonance wit21 the Cs D2 line and can be exactly tuned sirriply by changing the rf 
frequency of the syiitliesizer (ITP 8656B) wllicli tirives tlie modillator. Finthermore, 
the intensity of this light can be easily corrtrolled by cllar~girig the ~nodulatiorr index 
via the aniplit~icte of the sarrle synthesizer. The details of the co~lplirlg of the light 
into the cavity !rave been explained in Scc. 6.3.4 and t,hc detection teclinicpes will be 
tiiscussed shortly in Sec. 6.4.3. 
There 11ave been several ongoing issues with the Ti:Sapph'ire laser which should 
he rnerrtioned. To begin with, the crystal itself is not in tile greatest corictition, and a 
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replacemerit is expected 'o result, in an imrrletliate 50% irnprovemer~t in output power 
jl6O]. Oile problerri xipas that tiis cooliug water for the crystal had been far too cold 
in the past, allowing rrroisturc from the air in tile lab to condense on the crystal and 
leitvt: dirty cieposits upon evaporixtion. Tile coolirlg linc is presently phmihed into tlie 
sarne Neslab chiller used to cool t,he htiseplate for the Verdi laserl and is kept at a 
constarkt t,em1ier:it,m.c of 18 "C (above thc: lab tcrriperatnre of 16 "C). It is also t,he case 
that the Ti:Sapphire needs to he cleaned approximately once every two leeks urider 
contirl~~ous me. The alcohols (acetone; methanol) and &rasive cleaning rriotioris tend 
to take their t-011 on tire lifetiine of the optics, and plaris are under way t,o put, the 
whole laser in a box under slightly positive pressure of dry air to keep tile dust arid 
moisture out. This has beer1 sho~vrl in ollier labs t,o recluce tile required clearling to 
as little as once? every 3 or 4 months. The laser itself is in excellerit shape, however; 
as was proven by a Coherent service technician [I601 who was able to get t,he laser 
to scan the specified 25 GHz by sett,irlg all of t,he feedforward gains correctly. This is 
something that needs to be done every time the laser is cleaned. 
6.4.2 The Transfer Cavity and Locking Diode Laser 
The rnajor prohlern facing the experinlent is tho issue of how to maintain the cavity 
length futed at the correct position. For exar~iple, a one-photon field ir~side the cavity 
has a transmitted power of about 6 pW which is not enough power froin which t,o 
derive an error signal indicating tlie position of the cavity. The way this was overcome 
in the past was to c:,l~op the illput powrr t,o the cavity hetweeri 6 pW and 10 pW 
respectively; wit,h a duty cycle encl frequericy that would allo~v suflicient bandWidt,h 
for the servo t,o lock the cavity. This approach will not he acceptable for an experinlent 
~vliose goal it is to trap air atom for up~liards of 100 r~is, primarily because 10 ILW of 
translnitt'ed power would mom a buildup of 1.5 W inside the cavity. 
The sc>lution at the morncnt is to use anot,her laser (New Focus 6200) tuned 2 
1ongitudiri.al modes above the cavity ()Ell rriode at v ,,, xz v t,,,,,,,l to lock the pllysics 
cavity. 111 this case, the wavelerigtli of the locking laser is Xiock -- c/u],,,:~ N 836 
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slnt as sitown in Table 6.5. This laser is stabilized relative to v,,,,,,, by way of a 
t,eciiniilne using the a~~xiliary "trarxfer cavity" meritioried above [161]. This is done 
by separating tlie 9 rn\V diode lascr output irito two separate patiis. Iri the first path, 
the diode laser carrier is locked ill reflection usirig a Pouiid-Drevw-l'lail tecltnique 
to another longitudinal mode of ilie transfer cavity by irrjectiag the light frorn the 
opposite (:rid of tlrc cavity to tlie Ti:Sa;pptt input port. The second path is sent 
through a second T\VU (referred to here as TWh1*2), whose purpose is t o  "bridge" 
the residual frequency gap of typically 150 MHz between the piiysics cavit,y resonance 
at 836.43 lirn and the transfer cavity resonance closest to this wavelength. This 
light is mode-nlat,chetl irito the physics cavity arid detected in t,ransmission usirig art 
APD/transirnpedanco amplifier motinle (EGScG C30998). 
Tlte physics cavit,y error sigrtal is derived once again using the Ponnd-Drever-Iiall 
tmhnique, ~vltere t,he locking sidebands are superimposed as an FM signal on top of 
t,he rf driving signal sent to the cliode laser TWI"2. F41 spectroscopy of the physics 
cavit,y will yield two error signals out-of-phase with one another, corresponding to 
each of the TWM#2 sidebands. The carrier produces no error signal. Furtllerrnore, 
t i e  use of a l7W?U[#2 sideband for locking the piiysics cavitv has t,he advant.age of 
permitting easy frequency and anipiitude turiabilit,~ by way of an rf syntitesizer (HE' 
ESG 4000A). The use of approximately 10 nW for locking creates a small AC Stark 
shift of 50 kJlz in v,,,,,,,, anti t,he non-intrusive nature of this lock is further verified 
by tile absence of a noticeable effect of the atoms on tlie cavity locking error signal 
(see Sec. 7.2.8). Tlie perforruance of this lock has been discilssed abo~ic in Sec. 6.3.5. 
Fig. 6.20 prt>ssc?ntetl below give? a liictoral represe~itat~iori of wltere all of the laser 
frequencies reside with respect to one anotl-ier. The middle "physics cavity lirie" 
in the diagralri contairis tltc physics cavity longitudinal xilode structure, wliere ttic 
probe, lock arsd FORT lasers reside at rriodes n + 2 (836 nm) and n - 2 (869 nm) 
respectively, centered about rriode n at tlie noniinal probe cvavelerigth of 852 rinr. Tlie 
FORT laser, which1 will he discusseci extensively in Sec. 7.2.3, is shoxvn here and in 
Fig. 6.18 for reference. Tire optical ei~rriers of the probe anti lockiilg beams are tied 
t,ogether in frecll~ency space by the motic: stnsct,lre of the transfer cavity to ~vhich eaclr 
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is i~idepeiiclenrly locked. This striicture is shown scl~ematically on the top Peference 
cavity line" anti reinforces the first key point of this laser stabilization method that 
the distance in frequency space between tliese two carriers is aiwmys find, connected 
by the transfer cavity lorigitiitlinal motle strircture. The bottom "atom line" shoxvs 
the fixed (by natnre!) atorriic resonance frequency; and tlie frequency of the LO bearn, 
arhic:li also nex7er c!la,nges fro111 Yro = I / ~ , , , , , , ,  + 40 MHz in orr set-up. 
The second point about. Fig. 6.20 is to emphasize its role in helping to uriderstand 
the trlnability of the system through the use of TWkljfl and TWL4#2 to cont,rol 
the three frequencies ( u  ,,,,, ,<:, u;,,,,,,,, Y,,,,~,, ). It is clear from the expanded view of the 
dashed area that T W L J I ~ ~  can be useti t,o cor~trol the detuning 6,,, = v ~ ~ ~ , > ~  - uatoli, 
of t,lie probe Iight from tile atomic frequency. The inLensity and detuning of this 
p\V-level field arc. set by rf syrjthesizt:r control of TW1VI"l; becarise the probe field is 
the lower sidebarid (LSB#1 in Fig. 6.20) of Ti:Sapph carrier after this modulator. 
It is perhaps a hit more subtle to see how TWMSf2 is uyed t,o control the detuning 
fi,, = Y .;,, ,it? - u ,,,,,,,, of the cavity wit11 respect to the aton~ic frequency. The LSB#2 of 
tlie locking diode laser carrier: whose frequency is deterrninecl by TWkP2,  is locked 
to t,he Iongitudinai mode n + 2 of the physics cavity. At the present, neither of the 
upper sidebancis (USBjf1 and USB#2) of these modnlators are ised. When T W W 2  
is tuned (e.g., increased), the lriodes {. . . n - 2, n - 1, n ,n  + 1, n i- 2 .  . .)of the rniddle 
"physics cavity line" slide to the left u.it,l~ respect to the bottom "at.om line." Note 
that the FORT diode laser carrier also "slides" to the left with respect t,o the fixed 
at,omic freqnency by virtue of the fact that it is locket1 to the physics cdvity (see 
Sec. 7.2.3). The locking tiiode laser carrier, Ti:Sapph carrier and its LSU"l/USB+l 
do not mow ~vitli respect to the atorn line becaiise of their fixed relationship t,o the 
upper "reference cavity line7" w1iile the USB1:2 of the locking diode laser iriovcs to 
the left as TlVhIk2 is increased (for exarrrple) liere. Hence, mode 7 , ,  having a fxed 
relationship to mode n+2 by ~ i r t n e  of tlie fact that they are both modes of the sanie 
'$lrysics'' cavity; is triried with respect to the atoniic frerluency. Using a cornbination 
of these two controls, any arbitrary 6,,;, can he accessed, and, for fixed h,,,,, any line 
profile (see) e.g. Eqs. (7.7) and (7.27)) scarlncd using 
distance fixed bv transfer cavity 
longitudinal modes of the transfer cavity 1 
FORiiascr 
~an>ail869 "mi 
iJatom + 40 MHz = OLO 
=fixed LO frequency 
physics 
cavity 
line 
i 
1 
atom 
line 
-4 
wavelength increases ,--, 
Figixe 6.20: This figme shoill(l be cox~sitleretl orie of tlic most nseful in tliis tilesis, 
because it demonstrates exactly liow r~ll of tile frequencies used in the experirnerlt axe 
generated. rriade tlmablc, arid. rriosi irnportanlly, referericcd to one another. Ttie t,ext, 
goes tl-irough it ixl cletaill ant1 Fig. 6.18 is a conrplenlentary diagrlun wtiicl-1 shows the 
physical layout of all of tile lasers on tile opt,ical t,ahle. 
distance fixed bf phynics cavity 
i 
! 
r$ w 
n-2 n-I  i n '  n i l  d+2 n+3 
longiiudinal rn des ok the physics cavity 
, , 
matom = fixed Cs atomic resonance frequency increases 
(852,359 nml 
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Do~vnstream frorn the cavity; dichroic beamsplitters are used t.o separate the beams 
arid send tlier~i to their respective tlctectors. First? tile 836 ririi liglit is separated arid 
sent, to the APL) det,ector .sitli am optic ~vllich is apl~roxirnately (85, 15) 7a trarisniis- 
siori/reflcction at 836 rlln arid better tlia11 99% rcfiectioli at 852 arid 869 nm. The 
869 rirrl light is tlicri separated by a second optic wtiicki is approxiriiai-ely (10; 90) 76 
traixniission/reflectiori at 869 rim arid (85: 15) % transmissiori]reflecttiori af 852 rim. 
The remaining 832 ilrn light, is smit to rhe heterodyne cietectioil set-up. 
6.4.3 Heterodyne Detection 
This sectiori deals wit11 a few corrirr~cnts a1)out tire lietorodyne detcctiori scliellre for 
the low (pW-level) irit,ra-cavity light, fielcls shown in Fig. 6.18. Tlie reader is referred 
to sorne of the tiistorical work of our group; which has used this po~verfi~l technique 
extensively, for excellent: discussions [138, 68> 1591. One of the rilost forgiving aspects 
of t,his type of detect,ion colnpared t,o a direct detectioii rnetl-iod such as pliot,or~ 
couritirig is it,s iriscrisitivity to st,ray liglit which does not have exactly the correct, 
freqilericy and spatial structure. \/Vc rely on t,hese properties because there are so 
many optical bcanis (probe, lock, FORT) coining tlxough tlie cavity of fairly closely 
mat,checi colors t,liat it m i ~ l d  be irrrpossible to corripletely separate orie from the ot,hers. 
For c?xarnplcl evt:ri the 3%, of contarnination of the 10 nW level locking light which is 
riot completely separated by the first ciiclvoic mirror wc~uid swarrip the probe signal 
if the clctection scliernc were riot frequericy select,ive. Heterodyrie dct,ection's other 
rriajor advaritagc is its poterit~ial serlsitivity to tlie iritracavity jielil? so that phase 
inforniation is also avai1ak)le in tlie photocurrenit,. This iniportant feature was riot, 
used, however: for any of the work to he preserited liere [XI. 
Two rnain issnes are to errsure 11otli tllat the heterodyne efficiency lias bee11 made 
large as possilile arid tliat an nccmiite calibratiori of tlie iritracavity plioton ri111nlber 
- 
7 ,  is rriairitairied from clay to clay. Tlie former can be arranged by rniriirriizing the 
losses (from reflection, absorption, etc.) of tlie probe liglit from tire cavity output 
to tlie detector area, by niaxirnizirig the spatial ar~d polarizittion overlap of tile LO 
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beam with the signal probe field arid by maximizing the intririsic detector quantuni 
efiiciericy (QE). Tlie lietcrodyne efficiency q,)<:, for this esperirner~t, was verified in two 
ways. 111 the firstl a V = 88% visibility liornodyne fringe between the LO and sigl~al 
beams \\as rnadc for identical powers in each bearn. This riumber is scjuared and 
mnltiplied by both the ciet,ector QE of 70% anti the T = 70% tra,nsmissiori fact,or 
froin the cavity to the detector to give = (QE)TV2 = 47%. A second method is 
to take a known amount of outpiit power frora the cavit.y arid calibrate this against 
the signal-tunoise ratio recorded via the heatliote size 011 a calibrated rf spectrum 
analyzer. The tietails were worked ont by Rob Thon~psori [158j and implemerited by 
Quentin 1681 in his beat.nicd Matlicad program for the HP70000 spectrum arialy~er 
used here. With 20.3 nW of optical power; 30 kHz rf bandwidtll, 3.5 rnW of IJO power 
and tlie measi~ed (beatnot,e she, shot noise level and electronic noise levels) of (-18.9 
dBm, -80.5 dBm and -85.5 tlBm) respectivelh this program calculates = 47% for 
re~narknble agrcelrient witti the measurement based on the homodyne fringe visibility. 
Sote that this 1,O level ~rmakes the mei~~urement sliot-noise limited by about 5 dB. 
In the data t,o follow, one typica,lly qnotes the average i11tracavit.y photon number 7i 
at which tlie data was acquired. This nunit~er needs to be compared to tile saturation 
photon nurriher, no = 4y1;/3yi ( = for an optinially coupled atorn in tlie work 
here), to decide how "hard" the atom was driven. The coiidition 5i ii n,o means the 
systerli is operating in a linear regime. The meaning of a.n irit,racavit.y photon nunl1)er 
ii 1 can be tleduced fro111 tlie clefinition of 7i = (ZtZ) , so that E ii 1 riieans that on 
u.uera,ge the iritracavit,y field is pritiiarily i11 tlie state 10) . Note that throrrgliout the 
rest of tlie work liere, n specifies the mcari intracavity plioton in~rriber for the enipty 
cavity (i.e., no atoriis) at the achral detiirliny 6,,,,. 
The relationship of the actual trarisrnitted power to the intraciwity pliotoii riumber 
requires a slight digression. Assurrririg two identical mirrors of t,ransriission T arid 
absorptive losses A such tliat, t,he total cavit,y losses are 2 (T + A)? then a fraction 211 
of the circulating irrtracavity power is al~sorbed. while a fri~ctiori T is trarismitted out 
of each mirror. Since K is a field decay rate? 1/2n is tire energy storage tirne, so that 
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the total iiit,racavity power is Eh,.w\-iir ( 2 ~ )  arid t,he trarisrr~itted power is 
It is possiblc to isse this ecluatiori to calibrate the intracavity photon nurriber with t,he 
size of tlie electronic bcatnote by nsis~g tire  know^^ values of T and V~sa ,  arid meas~nirsg 
P,,,,,, with a calibrated photodet,ector. Once t,his number was calibrated to a specific 
rf po\Trer level on tile sy~itliesizer creating the probe sideband on TWMKI, periodic 
checks over an  eight snont,h period sho\ved that it remained valid if the alignment of 
the detection apparatus was continually t\veakerl. 
The tlreoretical 3 dB improvernerit in SNR of a balanced heterodyne receiver con- 
taining two 1natc;hetf tletectors is acl~ieved orlly by careful subtract,ion of the photocur- 
rents from each of the det,ectors. This was acconiplislied by adjusting t,he arriplitude 
and phase of the pl~otocurr-eiit from each detector using rf atteriuators and variable 
cable lerigtiis before the rf 180" splitter. When adjusted correctly, residual arriplitude 
modulation on the LO meilsincd in the difference phot,ocurrerst at the beat, (detection) 
frcquericy is ~niriirnized. 
6.4.4 Data Acquisition 
This chapter coriclndes with a few brief words about the experimcrital data acquisition 
system used. The prirnury rrietliod of analyzing t,he balanced heterodyne pliotow~r- 
ront was to IISC a s j~e~ t ru ln  a alyzer (Iil' 70000 SA) set to the (nominal) +40 hIIIz 
offset betwecn sigrial arid LO in t11e balanced iit:terodyrse set-up. The exact frequency 
of tlie SA was tunod rrsarvually by optimi~ing the rf level in zero span on tlie SA's 
visual display, witti about a 20 kIlz offset typically neccssary. Even with its iriternal 
oscillator slaved to the master probe frequency synthesizer's oscillator, this manual 
tuning was necessary. The RP 70000 car1 he externally triggered and has a "video 
oiit" sigrial wllicli was serit to a digitizing oscilloscope (Lccroy 9400) so that both 
real-time nionitoririg anti averaging of tlie pliotocisrrent conld be accomplisired. A 
GPlB interface between the oscilloscope and tho cornputer allowed simple transfer 
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of the dat,a via a LABVIETI' interface and routine analysis was perforrned with ei- 
ther X'L4TLAB or IGOR. Most of tile data was filtered in hardware at rather low rf 
bandwidths of about 3 kI-Iz to maxiini~e the signal-to-noise ratio as seen on the oscil- 
loscope because nl~lcll of tIle optimization of different experimental parameters was 
performed by visual inspection of this signal. It is expected that future experinlents 
looking to monitor more carefillly atonlic motion while the at,oms we trapped will 
require ~ituch greater handwidtl~s approaching 1 MHz (see See. 5.2). The capabilities 
to tio t,his are already in place in tlit: for11 of either a 100 X~ISar~iplcs/s 12 bit ADC 
board (Gage Corrlpuscope 6012/A) or a 1 MSample/s 16 bit ADC hoard (National 
Instruments AT-1CIIO-16E-1). 
Chapter 7 Trapping a Single Atom 
Inside a High Finesse Cavity 
r 7 lhis ctlapter \\rill present the experimental resuits, roughly in cixonological order, 
leadirlg up to tlle trapping of atorns insitic: the cavity. The discilssiori will build 
extensively 011 the jargon and tecilnical &ails introduced in the previous chapter 
and will refer to the relevant sections t,liere where necessary. 
7.1 Atom Transits and Trapping with a Single Pho- 
ton 
Tlle "trajectory" of an inciividual atorrr is rllouitored in rod time as it er~t,ers arlcl 
moves witld11 tllc cavity mode by recording modificnfior~s of the (pnr-scale) ca.iity 
transrr~ission for a circularly polarized probe field E,,,,,,,, of frequer~cy uI,rubl! = ulitOi,, + 
6,,,. For our Fat~ry-Perot cavity. the spttially dependent couplixrg coefficient is given 
by 
with the mirrors located at z = (0. I ) .  Heterodyrle detection of the transrnitted probe 
(with overall efficiency 47%) allows irifcrerlce of the atorrlic position in a fashion that, 
can be close to the staridard qiiaritnnr limit jgl]. 
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7.1.1 Eigenvalue Spectra and Downgoing Atom Transits 
"htorri trarisits" arise frorn tlie iriodification of tile intracavity field a due to the 
prc:scst:ncc of a twc-level atom ( 1 ~ ) ;  ig)) at position r (ailti dipole conpling g (r)). The 
Harililtoniilrl goverriirrg this iriteractior~ is written as 
H = Ha,,,,,, + ITti,:l,i + Hi,,, = l i i~ '~ ,~~,~, , /e) je /  + tiijcavity"iu + tiy (r) (atlg)(el -i ule)(gl) . 
(7.2) 
Even though this is esserrtially the same as Eq. (5.1), it has beell rewritten here to 
de-emphasize tho c.m. effects and t~lso to include a finite atom-cavity detllnirlg (i.e., 
(J,,~,,, + w,,,,,i+y in general). It is instructive to look at the spatial dependence of the 
<:igenvah~es ill llie presence of a closed system of (je)> ly) for t,he atomic irkernal state) 
8 ( ! O ) >  11) for the photon r111rnher in the cavity). In the basis (jg:O), /g j  1); /e,O)),  t,he 
eigenvalues of the matrix 
f o ~  the grourid state I(/, 0), 
A<:*, 
,!,* = -I [A:*, q + g2 (r) 
2 
1 for the first two excited states - (Ig, I) z Ie, 0 ) )  4 
Thesc are just the dressed states /Do,+) of Eq. (5.2). Fig. 7.1 (a),@) slio~vs the 
spatial cleperiderice of these t:igerivalucs for g (r)  /27r = 32 sir1 (27i~/A,.,.~,,) [XIIz] and 
Aca/27i = 0; 10 [MHzj respectively. Clearly, with A,:,\27i = 0, the two cigenvdues 
are degenerate at spatial positiom nrllcre g (z) = 0 arxi have a rr~aximum splittirtg 
of 2g,,,,,, which is the single phot,on Rabi frequency. It is also ~rort,h pointing out 
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that the global gronnd state (which, of course is lower in energy than tlie two excited 
states shown here by one cjilar~ta of excitatior~, or fw,,,,,,,) is fiat as a function of 
position. This situation will charige when the FORT poteriiial is introduced into Lhe 
Hamiltoxithian. 
In order to take into accourit both cavity and at,ornic decay ( n ; ~ , ) ,  a set of 
Heisenberg equi+tioils 'ivitiith g (I-) = go can be written for the ctriven syste~n as 
u = - (K.  -)- in,.,) a + goo- + te-"g~~~ (7.5) 
a- = -7,  - rr_ +gouo, 
0, = -2-il (0, + 1) - 2.90 (ate_ +air+) , 
in a frame rotating at the at,onlic frequerlcy w ,  ,,,,,, = 2wv ,,,,,,,,, with 0- = lg)jel 
and oz = je)(e/ - jy)(gj . In t'he 'weak-field linrit of small excited stat,e population 
((acr,) = - (u) = -a; (cI*) = -1, (17-j = I?), the eyuatioris for t,he expected operator 
values u and P take a forlxi very sirrlibar to those for the many atoru case of Eq. (4.1) 
cu + jti + in,,) a - = ee-ta,>,, t 
3. 8r @.+g,a = 0. i j ? i  j 
The weak field lirnit esserititllly means the following discussiorl is linrited to one exci- 
tatiori in the system, so that ari cxplorat,ior~ of anything but the first excit,ed st,ates of 
the Jayries-Cummirigs IIla~riiltor~ian (7.2) is not ~tossible. The sreatly st& cornlples 
cavity trar~srnission f~i~tction a alogoils to (4.3a) discussed in the lllicrosphere work 
KO,, K (:ti - zA)>~,) 
t (A,,, j = - = 
€ (A+ + 2A ,,t5) (A- + iA*,;h) 
and corltairls all of tile irifornratiori about arriplitude arid phase rnodificat,ious to the 
systern driving (probe) field te- i"~~~~~"-t .  Here A, are the roots of the characteristic 
equatioii 
(A + K. + iA,.,) (A  i- :ti j + y; = 0. (7.8) 
distance along the cavity axis [gun] 
distance &long the cavity axis [pm] 
Figure 7.1: The spatial dependence of tile eigerivalues (the upper is dashed, and tile 
lo~ver, solid) of Eq. 7.2 is shown it1 (a) for A,.,/2n = 0 ant1 in (b) for A,:,/2n = 10 
h,lN.z, with g (r) /2n = 32 sit1 ('Lnz/X,,,ii,) as iin the experirnerd shown also a solid 
line (+2 for comeniencc). This diagrarri should be corilpared to the series of later 
diagrams (Figs. 7.1& 7.19 arid 7.20) which sllow the impact of the FORT trap on 
this Hartliltonian. Tlne &at ground st& is actually one quant,a (= lower in 
excitation than either of t l ~ e  xcited states. 
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Fig. 7.2 shows the cavity transmission T (A ,,,) = ll (A ,,, ) i 2  for tlie case of 6 ,,, = 
A,:,/2.ii = 0 and parariletcrs (go, K ,  ?i) 127i = (32,4; 2.6) All-lz relevtint to the experi- 
nients liero. Tlic two excited eigenstates labelled "single atom; optinlally coupletP' are 
split hy au arno~mt 2go/27i = 64 U W z ,  and each has a half-width ( ~ / 2  iyJ2) !27r - 
3.3 MHz because tllese states are an ecjiial admixture of cavity excitation and atorriic 
cxcit,ation: iq,) = $ (lg, l)  + lr,O)) (with (ie) : 19)) and (iO) ; 11)) the weak-field- 
allowed cavity and atom Hilbcrt spaces respectively). The global grounci state isj of 
cot~se:  /g, 0) in whicli no excitation exist,s in the system. For reference; the cavity 
trar~smission spectra with no titorn is S~OTVII  as a dashed line. 
This simple picture cari now be used. to explair~ "downgoing" atom transit,s. If 
the cavity resonance coir~cides with t,he atorrlic resonance (F,:, = 0 ), and if the probe 
is also placeti on resonance at a detuning F,,, = 0; therr the cavity trar~srr~ission will 
have a value of "1" if no atom is present (dashed curve), but a single atom optimally 
conplocl at g (2) = go = g,,,,, will pull the t,ra~~~rnission at F,,, = 0 down esserltially to 
"Oj" as shown in Fig. 7.2 by the solid curve in the center of the figure. The one caveat 
is t,hat riot every atom will be optimally coupled at go = g,,,;,,. For example, the curve 
labelled "single at,orn, not optirr~ally coupled," has g (2) - g,,,,/F arid it is clear that, 
tlie transrnission at S,; = 0 is not pulled down as far, so tirat the coritrast hetween 
"atom present" and "no a,torn prescrit" will he worse in this case. Of course, virtually 
any valile of g ( i )  is accessible within tlie intra.ciivity standing wave geometry. 
The irlclusior~ of finite atomn-cavity ciet,urings S,:, = +10 MHz and S,:, = +FO 
LjfHz is sllowr~ in Fig. 7.3, where it is clear that, tt21e effect of the detuning is to 
irribalance tlie tra~~srnission of the two eigenstates of tlie systern as seen through 
tile cavit,y. In this case, tlie coefficicnit,s (el: c2) of the eigenstate expansion !I>*) 
= el Ig, 1) t c2 le,O) reflect this ("riange, where for cl >> c2 (el << c2) orie speaks of 
the "cavity-like" ("atom-like"! eigenstate. The fact that the cavity-like resorlance is 
biggcst is 1)ecause tlie cavity trar~srriission is the quantity plot,t,ed in the figure (and 
detected in our experiniellts). If orie was to look at the atomic fiuorescerice out the side 
of t'he cavity, which is the complenientary loss port for this systern, the appearance 
of the eigeilst,ates in t,he illeasured spectrum would be reversed becaitse this would 
probe detuning 6pa [MHz] 
2 .  Figure 7.2: The cavity transrnission It (3,,,)1 is shown for an empty cavity (dashed) 
and a single atom with couplirlg go = g,,,,; g,,,,,/G (two solid curves) wit,h a detuning 
6,, = 0. The position 6,,, = 0 has a huge contrast between the empty cavity case 
(transrnission approaches unity) and the single atorn case (trarsnlission is pulled 
down close to zero). Tlie ability to adievc: this contrast for a single aton: is already 
a st,at,eirrerlt that the systern is in the "strong-coupli:ign regime, anti single atom 
detcctiort via "tlowngoing atorri transits" nse this cffect to det,ect single atoms. Note 
that ,'upgoing transits" are t,lle ability to detect arorns with 6,,,, = g,,,,,, (32 MHz in 
our ex~~erirnerit,). Here the empty cavit,y transrnissiori is low, but a single aton1 will 
p~lll 1:iie cavity transmission sigr~ificantly higher so t,hat, now an increase in cavity 
trarismissiorl correspontls to single at0111 detection 
now be x iric?asir.enreilt of atonlic cxcitatioil [162]. Tlic cavity loss port is cl~osen 
fiere experirne~ltally because of the l~igli dctectioi~ efficiency it affords conlparcd to 
tlie rather lo\v efficiency of dotect,ion for atomic fluorescerlcc irito (approximately) 47i 
solid tingle. 
-100 -80 -60 40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 
probe detuning 1 3 ~ .  [MHz] 
Figure 7.3: T l ~ c  role of 6,,, # 0 on tile cavity transmission is empl~asized here. Two 
cases 6,,, = i10 ;  t 6 0  R I H z  for a single atom (both with coupling go = g ,,,,,) are 
showrr, alorig 1vit.11 tlieir respective associated "empty-cavity" traces. As tlre detuiling 
increases, the disparity in Iieigiit,~ betweein these eigerlvxluea increases, and orie b e  
comes more siiriilar to t,he "ornpty-cavity" trace t h m  tlie other. Tliis is the "cavity- 
like" eiger~value w21ose decay ppatli is primarily in the forxvared direction along the 
cavity axis (which is detected here). The other "atom-like" decays primarily out of 
tlre side of the cavity, aild hence its coiitrihutioi~ t,o cavity tra,nsnlission is diminished. 
Tile first atom trailsit data of the experirrrerlt,al set-up described here are presented 
in Fig. 7.4. For refererice, Fig. 7.4(a) sho~vs t,he pliotocurrei~t, trace as a furictiori 
of time with trlterriately tlic: atorn S(J1lI'ce blocketl (by blocking the upsrairs trapping 
betiiris) and t,he cavity output blocked. The forrner iriclicates tlre detecCability of a 
field of approxiirii~tcly ii: = 0.05 pllotorrs with respect to the latter trace of tlic: shot- 
noise level for the heterodyiie detection systern due to  t,he intense LO beam. Both 
traces taker1 toget,her demonstrate nicely the signal-tx-noise rat,io here for detecting 
single atoinis 
Fig. 7.4(b) shows the cavity traiismission with tlic at0111 source unblocked, which 
allowed 11s to see trarisits dzrt;ctly from the upstairs l\IOT1 without, the need for a 
tlowrrstairs h10'172. For 11s. t,ilis mas absolutely arriazing bectiuse it mc?ant that sorrle 
silvali fractiori of the I rrirn" etom sonrcc had to be hitting the 10 pm rrurror gap 
(not to mention the 22 prn mocle waist within) fro111 Az = 25 cm away. This fintling 
helped t,o veriFy both our aligrimerlt procedure and the effectiveness of the coolirlg of 
our at,orn source. Notw t,llat the time delay from the shutoff of the PGC from the 
upst,airs MOTl is roughly 220 ms? corisistent with a Pall t,iule At = = 223 
ms ~ulclcr gravity y = 10 cn1/s2. Fig. 7.4(c) exhibits the influence of the downstairs 
k1OT2 l~sed as an intorrnediary collection tool for the falling atoms. Clearly. rnany 
nore atoms arrive at the cavity with delay time from t,he end of MOT2 PGC of 
At = 37 ms consistent with a drop from A i  = 7 mm. 
The difference between these hwo sit,uat,ions beconies more evident wl~eri ndividual 
transit events a,re considered, as shown in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 for the lipper and lovrer 
MOTS respectively. E'allirig from the upper MOT1, the atoms acquire an cst,imated 
velocity of 2.2 rnjs, meaning that they wonld transit the 2wo = 44 prn rnode waist 
in about 18 ps. This is indeed what is observed in Fig. 7.5. To xilake the same 
measurerneilt for transits from the downstairs MOT;?, it was necessary t,o reduce the 
atorr~ nun~ber eiative to thc data of the lower graph of Fig. 7.4(c) to ellsure that only 
a single atorrl trace mas :~rialyzed. Fig. 7.6 sl~ows a transit time of approximately 120 
ps, which is closc to the expc?cted 11.0 ps for at.oms acquiring a velocity of 37 cmjs 
from 7 rrirrl above t,lie cavity. These transits cnn be st-n for the range of intracavity 
pllotori nurribers 0.1 5 E 5 10 u;here the lower range is liir~it,ed by the signal to noise 
ratio for transit detectability and tlie upper by a corn~ination of saturatiorr of t l c  
atomic response arlil adverse rncchanical effects due to the large scat.tering rat,e. 
The above disc1~3sion has heen left iritentiorrally qualitative because the purpose 
of this clrapter is to develop erloiigli of an understanding to be able to follow the dis- 
ciwsion leading up to irit,racavity at0111 trapping. Excelleiit discussioils about signal- 
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Figure 7.1: The very first set of downgoing atom trarisits data was finally seen after 
approxi~iiat~ely 1 year of builclirig the apparat~is. These traces show the detected 
heterodyne pliot,ocurrent as. a fi~nction of time referenced to tile origin t = 0 at tlie end 
of the tlou.nstairs PGC cycle. In (a); tile upper trace shows tlie rit,orn source "hloclced" 
(i.c:., no trap was rrmile) and the lowor trace si~ows the prohc heam blockcti, giving 
tlic native "sliot-iioise" fioor. Tlic electronic rloise floor (not siiown) is approxiiili~tely 
10 ciB further iiourn. 1x1 (b), each "spike" is associated with rr single at0111 trmsitting 
the cavity rlircct,ly frorn the upstairs :llOT1: with no lower MOT2 formctl. I11 (c), tile 
atorris were re-collected and cooled in and thc11 dropped through the cavity. 
For the large atom numbers of this particular t'race, it cannot be guaranteed that 
there is j u ~ t  a single atom in ttle cavity mode volume at any given tirne. The atom 
source can simply he reduced (by, e.g., trapping less atorris iriitially) for "single at,ornW 
work. 
Figure 7.5: Tlre widrh of a sirlgle atom transit evcxlt fro111 the upstairs MOT associated 
with Fig. 7.4(1>) is corrrpletely corisisterrt with vertical free-fall from rest over 25 cm. 
Figure 7.6: The trar~sit widtiis for data sirrlilar to Fig. 7.4(cj, but rloxv in a highly- 
prohd~ly sirigl<.-at,orn limit, shoxr; transit tirrles closer to 110 ps, coiisister~t uiit,ll a 5 
nirn freefall untler griwity. 
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to-noise rat,io issues (e.g.; using thc pliasc cjuadrat,ure of t,lie complex fi~r~ction t (A,,,) 
at large det,ur~ings 6,, to rr~axirr~izc t l ~ e  SXR) arid optiinal dt:tection strategies can be 
foimd clscxvliere [36j. The task of cooling tile arornic rriotion (extentling the irlfor~na- 
tiori of Sec. 6.2.7) in preparation for trapping is tliscilssed next. 
7.1.2 Lattice (Cooling) Beams I1 
Even tlic 37 cm/s atoruic arrival velocity achieved in the prcvioris section is already 
tiircc tirrles above the Dopplw \-clocity of 12 crn/s, rileaning that the aton~ic energy 
of 1 mK is already about t,en times above the Doppler lirnit of TD = 120 ILK. I11 order 
t,o load the inlracavity trap? considerable at,tention was paid to reducing this r~innber 
as isrriuci~ as possible. The first avenue by which this was dome was simply to lower 
the position of the MOT wit,h respect t,o the cavity. 13y walking all of the trapping 
bearm, moving the magnetic field coils and the11 rcoptimizirlg the PGC by adjusting 
the zeroirig coils* the MOT coilld be moved to 5 rr~rr i  (to 3 mill ill later work) above 
t,he cavity, anti seemed to be limited due to scattering of the trapping beams on the 
cavisy substrate. This reduced tile arrival velocit,y to tx,t)out 31 cm/s (24 cm/s) arid 
the energy t,o 800 jrK (500 pK), with an arrival tirrie of 32 ms (24 ms) after do\+rrzstairs 
PGC ends. 
Tlre lattice hearris (or cooling beans) were focused down to a 40 ILm x 1.5 mm 
elliptical spot size by a cylinrlrical lens, so that tile saturation intemity I,,,, - 3 
mW/cm2 could be reached wit11 as little as 1 pirW in these beams. Iri practice, the effect 
of tlie bearrls on the atornic cloud wt~s st,udieti by pulsing them 011 to cool the at,olns 
,just before their arivitl time at the ctlvity iriode volurr~e (t - 30 111s) . A secli~ence of 
tllese rnei~s~rr.erne~il~s is preser~ted in Fig. 7.7 (a)-((1). This work turnoci away, for tlle 
rnornerit, fro111 meascll-ernent, of irldividnill atom transit events arid concentrated on 
an averaging t,cchuiqne to look for overall trends. Tlic traces labcllcd "110 coolirlg 
bean=" liad the cooling beam? blocked while averaging about 100 drop traces of the 
sort shown in Fig. 7.4(c) and it is clear that the typical arrival tirrie at tlie cavity 
urider free-fall is approximately t = 32 - 34 ms. Tlre traces la,bellcd "cooling beams 
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on" had tlierri pulsed frorn ti = 10 111s to t2 = 27 - 30 rns (a typical pulse is shown 
above Fig. 7.7(a)) so that the whole atorri clolld wonld see tlicir influence. The final 
"best" result; obtained when all of four of the parameters (zeroing magnetic fields, 
coolirlg bear11 iritensit,y, cooling hearn detuning and pulse length) 11ad been optimized, 
is sllo~vn in Fig. 7.7(c). It is clear from this figure that the beams are capable of 
moving 25 - 30%. of thc ,?toms ovcr in tirne by an asto~niding 10 111s frorn the "no 
cooling beaun" case. arrd roughly 12 rus from the final edge of the cooling pulse. The 
dett~ils of the different parameters used for the other traces are shown in the caption, 
but t,he basic snrninary is t,hi~t (a) has the zeroing coils far from optimal, in (h) the 
cooling pulse is too weak and in (d), too intense. The results were relatively insensitive 
to the det~rning S,.,,,,,; as long ;rs 3r S,:,,,,, 5 IT, leading to the understanding that 
what is happening here is sirnply Doppler cooling. It shoultl also he noted that no 
attention was paid in t,his work t,o having t,hese beams operated as a "lattice" by 
locking the tinie phase, sirnply because the Doppler cooling mechanism stutlied at 
the moment does not require this. 
A very siniple picture was developed which seems to explain urhat is observed. 
Because of the wily t,lle lattice beams are focused through the cavity with a cylindrical 
lens, the unfocused axis in fact protrudes rouglily 250 - 350 pm above (and below) 
the mirror substrate, which has been turneci clown to  1 mm diameter at. the high 
reflector sllrfase. Hence; the lattice beam size is about 1.5 mm in the long dimemion. 
Now, using the part of t,he discussion helour Eq. 6.11 related to Doppler cooling, with 
a scatt,ering rate of approxiniat,ely r / 2 ,  it \i,ill take about 500 ji.s for the at,orns to 
lose the 800 pK worth of energy ( I : ~  = 31 crn/s), arid t,liey will rnove about 150 pm 
in this tirne. Referring to Fig. 7.8, tlie explanatiori is that: tlie atoms are basically 
"stopped" in tliis very sliort tirrie by the portion of the lattice bearns protruding above 
the rnirror snbstrates. Thr:reforc, when t11e cooling pulse ends, the atorr~s fall roughly 
700 - 800 pin to the center of the cavity (xvliere tlie mode diameter is only 2wo = 44 
pm) ancl are dt:tected. Tltis fall, frorn rest to an acquired velocit,y of 13 cm/s a t  the 
cavity, takes approxiniately 12 - 13 Iris and tends to explain the "moving over" time 
of the cloud from thr: enci of the cooling pulse in Fig. 7.7. Note t,hat this model also 
6 $me from MOT? PGC [ms] 
Figme 7.7: In ea,ch diagran, approximately 100 transit records of the sort in Fig. 
7.4(c) were averaged both with the cooling beams off (the larger sigiial irr all traces): 
and then on (tlie weaker signal clue to about 10% cooling efficiency in the best cases). 
Tlie tirrri~ig of the cooling pulse is shown above (a). Tlie differences between (a)- 
(ti) are tliscussecl in tlie text. hut gelicrally traces close to ((:) were interpreted to 
hc '.goo&' cooling: arid this sceriiuio w a  rriost sensitive to stray irlagnetic fields anti 
cooling beam intensities. 
Figure 7.8: This tliagrani is an attanpt to explain the behavior of the cooling bearns. 
The idea is tliat a fraction - 20% of the at,on~s get cooled arid then "stuck in the 
intersection of t,he cooling beams just above the cavit,y gap. The atoms then fall 
approximately 800 prn to the center of the cavit,,~, where they arc detected. This fall 
tirr~e accounts for the delay between the "no cooling" and "coolirrg or?' traces in Fig. 
7.7. 
helps explain tile further tielay of the cloud going fro111 Fig. 7.7(c) to Fig. 7.7(d): as 
tikc ir~tcr~sity of the cooling heam is turned up, t,iie scattering rate increases and the 
atorns are stopped triore quickly, aiid as a result take lor~ger to drop fro111 this further 
dista~~cc above t,he cavity. 
Wit11 this rr~odcl in hand: a11 attempt was rrlade t,o try to "catct~" the atoms not 
800 p ~ ~ h o v v e  th ca~ i ty  as in Fig. 7.8, but ins ide  the cavity mocle volunle itself where 
they could be dirt:ctly loaded irrto the FORT. A sensible way to do this ~ i ~ a s  to  use 
the tirning of the cooling pulscl as slio\vn in Fig. 7.9(a). It wa known from tile "no 
cooling pulse" traces that most of the atorns t~rrive inside the riiotie at t - 30- 32 nls. 
If the lattice bearns were pulsetl on for this 2 Ins stretcli, tlien any a t o ~ r ~ s  about 100 
p n ~  above the rriode should drift into the nlocio volurr~c as they are Doppler cooled. 
ilto~ns alrcatly tlrrougl~ the cavity muld  be missed l ~ y  the pulse, arrd tl~ose above t,l~e 
caviiy sllol~ltl behave as in Fig. 7.7 .  Tile result of this pulse is sllown in the upper 
trac:es of Figs. 7.9(a)-(c), whcrc the cooling parameters used were those fo1111d t,o he 
optimal for tile work of Fig. 7.7 (and repeated iii the lower traces of Fig. 7.9(a)). 
T11ough an exact interpretation of tilest: rcsult,s is somewilat, tliffinllt, the long "taiI'l 
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exhibited in each was corlsidered to be the sign tinat the atorris cooled by the pulse 
were tlncn falling slo~vly through tine mode. 
There 'r~xxc two very cixioils features irn these t,rac:es, which were extremely repro- 
ducible. The first, slnown by tllr: doxvrl~vards poirntirlg arrow in Figs. 7.9(b),(c) was a 
small gap at the exact iiiorriert when the cooli~lg pilisc turned on arid is possibly ex- 
plained by a tilr.11-on transient. Tile seconti feature: iileritified by the upwards arrows 
in these figures, is tlle preserice of two (very repeatable, see Fig. 7.9 (a)-(c)) bnrnps at. 
the beginning of tlie long decay tail, indicating a marked increase in atoms transiting 
tlie cavit,y at these times. No corlvincirig explanation of these burilps has been found, 
and tirile was not spcrit on ariv fi~rtiier investjigation. 
I 
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Figure 7.9: The long cooling pulse of Fig. 7.7 15~as substituted for the short cooling 
pulse shown in (a) - (c) here. Tile idea was now to try to cati:kr tire at,onls inside the 
rriocle volume; rathei. tinmi have tliern get stuck just above t,lle snbstrate as in Fig. 
7.8. Two cnriois features (ivhicti are still unexplained) are mentioned in the text. 
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At this point,) our efforts \ w e  tlirocted towards XI implementation of tlic second 
*latt,icd' coolirig stage. whereby thcse quasi-resonant coolir~g heams would be deturied 
much further in the spirit of tile shift from Doppler to PG coolirig in a MOT. The 
lattice phase lock was itlso iniplerriei~ted in the liopes of providing some trapping in two 
dimerisions. Tlie above \\,cirk (Figs. 7.7 a~iii 7.9j was corrlpelling enough evidence that 
the nea-resonar~t coolirig h e m s  were f~mctioning as intended. At this point, it was 
till~e to a.bandon t11c areraging work, and return to arr exarni~iation of individual atom 
transits as shown by 13 inilividual events in Fig. 7.10 taken with 0.1 5 71 5 1 to keep 
the scattering ratc to a rriinilriiim for this resonant detection scheme. With transit 
t,irnes riow ranging fro111 350 ps to up~vixds of 900 ps, it was clear that compared to 
the work of Fig. 7.3(c) without cooling where the free-fall transit time was closer to 
120 ps, the coolirig beams were having a serious impact. 
In fact, f~rrtller dissection of t,his cliita in Table 7.1 reveals that the &at,& c m  be 
sub-grouped iilt,o three sections (it should be noted that these t,rarisit,s were recorded 
as the "hest eve~>ts" for the cooling pmamcter settings shown, and that the column 
labelled "clelay" is again the delay of t,lie transit from the end of tlre downstairs 
PGC pulse). Thr: first t.\svo transits (a),(b) had or~ly the near-resonant cooling piilse 
and liave a typical t,rarisit tir~le of aholit 350 ps) correspoilding to a velocity of 11.5 
crn/s, which is very close to the Doppler velocity of 12 cmjs as expected for the 
near-resonant Doppler coolirig explained i~hove. These t,ransits were seen within 1 - 
3 riis of the tun>-on of the cooling pu~lse, consistent with tile 500 /LS estirnate above 
lleeded for Doppler cooling wit21 these parameters. The next three transits, (c)-(e), 
ahandor~ed the r~cas-resoilant pnlso and 1novt:ci farthler off-resorutrice for a lor~ger period 
of time. With a typical transit ti~rle closer to 500 ps, they suggest a termi~itxl velocity 
of ciosor to 8 crrijs tirid are sc2e11 sigriificnr~tl,~ longer ((6 ms) after the cooling pulse 
begins, suggestive of subDoppler cooling in far off resonance laser fields. It is not too 
surprising that this far off resonant rr~olasses is capable of capturing the atoms moving 
at 31 crri/s even witiioi~t the 11ear-ri:sonarit pulse; as the simple estiniate beloxv Eq. 
6.11 suggests a. cooling time of close to 3 nLs for far off-resonant beallls as opposed 
to the 500 ps for raollart bcarr~s suggested above. Finally, a comhinatiori of the 
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tivo cooling strategies impler~~rxrted in (f)-(m) shows an average transit time of 730 
11s and a terrnirial velocity of 5.5 cm/s. which allows the definitive ide~~tificat,ion f 
snl.~Doppler cooling at work 1rr:re. 
10 32 I" 1e 28 10 $2 )4 18 38 
tima a t is ibus iMOi  PGC [LL) 
Figure 7.10: Thirteen irldividual trarrsit everlt,s are groupeti in t h e e  different bunclres 
((a)-(b), (c)-(e).(f)-(in)) to errlphaske the effecects of different cooling parameters of 
the lattice bearrs on cioWngoing atom transits. The data is sumrrrarizecl in Table 7.1, 
arrd trends arc notc?tl i r ~  tire text. 
At this poirlt;, t.hese very encoilraging initial results meant tllat success coirlti 
tentatively be declared for the .'cold atonric preparation'' stage of the experiment. 
The atoms are now prepared ind t :  the cavity with a temperature of 24 pK (15 pK 
i11 the best cases) in the vertical direct,ion. Ho~vever, a few general cornrrleirts are in 
Table 7.1: A comparison of tlie cooling parameters for t,he long downgoing trarsits. 
order. First, there is no indication from t,hese memllremenits of tlie atomic energy 
along the c c ~ ~ ~ i t y  &s, and surely tire randornness of the recoil kicks converts some 
fraction of the cooled vertical velocity into extra velocity in the ort,hogonal direction. 
Ideas about coolirig along t,his axis will be nleritioned in Sec. 8.3. Second, this effect 
rriigl~t be offset by the fact that all of t,lie atomic detection in Fig. 7.10 was done 
wit11 a cavity QED probe bean 0x1-resonance; wit11 the implication that the act of 
vvatclring the atom in this way could be heating it,. Experirrientai investigation of 
a different probing tcclmicjue to possibly provide cooling will be presenkd next in 
Sec. 7.1.3. Finally, it should he noted that in-dept,h studies of effects such as the 
width of tlie delayed cloud in Fig. 7.7 were not undertaken once the protocol of a 
near-resonant piilsc frorri 30 - 32 rirs and off-resonarrt pulse froin 32 - 40 iris proved t,o 
be successful. In the last several months, iiovirever, it has become clear that lowering 
tlie initial temperature is extrerriely tiesirable for efficient FORT loading, and it is 
clilite probable that rnore systematic work oil the initial atomic preparation will he 
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7.1.3 Upgoing Transits and Trapping with 1 Photon 
One of the primary implications of Sec. I1 of this t,hesis is that the one-photon cavity 
(ZED field can have a profound influence on the c.m. mot,ioil of an atom, because its 
spatial dependence along tlie cturity axis g jr) = go siii jkz) can act as a potential well. 
To maxin~ize this effect. orle should therefore try to maximize the value of fig (4 by: for 
example, ~lliiiiiiiizirlg the cavity rllocle volilme. Christina and Theresa have taken this 
approach by makirig cavities whose lengths are ;tpproachirig I - 7 pm giving values 
of go/27: - 120 b1:IEIz for ast,oundirlg well dept,hs close to 6 mIi. Even the modest. 
go/27i -- 32 XIBL in the experirrlenis here provides a 1.5 mK deptii, and it should be 
thc case that our 24 pK colt1 atoms (with 1) -- 5 cm/s) becon~e trapped. Christina 
will cover this approach exterlsivcly in her thesis, including some beautiful recent, 
results 1221. Finthcr~nore~ there are sorrle excellent theorotical ciiscussions available 
concerning cooling and trapping with a single-pl~oton field [167, 1681. 
Nevertheless, a brief discussion of work done here with sinaller g,,,, is worthwhile. 
Accorditig to the previous discussions, tlie act of probing the atoms "on resonance" 
provides excellent contrast for detection in the forrn of doxvngoing  transit,^, but forces 
the atom to scatter at or near its sattlrated scatkring rate. A quick ret,urn t,o Fig. 
7.2 shows that if tlle ixitracavity system is prohed off resonance (say, h6,, == ,9(1 = 32 
MHz): tlrie~i with no irltracavity atom, the (dashed) intracavity t,ransmission is down 
fro111 its maxin~urn by tlie Lorentziari factor 1 i (yo/r;)2 -- GO. However, the presence 
of ail optirxldly coupled aton1 \vill pull tlie t,ransmission up to the level of the solid 
curve, irtdicati~lg that orie ~vould see an "upgoi~lg" transit. A reduced corit,rast in 
tletectioxi is t,raded off for retluccd lieatiiig of t l ~ e  atorli. 
There is a secontl irriportant 1:ffei:t wliidi is now illnstrtrtcd in Fig. 7.11 by corzsid- 
ering once again the spatially depeiiderlt eiger~value st,ructure of the two eigenstates. 
IVlien the systerri loses one quarita of excitat,ioii due either to cavity or atomic d c  
cay (at sirnilwr rates; in our expcrirneiit), the systerrl cari be repopulated from the 
global grourltl There are: two differerit strategies for maiitai~ling the atom in a 
"trapped" eigenstnto, depending on the clioice of atoin-cavity detuning. For O,,, > 0 
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as in Fig. 7.11(a); driving tile system with 6,,, = &,:, nrould i~referentially keep the 
atom pop"iat,eti ("trapped?') at the hottorn of tile upper potential well. This blue 
det~~:r~,ecl s inlat io~~ tencls to localize the &oms at field nodes of g ( z ) ,  but is problenl- 
atic because of the probability - y2/A:, to mistakenly populate the lower atom-like 
cigenstate at this same position. This 1voi1ld put tile atoni at t;he top of the potential 
well for that eigenstate. 
However; for S,., i 0 as in Fig. 7.11(b); the lower eigenstate is no~v the cavity-like 
eige-enstate, ;uld the obvio~ls straiegy here is to drive the system at the bottom of 
the lower pot,erit,ial ~vell. In t,liis red detvned situation, at,orns are localized at the 
a11ti11odes of g ( 2 ) .  Fol a given cavity detuning &,,, the correct probe deturlirig is 
&,,, = 6,,/2 - C/(6,,,/2)2 + gi (wherr S,, = - I&,,/ in Fig. 7 l l (b ) ,  for example). In 
addition, the probability of off-resonantly exciting the atonl-like eigeilstate at these 
positions is reduced to -- (A:, + 4&, which is srnall due t,o the strong coupling 
condition. Not,e that in the case of Fig. 7.11(b), driving mistakenly with 6,,,, = S, 
would, ill fact: I-epopiilate from tile ground state to the top of tile potential we11 of 
the lower Rabi sideband arid cause significant, heating. 
Finally, tile sit,uatioll of S,; = 0 iri Fig. 7.11(c) meam that driving on resonance 
(4, = 0) tends t,o distribute the aton1 evenly between upper and lower sidebands 
which, in one case; is the bot,tonl 01 the potential well and, in t,he other> is the top. 
A rnucki bett,er strategy is to detune to S,., = -go u+iich is the bottom of t,lle well for 
the lower sideband 
These argurrlerlts are silggcstive of an inilerent oriopiloto~i trapping ii~echanisrn, 
arid the ideas c a i  be put on inore firs11 theoretical ground by calculating tile spatial 
dependence of tic: force (to first order) frorri the Haniiltonian of Eq. (7.2)) 
For the genertil si~uatiorl of Fig. 7.11(h), with a driving field e tit A,,, (see tile 
gmund state 
(a) 
i,, ,' \ 1 I, 1 :! 
1 ,, i ,xd-- '> / 'd 
-_-_a_.. >--- 
dca < 0 --'"atom 
"'cavlty 
, ,  
I ,  \ i 
, ,  , '  
.-+.-- ' 
: \ n- -"'cevitv "atom 
Figure 7.11: I)i?trrning tho probe bearr~ to detect upgoir~g- atorn tramits car1 have a 
sirnultarieous rriccllariicirl trapping effect on the atornic motion. As shown in (a) - (c); 
and clisalssod in tlie text; different values of tile cavity di:tuning IS,:, require diff(:rerii 
probe deti~riirrgs h,,, to capita1i.m oil tile inbererit onophcrtori poteritial xwll. The data 
of Fig. 7.13 were taken ill a sc:henle sirrrilar to (c); wit11 6,,, - -go to popillate the 
hottorn of tile poterttial xx~ell forrried by thc: spatial dependence of g (r) . 
As an example, corisider the siiriple picture of Fig. 7.11(c) with A,., = 0. As discussed 
above: this scenario irituitively snggested a trappirig rrieckiar~ism for A,,, = -go, and 
the sprilig constant, K can be calculated by 
Notirlg that the driving field E is related to the intracavity photon rrumber 77 for the 
empty cavity at a detuning A,,, = A,,, = -go by c2 = E (n2 + g ; ) ,  the trap frequency 
Using a recoil frequency ;r,,.,,/2~ = lak2/4nrn = 2  kHz, t,iiis  predict,^ an oscillatiori 
frequency of Y,.,,,,,,, ,,,, - 2 6  /hriHzj for ~not io~i  along tire cavity asis. The approxirna- 
tions involved in this estimat,e assnrric E < ((rc + yi)2 Ig2 - 0.05 (because the Hilhert 
state space has been truncatd to inclutlt: orily the lowest 3 eige~lstates) ilidicatiitg 
axial oscillatiori frecluencies up to v,.,,,,,,,,,,, - 500 kHz are expected for trapped atoms 
in tlte low piioton r~urlber lirrrit. 
This type of arialysis has beerr extn~ded to higller order to include the calculation 
of frictiori and diffusiori coefficients [168]; arid a velocity deperlderit cornponenit the 
force lias been irlentified. This is v w y  exciting because it iniplies one photon is 
capable of both trapping arid coolirig the ntornic motion arld a rat,ller sirn1)le picture 
1x1s everitually crnerged. 
Referring to Fig. 7.12 drawn for the case of Fig. 7.11(b), an ;itor11 at A rnoc~ i i~q  
up the potential forrned by the cavity-like cigenivali~e encour~tcrs a driving field E 
crluivalent to tlie buiLlrrp the field ~vould have had at position 13. The reason for this 
delay is tlue to the fact that this eigcnstate is continually decaying to the ground 
state and thcrr being repopulated at a rate - n. Hence, the int,racavity field does not 
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adiabatically folloiv the atornic position and is depenclerit or1 its velocity. To see that 
the force or1 tlle atom ciepends explicitly 011 tile actual intracavity phot,on r~urriber 
(which will be called (ntu) arid is a variable cparitity as a fiirictiorl of positon to 
distinguish it from tho fixed empty cavit,y iritracavity photon riii~xiber E ) ,  the force of 
Eq. (7.10) may he rewritten 
Because the driving field is on resonarice with this eigenstate at B, the field has a 
maxirlial value and the atom feels a larger force wlleri climbing the poteritial than it 
would if t,he intracavity field ivas the same for an atom at rest at that same position. 
The opposite occms for an atorn mwuiny down the poteritial at C. Here, the intra- 
c;wit,y field is equiva1t:nt to what it would have been for positior~ D, where the (hiving 
field E is maximally detimed lcadiilg to a nlirrirrial int,racavity field (a?a). The atom 
therefore feels a snraller force wheri descending compared t,o an at,om at rest at the 
same position, and the reduction iri this force is again dependent on its velocity due 
to the non-adiat~atic following of the intracavit,~ field with respect to the atomic 
position. Siinilar to t,llc PGC explariatiori of See. 6.2.5, this is also reniiriiscerit of a 
Sisyplius-type effect,. 
U~lfortunat,elx neit,her of the (ext,reulely miwieldy) explicit expressions for the 
friction or diffiisiori coeficients that conic from this analysis yield significxit further 
 insight,^. However, it is clear that, the above mechanism will begin to fail wlien 
the atolllic velocity is cooled to the poirit where it cioes not move "very fir" in an 
eigcr~state deca?./roexcit,atio~i cycle. In gerierai, this cycle time is clet,ermirled by 
the linewidth of the particular eigcnstat,e, rmrnely of order (7-12 + ~ 1 2 ) - '  . For the 
particular scenario riepictecl in Fig. 7.12, if the deturiirrg S,:, is large eriough to make 
the lower eigeristafe pririrnadly "cavity-like," then the excitation t i~ue  - l l n .  The 
coolirig lirnir in this case: 7rirti,, N Ah-l.2~~ is similar to the well-known Doppler-cooling 
limit with tlic atomic lillewititli y, replaced by the cavity width r r j  prompting the 
ideritification of "cavit,y-assisted;; cooling. 
6 c 1-;, ,, driving field 
(probe) frequency 
i/ 11 ground state 
Figure 7.12: An atorri at B lxiovirig up the potential forrneci by the cavity-like eigeti- 
vahle ericounters 21 driving field ecpivaient t,o the buildup the field would have at A. 
Because tile driving field is 011 resonance with this eigenstate at A, the field has a 
rrraximal value arid tlre at,orri sees a largcr force according to Eq. 7.13. The oppo- 
sire occlxs for an atom moving doum the pote~~tial  t C. Hen., the intra-ctrvity field 
buildup is equivalerit to ivliat it woiild havc been for position D, wiierc t l e  driving 
field is ~riaxinially det11rii:cl frorn the lower eigenstate and the buildup is a minimum. 
As expl~tilied in tkie text, this leacis to a Si~~~>hiu~-typf2 cooling effect. 
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Fig. 7.13(a)-(i) riow presents the best, expcrirnerltally observed results for long 
up-going transits over t~vo evenings of data-taking, ~vitll Table 7.2 suniniarizing the 
results. Tlte cooling protocol was the same as was used for transit,s (i) - ( n ~ )  of 
Table 7.1; and intracavity photon nuini,c:rs ?i 2 0.05 were necessary to get reasonable 
tierection centrist for these atorns. This work was done with 6.;, = 0> implying t,hat, 
according to the simple discussion about Fig. 7.11, the probe detunings should he 
6,,, -- -go = -32 X'lEz. In practice, it was found that a detuning closer to 6,,, = -25 
MHz produced the lor~gcst transits, approaching T = 1.5 ms in the very best cases. 
This is a factor of t,wo improvement upon the best case clowngoing transits and is 
good evidence for a cornbination of bot,h reducing heating associatet-l with resonance 
probing anci trapping ~vlwn dctuned closer t,o the lovrer Rabi sideband. 
Expected trap lifet,irnes TI.,,!,,,,,,,, - ZmCi,/D for the best case t,ransit event,s can 
be estimated fiom the diffusion coeEcient D, the atomic mass rn and t,he height LIZ of 
the "effective potential" calculated by iritegrating the force f, of Eq. (7.10). Though 
the calculation of U, can be done a~liilytically for ,9 (i) = go cos (ki)  and results in 
fic2A1,, g: cos2 ( k i )  + - A ( - Air)] , (7,11) Uz = tall- 
+ (A,,,, - &,) 7i A!,:,& + (Alwb - A<::,) -ii 
D requires nurrlcrical soliltions and reasonable assumptions put an upper liniit on the 
lifetime ilt rl.l,~,oioi, -- 2 - 3 111s [169]. Hence, it is very tempting to associate the 
transit widths T liere with a trap lifetirne T~,,~,,,,,,,, arid indeed t,liese transit t,irnes T 
am very sirr~ilar to thc wiciths of &&a prasented in Refs. [22, 231 for which claims of 
truly "trappedt atorns have been rnade. It is rr~ost desirable to accgi~irc lear evidence 
of oscillatioris at tire axial freqnoncy Y I.,,!,,,,,,,, ar~d ac11ic:ving the required signal to 
noise ratio at this banciwidth woultl be thc: major cliallerige if t,he expcririient :llit7as to 
follow this route. 
Wit,h the over-riding objective of our work to move or1 to trapping in an intracavity 
FOltT; 6i1ile was not spent 011 a systeinatic study of single-phot,on trapping t,imes as 
a function of (6,,;,, 6,,,) . This is probably an area -iz.ortll a second look at sollie pointl 
cspecially consiiiering the nice theoretical work that has been done on this prohlem. 
For example, Ref. [167] has pointed out that it may not necessarily he the best 
strategy to dctuiie directly to the Rabi sideband, which can be underst,ood from the 
fact t,hat, in tlie st,rong couplirig liiriit tlie rninirriurn of the effective potential Uz does 
xior occur (for A, ,  = 0) <it A,,, = -go, but lather at A,,,, = -go,'& (thorlgh note 
that this choice does iiot ri~aximize the sprirlg constarit K ) .  Our first rcsult,s also show 
experimentally that the longest trai?sit,s at &,,, = -30 MHz were about 50% shorter 
than sccri at 6,,, = -25 ?LIRA. albeit without an overwhelming amount of data. 
1.5 ms -25 MHz 
1.2 ms -25 MHz 
1 ms -20 MHz 
Fig. 7.13 
(4 
ib) 
Tal~lc 7.2: 1% comparison of tltc coolirig parameters for tire loiig upgoirrg transits 
transit dnration 
960 ps 
880 us 
(f) 
(F;) 
(h) 
(i) 
Finally, i t  is worth notirig illat tlre tra,ces in Fig. 7.13(a),(b) slrow tlie coolir~g pulse 
sequence below the data, arid t,hese data sets are one example of an evening where 
the (quite painful) step of 1oc;king t l ~ c  lattice pliase was t,aken. Aft,er trying many 
different "lock points" on tlie 1,Iichelson fringe. arrd also most permutat,ior~ irlvolvirlg 
locking or urilocking this phase, it was quite inconcll~sive whether the act of lockirig 
the phases of tile cooling llcarris to rriake a 1attii:e was ever lielpful. Again, a more 
systc:rnatic study is desirable, hut with tlie added complexity of the FORT laser soo~r 
to he involved, the already coniiplex experinlent benefitt,ed greatly by abaridoni~lg 
the l i ~ ~ i l i n  scheme arid reverting to tile experinieritally simpler (T+/(T- ~ori t igi~at ior~ 
for tlie coolirig beanis. Data very siniilar to Fig. 7.7 were recovered in this new 
configuration arrtl corliirrrled that t11e atomic preparation was sirriilar to before and 
that the initial ator~iic ternpcratures were not compronrised. 
4>', 
-30 ?r/SHz 
-30 1lfHz 
1.4 ms 
1.1 ms 
860 ps 
1.3 nis 
-20 MHz 
-20 bfHz 
-20 MHz 
-20 MHz 
;4 i 6  (8 20 42 a6 48 34 38 38 40 42 44 46 48 
time from MOT2 PGC jmn] 
Figure 7.13: Nine cliffererlt siriglciatorrl upgoing transits are sliown to emphasize the 
confinirig capabilities of the one-plrotori potential x\rell. The relevarrt parameters are 
rioted in Table 7.2 for each event. 
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7.2 IntraCavity FORT 
Elavir~g decided to use an all-optical approacl~ for tile in~plemclrtation of t l ~ e  irltra- 
c;wit,y trtrp, time prime corisideratioris were to  achieve large pot,ential 'ive11 dept'hs, to 
localize tho atoms to a fraction of the optical wavelengtli, and to register this locd- 
ization precisely wit.11 the cavity QED probe field. A11 of these contlit,iors are satisfied 
by choosing tile FORT wavelerigtl~ as anotller longitudinal mode of the pllysies cavity. 
7.2.1 Far Off-Resonance Traps (FORTS) 
h FORT is based on the idea that an at,onric dipole (which 11las been polarized by a 
near-resonant laser field) will he attracted t,o (repelled from) int,ensity maxima of this 
field if tlic fiold frt:quency is red (blue) ciet~x~eti from the atomic resorrance frequency 
j131j. For any given atomic level, the energy shift associated with this ir~teraction 
can be calcula,ted from perturbation theory using 
For an S -+ P transition, iri the limit that the detunirlg of the field is 1mlc11 greater 
than the hyperfine struct,ure, but comparable t,o the fine structure splitting, t,lie ex- 
pressiorls for the dipole potential ((gro~mti state shift) and scattering rate are given 
i ) ~  
IIere P = (1;0, -1) for jn+,rr,n_) transitions, Al,F ( A 2 , ~ )  is the det,uning of the 
FORT field (of ir~terisity profile I (r) and freyuency WO) from the Pxp (p3/2) stat'e, 
(F.  ml:) are the llypcrfirlc and magrietic sublevels and. g~ is the Laride factor. For 
the case of the Cs 6S1!, F' = 3 and F = 4 ground states (which are connected most 
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st,rorigly to the GPIl2 and I~P. , ,~  states via the Dl  arid D2 lines respectively); the shifts 
as a function of magnetic sublevel r r 2 ~  for ari 668 nm FORT are slro~vn in Fig. 7.14. It, 
is iritcrestirig that in tlie case of a linear FORT, all sublevels are trapped in both cases. 
EIo~vever, because the cal-ity QED fielti drives the ( F ,  mF) = (4,4) -, (F' ,  m p )  = 
(5,5) cyclirig t,ransition using n+ light, a n+ PORT was the one implemented in the 
lab clue to cxpcrirnerital constrairlts (the FORT used the sarrle polarizing optics as the 
cavity QED probe field). For this poltlrization, the F = 4, mi. = -3, -4 arid F = 3, 
rnp = 3 states are not trapped. The lat,tcr has serious consequences for those at,oms 
in our F = 4 implenlentatiori ivhiclr are off-resonantly scattered from F = 4 (t'llrough 
F' = 4) into the F = 3 state and makes repumping of t,he aton~ic populat,ion out of 
this state critical on time scales conlparable to the inverse scattering rate. 
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Figure 7.14: The AC Stark shift of the ground state clue to the FORT trapping laser 
is sho~vn as i~ function of iiyperfine magnetic sublevel for both linear and circularly 
polarized FOR?' fields iri botli tile F = 4 and F = 3 grour~ti &ate marrifolds. It is 
iriterestirig to note that all states ase trapped for linear. FOI?Tsl but riot for circular. 
The n~~r~rbers  liscii in the calculation are typical of those for our experime~lt. 
The ~v2ivclengt,h clcperrdcilce of tlie FORT potentiaa is shown in Fig. 7.15 for the 
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relevant (isll2 F = -1. mi; = 4 state for both cir(;illar (a) arrd linear (b) polarizittiom. 
In the circular case, this state cannot be connected to tile 6P1p state (Dl transition 
at 894 nm, see Fig. 6.1) due to selection rules and lience in (a); only the D2 line 
at 852 rim; with all F = 5; 7 i t ~  = 5 state eilters into the caicuiation. Fiirally, Fig. 
7.16 sho~vs tile ~vavelcngtll dt>pmdeiice of the scattering rate r',,.i,lt. All three of these 
calculatiorls (Figs. 7.13. 7.15 and 7.16) use parameters for I (r) which are very close 
to tile experimentally irnplerncxtoti valnes. For a standing zmve of power P, 
where in our casei tile intracavity power a,t the eventual FORT wt~velength was ap- 
proxiruately 150,000 times the rneasi~otl output power due to t,he high finesse cavity 
buildup. IIcnce, for a typical nreasured oiitput power of about 8 pW at 868 rim; the 
experin~elltally iniple~nented FORT deptlr and scattering rate are 
U (T) 1 ( 2  - 75 sin" (2rzjXFOn~) [MHz; zz A m n  (T) j27~ (7.18) 
I',,,,, ( 2 )  - 250 s i 1 1 ~ 2 7 i z / X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  [l/s]. 
The shift, of the 6Q2 excited state dnt: to FORT excitat,iori at 860 and 868 nm is 
the opposite of the ground statc shift ( A;,,,., = -A;.,,,,) in the circula.rly polarizeci 
case (see Fig. 8.31, indicating that i:lre excited state is not t,rapped. In fact, tlre finite 
scattering rate into this state is a major cause of heating in tlre FORTT, because the 
dipole force secri by the atorii as a wl~ole t,errds to Buctuate. A possible strategy t,o 
overcorrie this lirrlitatiorr of the FORT' will be discussed in Sec. 8.4. 
Thc choice of FORT mavelerrgtlls mas dictated, of course, by t,Iie ava,ilable lorigi- 
tiidinal modes of the pliysics c;~vity. According to Fig. 6.20, nlodes 7~, - 1 and n - 2 
at approximately 860 and 868 rim seerned like good candidates. There were various 
tratleoffs betwce~~ them; inchiding the FORT depth and scattering rat= which, ac- 
cording to Eqs. 7.16 (n.b., with detuning A = wp0n.r - w ~ ~ ~ , , ,  a diflerent "A" from 
the \veil depth scale wit11 det,urii~rg as l / A  and l/A%~s~ectively. Ileilce, 
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Figure 7.15: For realistic experirrental parilrneters, the FORT poteiitial depth 
AF.oirr (z , , , ,~)  / ( 2 r l i )  of Eq. (7.18) for tlre 6SiP2 F = 4 > m ~  = 4 ground state as 
a fi~rrctiori of wavelerrgth is siiowrr for both circularly (a) ant1 liriearly (b) polarized 
FORTS? ivit,h the two ivavelcnglrts rt:levarit to tlle experirnerits hiere shown i>xplicitly. 
In the circvtlar case of (a), t,lie ground state only couples to the L32 line at 852 nnr, 
wliereas tlre effects of tile Dl  line at, 894 nm rnrist also be incliltied in the linear case. 
1 o+ polarlratlon 
I I.', 
I $60 nm FORT 
/ 
4 ' I>,' ; ; >-- ,-._._- ~~* __i 
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Figure 7.16: The scaticrirlg rates r,,.,,,, at the position z,,,;,, associated wit11 the FORT 
depths of Fig. 7.15 are slioiin for lirletir and circularly polmized FORTS. This scat- 
tering causes ilcating of the atorn in the FORT as explained in Section 7.2.7. 
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going from 860 nrn to 868 nm would only decrease the FORT tlepth by a factor of 2 
(for the same iritracavity power) but \\~ould reduce the scattering rate four-fold. Figs. 
7.15 and 7.16 have these two ~~~avclerrgths higllligilted on them for convenience. 
Fig. 7.17 investigates tire registration of the FORT pot,entitil si11"27rz/X~~~~) 
[Eq. (7.18)j and tlie cavity QED field - gosin (27r~/X,.;,,.~~,) : with X,.,,itY = 852 nm. 
When the FORT is chose11 to he oliiy one mode order below the atornic line, at 860 
nm, the FORT potential rriinirna and cavity QEI) rrraxima coincide exactly only at 
the tivo mirror surfaces, ancl the FORT minima coiricide wit,h nodes of the cavity 
QED field at tlie cavity ccrrt,c!r, as sl~oivn in Fig. 7.17(a). This sit,uation seenls not 
to rnaximizc the probability of "seoing" an at,om using the cavity QED coupling (as 
in See. 7.1.1) once it is loaded into the FORT. On the other hand, n~oving one 
mode ortier fiuther along to 868 nm, the standing-wave patterns of the two rrrodffi 
at (vF(jnT, v,:,~.~,,) are such that, ttlrere are approximately coincident antirkodes near 
the cent,er and ends of the cavity. Hence, the trapping potential of the FORT has 
lriaxirnri~rli depths at t,lle positions of rnaxirna (go) for cavit,y QED coupling in these 
regions. Experiment,ally, work first started at 8'0 nm; but rrroved quickly to 868 nrn 
in the hopes of taking atfvailtage of this fortuitous overlap of fields at. the ceriter of 
tlie cavity. 
This scction colicludes with a very cjuick estimate of the trap vibrationd frequen- 
cies. The spatial dcpendence of the intensity t<&s the form 
For the t,ypical sized FORT of AF~j1vr/2r = 6FOliT - 75 ?\IHzj wc can use either 
Eq. (5.3) or a simple c;xparisiori of (7.20) to eva,h~;lte the radial (z, 9) arid axial (z) 
Cavity QED field mode n. FORT mode n .1 
z=O r = L  
around r = U2 
around z - 0 ,  L 
(a) 
Cavity QED field mode n, FORT made n - 2 
around = U4.3U4 
(b) 
Figire 7.17: TIic i~lignrncnt or registratiori of tile (dashed) PORT poteritial propor. 
ljort(11 to the scjual.e of the FOXTJirld with respect to the cavity QED coupling probe 
field is skiown for two casils. In (a); they ;ire offset by only 1 lorlgitudirlal mode of the 
cavity, so t in t  :in atorrl trapped in a FORT poterit,ial b i d 1  at the cexlt,er of tlie cavity 
will see a ~iull of the cavity QED field. In (b), the perfect registration of rrlaxi~rlurn 
of tlie FORT with rnaxinii~m of tile probe field now occurs at the cavity center for a 
two lorigitutlinal mode diffcrencc between tlie wavelengtlls. 
7.2.2 The Hamiltonian and Eigenvalue Spectrum 
It is very instructive to now complicat,e the Harriilt,oniarl of Eq. (7.2) (i.e., both 
its spatially depcndcnt cigenvaluc strncturc of Fig. 7.11 and frequency dcpenrfei~t 
eigcrivalue structure as depicted in Fig. 7.2) by including the praserice of tlie FORT. 
The result of the previous section iridicates that the FORT car1 be understood as 
a negative shift Ai.,,,,jr) to the ground stat,e energy, and a correspondir~g positive 
shift k;.(,,%,(r) for thc excited st,ate. The FORT effectively provides a spatially d e  
pendent detuning tllat. shifts tlie cavity QED int,eractions out of resonance, with the 
snbstitution 
where here AFonr (r)  = /&i.ori.r (r)  1 = lA&l13;r (r) 1 . To calculate the probe transmission 
in this case req~~ires an analysis of the eigenvalue structure incorporating both the 
coupling go(r) as well a? AFoiir(r) 1163;. 
Any complicatioris arising from the effects of the FORT on the atoruic c.m. rnotiori 
will be ignored by assuming the at,ornic motion is trapped classically in a particular 
FORT poterltial \'ire11 (accortlirrg to the above discussion; tlie atom ninst spent1 rnost 
of its t i~ne  in its irberrial grouncl state for this t:o be true). The modified Jaynes- 
Ctnrimings Harniitoriiari can bc written 
Ii 
- = s;,Je)(eI +w,a'ir+AI:on.r (r) (]e)(e] - ig)(gl) -tg (r)  (jg)(ejut T aje)(g!) . (7.23) fi 
Tlie term Aronr (r) (lejjej - /y)(g/) = Ai.onT (r)  crz shows explicitly the effect of the 
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FORT as a positive AC Stark shift Arorrr (r)  = 2n(SFORT (I-) 011 tile excited state / e )  
and a negative AC Stark shift -Arorrr ( r )  on the ground state lg). Again, siriiilar to 
Eq. (7.31, the eigellvalues of thc rnatrix 
for the grou~id state ig, 0) : 
A<:>, x, A* = 7 k /- + ,q2 (r)  + A F ~ I Y ~  (I-) (AFORT (I-) - At!tL) 4 
1 for the first two excited states - (/y, 1) & ie.0)) . 4 
These eigc:nst,atcs are very sirnilar to well-dressed eigenstat,es of Ecl. (5.1), with t,he 
subtle diEereilce that !&+ (r)  tllcre does not have an irit,ernal st,ate dependence. In 
Eq. (7.23), Aroltr (r) does not have arly bound eigenstates in tile excit,ed state. An 
experirrierst,al situation mucii closer to that erivisioned in Part I1 of this thesis will be 
discussed shortly in Sec. 8.4. 
The grourid state shift -AFoiiT (r)  rnust be taken into accourlt, when considering 
the shift, of the resonarice frequencies 6w+. The probe laser, at, a aletuning A,,, from 
the bare atorriic rcsonancc:, mill now see an "extran shift due to  the FORT of 
To complete the st,ory, the arlalogoi~s cavity transrnissioa spectra to Eq. (7.7) can be 
i" (-1- t i (2Ai:orr.r - A,,))  
t (a,,,,) = (A+ -+ iA,,;,) (A- + ZA~,~,)  ' 
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with 
(A  + K + %A(.,) (A + 71 2A~011~) + g: = 0 (7.28) 
Tliese equations are tieriueil from Eq. 7.7; Ijy noting that the bare atornic resonance 
frequency (wlricli was chosen as the 'keference frequency" in Eq. (7.7)) is now rmodi- 
fied by ,yw,, ,,, -i wiriliiZi + 2AFoIrr (r) . 
'Ib rnake all of this very concrete; below in Figs. 7.18, 7.19, 7.20 and 7.21 are 
presented three specific examples using the actual experimental sit,uat,ion of an 1 = 44 
j ~ ~ n  long cavity and 868 nm FORT as in Fig. 7.17(b). In Fig. 7.18(a), the registration 
of g(z) with a 20 ~ I W A  tlecp FORT Al,~olvr ( z )  is shown for ref(:rence near the ceriter of 
the cavity. In 7.18(b), the eiger~value structure 6wi is shown, along with A i . 0 ~ ~  (2) ,
which represents the shift of t,he gronritl stat,e. Note that A,,, = 0 for tlus example. 
Corlcent,rating on the line AA', along which g = g,,,,, = 32 :\/fHz and Al.-om = 20 MHz 
(perfect registration at the center of the cavity), Fig. 7.18(b) is the evaluation of Eq. 
(7.27) for the cavity transmission for an atom located at this position. If the probe 
was chosen to be on resonance A,,, = then an atom wllich entered this pari~icular 
potential well woi~liltl he seen as a ciown-going transit,. Tile effect of t l ~ e  FORT in this 
case is to reduce the splitting of tlle cavity-like eigenvalue from y,,, = 32 MHz in 
the "nrrFORTn case t,o approximately 18 MHz here. 
In Fig. 7.19: the eigeilvalue spect,ra near the point. z = 114 is shown for tlle 
salne parameters as in Fig. 7.18. Alorig the line AA' is tlie point where rnaxilnal 
cavity QED couplirig coincides wit,h a zero of the FORTi giving rise to the synlmetric 
spet:tr~ini in (c). which h s  heen seer1 before in Fig. 7.2. A shift to the left a fraction 
of a wavelength to the line RB' ciianges this situatioi~ drastically, as is shown in (d), 
where there is a, cleas identification of the cavity-like eigenvalue similar to Fig. 7.18, 
because the atorn has niovetl away horn the FOEIT node. 
Tlle third Fig. 7.20 illustrates tile situation of a rather deep FORT of AFORT = 80 
MHz. In this case, all four quaritities (gjz), Al-oRT(~) and (2)) are showri on the 
sarrie graph so that (a) shows the situation asourid z = l j2 at tlre center of the cavity 
and (b) at 2 = 1j4. There is very little relative effect along the line AA' at the cavity 
distance alon cavity axis bm] a distance alo g cavlty axls bm] 1 . .  
-100 -80 -60 40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 
probe detuning Spa [MHz] 
Figure 7.18: Tlle situation for an atom trapped in a FORT poterltial well near tlie 
center of the cavity is clepicted here. 111 (a), the FORTjcavii-y QED fielcl registration 
is stlrrirnarized again. Fig. (h) gives the spatial dependence of the upper aud lower 
eigenv,thles (both solid) along wit'li the FORT potential (daslied). Finally for a11 aton1 
t,rappcct in the potential ~vell along the lirle AA', the cavity transmission it ( A , , ~ ~ ) / ~  of 
Eg. 7.27 sliows the lower eigcri\.alue as "ca\-ity-like" and the upper as "atorr-like." 
The errrpty cavity transr~iission is shoxi~n as a dashed line here. 
distance along c v ty axls [um] I distance along cgv/ty axis [pm] I 
probe detuning Sprobe [MHz] probe detuning tiprobe [MHz] 
Figure 7.19: liloving to the situation close to 1/4 of tlie way alorig the cavity axis, 
there is riow perfect anti-registration of FORT (dashed in (a)) and cavity QED field 
(solid in (a)). Tlie spatial eiger~valrics are shown in (h) as solid lines for t,he upper 
atoxl-like 6w+ (2) arid lower cavity-like 6s.- (2) eigerivalues. An atorri situat,ed at the 
posit,ioll AA' will see no FORT potential, so it,s cavity trarisrrlission in (c) is the same 
as in Fig. 7.2 with g = g,,,;,, = 32 MHz. Tliere is no atorn/cavicy-like distinction here. 
.41ong the lint: BB', hoivever, the situatiorl ciiarigt?~ dri~stically sricll that the FORT 
depth is approximately 16 XIHz tint1 tlie cavity QED coupli~lg is g = 13 lIHz to give 
the transrnissiorl spectra in (cj . 
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center clue to an atom trappctl there, as the large FORT depth overwliel~x~s the cavit,y 
couq~ling g xr~d therefore tile ability to see thc atom ~v11en A,:, = 0. Using Eq. 7.27: 
the fractioilal c;liange in the i~ircr~sity of the cavity trar~srnissiori when probing on 
resorral~ce (A,,, = 0) is 
which is just detectable only for the very best ator~ls with g (z) go; assuming 
AI>onT(~)  - AFolrr (niax) for trapped ato~lis. This ex<ample illustrates that it is 
probably more ~orthwhile to turn ojJ large FORTS (Sec. 7.2.5) or use A,,, # 0 (See. 
7.2.4) in order to see atonis trappod in them. 
In the final Fig. 7.21: a neat proposal higl~ligl~ts the role of A,:,> which tias been 
absent until now. Examining Eq. (7.25) shows that making A,, = 2max (AFon-r (z)) 
sliould "remove" the presence of tlie FORT from the eigenvalue spect,runi such that 
positioris where AFonT ( z )  is a n~axirni~m, &w+ = a,:, & g  (z) . Furthermore, if g (2) 
happens t,o be a rrmximum at this same poinit,, as along the line AA' in Fig. 7.21, 
then clet,uning tho probe to 6,,, = 6,,;, will allow one to "see" t,he at0111 as if the FORT 
were not there at all (i.e., without sacrificing any contrast in g). Unfortiu~ately; for 
reasoriably sized FORTS with AFoRT 2 20 - 30 MHz: the required S,:, t,o implement, 
this scherrie quickly moves out of the experirnentally accessible dynamic range in 
frequer~cies due to limitations on modi~lator and detect,or bandwidths. F~irtherrrore, 
one rrust always keep in rr~ir~d that ariy population in the atomic excited state will 
tend to cause heiitir~g, as sliowri 11y the iianti-r(?gistration' of the spatial ciependence 
of the upper and lo~vcr eige~lrralues (soliti) witli respect to the FORT (dashed) in Fig. 
7.21. Here, these eiger~values are once itga,iri equal con~binat,iolls of atorrt and ca,vity 
(with the "atorr-like" anii "cavity-like" distirictior~s cleverly rernoved) so that any 
population in eitlier of these states c ~ t  positions of (I trapped a t o m  (FORT mirumum) 
will terid to calm sorrle lioating. 
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Figure 7.20: Tlie limit of a very big FORT wit,h Al,.oir.r = SO MHz is s2iown near 
the center of the cavity (a) and 114 of the way alorrg tile cavity axis in (b). The 
cavit,y QED field arid upper a.xid lower cigerivalues are sliown as solid lines, and the 
FORT potcritial is tiasl~ed. Note that the eige~istatcs "rneet" in (a) at positions where 
g (r) = Ai:onr (r) = 0. Tlie prohl(?~ii of detecting ari aturn trapped in tiit: \veil along 
the line AA' is erriphi~3i~t:tl in t:kie spectri~rn of (c)?  w21c:re the cavity-like eigc?rivaluc 
is only shifted t>y 6,,;, N -g'/2AFolir frorri the err1pt;y cavity case: versus the 4,. 
N -y shift orie 'r'rpi>uld get in the case of no FORT field. As a result, the contrast for 
detecting single atorris on resoriaricc (with A,, = 0) is poor for big FOlXTs. 
distance alopg cavity axis [jirn] 
A' 
Figure 7.21: I11 an irlterestirig proposi~l; a r ~  attenipt is made lo use tlie atorrl-cavity 
det,uning A,, to eliniinate tlie effects of t,he FORT potential on tlie cavity t,rans- 
nlissior~ spectra. In (a); upper arid lom-(-1:r eigenvalucs ( ~ o l i d ) ~  cavity QED couplirig 
(dot-dashed) and FOIIT potential (dasheil) arc; all s2iourn. Tlie t,ra~~smission spectra 
in (b) for the axon1 trapped at the position correspo~lcling to the line AA' is once 
again tkie syr~lrnetric eigerivalue strni:ture. Filrtllerrnore, the eigerlvalue splitting is 
the rnaxirrlal value of 2g3 allo~virig for rn:~xi~ln~rn "'visibilityn of a. trapped atom in the 
cavity Irarisrnissiori. 
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7.2.3 FORT Laser Implementation 
To coniplenlent this review of the FORT pl~ysics, a few 11-ords about the experinlental 
implemontation are in order. An external cavity diode laser (TUI Optics LDlOO) 
nrit1it2l a tunable range from 860 nnl to 870 nm was er11pIoye;d to make the light for 
the FORT. The performarrce of this laser turried out to bc very poor. f i r  example, 
the cilrrc:rlt, cor~troller had approximately 20 (113 lllore noise in a 100 ~ H L  bbacltiwidth 
than the typical loxv-noise ticsigl~ in itrlr labs jl4Uj. Fbrr-I-iermorc, an improper choice 
of grating was made by the supplier such that the amount of light fed back from the 
external cavity was ir~suffcienc to properly stabilize thc laser diode. In the end (see 
Sec. 8.1), only t,he diode it,self rernainecl after it was removed fron~ the comlnercial 
rrlount ar~if installed int,o a horne-rnade st,ructure. The entire FORT laser setup was 
installed initially oil a breadboard in the corricr of the lab because there was not mnucli 
roorri left on the maiu t,able at this point. 
The trapping light \vi~a split into t,wo pat,hs: with the first coupled into an external 
15 crn long, fillesse T = 2000 Fabry-Perot cavity to rilonitor the day-to-day behavior 
of t,hc laser diode. The second path m:i~t t,hrough a single pass AOM for intensity 
control of the light (fine: freq~ency coritrol was accomplished by rnoving the grating 
on the laser cavity) and was then col~pled into an optical fiber. One drawback of 
the fiber was that it did not rnaintairi polarization, so waveptat,cs were instt1,lled and 
adji~sted every day to keep the power const,ar~t. On the other 2lar1d; the fiber did an 
excellc~lt job of cleaning the spatial mode of the laser diode to allow as higli as 30% 
rriode-rnat,chiiig of this ligl~t, into t,l~e pl~ysics cavity. 
The r~iirror transrnissiori at 868 iiril was rougtily T = 6.3 pprn, which cornbii~ed 
with the -4 = 2.3 pp~it absorption loss per mirror to give a fir~essc F = 350: 000 at 865 
run. For exarnpl(,le, wit11 approrirnately 30% mode-matchingj 30 pW incidellt on t,he 
cavity builds up to approximately 0.8 W of circulating intracavity power (for a FORT 
deptli of Ar:oiri = 45 M H z ) .  Of tlte 9 p\V of rnodc-rnat,ched incident power; 5 pW is 
detected in trausrrlissioil arid 3.5 p%V is absorbed iri the substrates. This absorption 
can be a nlajor problem for cavity locking d11c to t l~er~na l  bistability (the te~~dency 
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of the power biiildup to came a frequency shift due to t,he temperat,ure-dependent 
length change! of the cavity. The initial locking strategy was to use yet another 
Poimil-Drever-Haii style loclc in tra~isinission tlxough rhe pliysics cavity. O~lce the 
pliysics cavity wi~s 1ockt:tl to the lotking tliode laser, the error sigrial for this lock was 
iritegratcd once again anci fed back to the tliick PZT on the cavity in t,he hopes of 
providi~lg even rriorc DC gai11 to corripensate for possible thermal effects dlle to t l ~ e  
absorption of the FORT light,. This strategy turned out to work quite well, as long 
as the cavit,y servo gain was kept as high as possible. This physical effect of substrate 
heating t,endetl to lirnit the inaxirri~~~ri FORT depth to about 150 hLHz in practice, 
though t,ecli~lical irriprovernerit,s nligtlt well make 1 GHz potentials realistic. As a 150 
MIiz well depth already corresponds to a temperature of 7 mK, t,i~is was considered to 
be completely adequate for our initial work. The last several montls (winter, spring 
1999/2000) have been devoted to improvements over this initial irr~plementation of 
the FORT systern, ancl the reasons for this will be explair~ed in See. 8.1. 
7.2.4 Atom Transits in the Presence of the FORT 
As a st,ep toward in sit71 monitoring of an iitoni withirr tlie FORT, Fig. 7.22 presents 
observations of the transmission of a. cavity QED probe field in the presence of t,he 
FORT trapping potential for single atorn t,ransits. The tramit time for these everlts 
ranges from T = 1.3 Ins (close to tile longest upgoing transit ever recorded witliout 
tile FORT') to T = 11.2 ms for the rerriarkable 'transit' in Fig. 7.22(g) observed in 
real tirne. The latter event corresgoiitis to a transit velocity (. = 2wiJT -- 4 mn111/s 
and associateted kinetic energy $mu" N j 2 ~ j ~ ' ~ ~ " '  , << hv;:'"'. A silrrlrllary of the different 
FORT: probe and cavity pararnct,crs used for these  transit,^ is surnniarized in Table 
7.3. 
The experirnelita,l procedure here ~vas to apply the ususual cooling protocol outlined 
;i,ovc:. IJrider the assumption that tile coolir~g occurs outsicie the mode volunie, the 
FORT was left on all tbe tirrii:. This also facilitated the cavity locking protocol, 
wliicl~ wa3 still being worked out at the tirrie due t,o the tl~cririal problerns mentioned 
7.2 ms transit 
30 40 50 60 30 40 50 60 
time after downstaim PGC [ma1 
+ FORT on 
FORT off 
30 40 50 60 30 40 30 60 
2.5 m~ transit 
11.2 ms transit 
Figure 7.22: Seven transit event,s recorded with the FORT potential on are shown, 
and the pararnetcrs for thcse trapped atonis are sho~vn in Table 7.3. 
Table 7.3: A cornparison of thc cooli~lg pararriet,ers for the upgoing transits in tlie 
presence of the FORT. 
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above. The detunings 6,,,, N -10 hIHz and 6,., - +10 hIIiz were cliosen to cnliance 
observation of a rrapped atorn via tile conlposite cigerivallrc structure associati:cl ~vitli 
g(r) and AFoRT(r), and rypical iritracavity pl~otori nunlbors for these data \\,ere iT - 
0.5. It is also expected that cavit,y-assisted Sisyplius cooling 11681 should be effective 
in tliis settiiig. One (:all see froin the eigcnvalue spectra of Fig. 7.23, whicli hiis been 
calcnltttctl for 6,., = -10 MHz in presence of Apoii.r = 30 l\IHzl that it shonld be 
possible to see upgoing transits with reasor~able contrast when red deturied from tlrc 
bare atomic resonarice by approximately 6!,, = -10 %,.fHz. The strategy with S, + 0 
xras chosen liere (c.f., Fig. 7.20 \\it11 6,, = 0) to try also to maximi~e the contrast for 
distance along cavity axis [jtm] probe detuning 6pa [MHz] 
Figlne 7.23: Tlie oigerivalue spoct,ra and cavit,y trarlsruission show t l ~ a t  he use of 6,:, 
= +lo 1\!lI-Iz in tlie prcselice of Ar:oiiT = 30 L/4Hz cxi  be used to improve the cont,rast 
between the "empty cavity'' and "atom-preserit'? cases. In (a), the eigerivalues are 
solid, y (r)  is dot-dasheii aricl ApoicT (r)  is dtxhcd. Note that the empty cavit,y sits 10 
LII-Iz blue of S,, = 0 in jc) (wliicll is the cicfinition trf S, = +10 ?vIHz). Tliis tecliniyue 
was used for tlie data of Fig. 7.22 wlicre t,lre probing was done with S,, - -10 MIiz 
to sec upgoing transits. 
Statetl in irriits of tile coi~pliiig pararnotor go (wlierc: 2g0 is the singlophoton liabi 
frequency); a 10 Iris long tr.t?nsit rrow acl~ieves yoT 1: 106ii, wl~ereas prior experirrients 
~vittl cold atorns 'tlave attained goT 1: 1 0 " ~  [64, 135, 36, 136, 1381 and experirncnts 
mitli conventional atornic bearns irave ggoT N T j124, 125; 24, 126; 17j; with T iis 
tlre at,omic transit, t,irne tlirough the cavity mode. The above work is present,ed as 
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evidence that the FORT was xvorking: and t,he next orcier of business was to try to 
get an i~ldicatior~ of the FORT lifetimi:. 
7.2.5 FORT Triggering with Single Atoms: Trapped Atoms 
In ortler to maximize the probability that ail atorn is loaded irit,o t,he trap, significant 
emphasis was placed upon using atom transits t,o trigger the FORT on and off. The 
fia,ct that an atom transit is detected wibh good contrast in the abserrce of a FORT 
irnplies it is already in the mode volrinle, wllicll increases its chances of being capt,urcd 
by t,he turn-on of the FORT. I.i~rtheri~~ore, silcll a protocol would help rille out the 
possibility of loading nlultiple atom. 
An updated timing diagram for the scvitching of the various fields is given in Fig. 
7.24. The basic idea is that t,he FORT was left 011 as long as possible, arid orily 
turned off xvllen it was necessary to detect atoms inside the cavity mode volume for 
c.apt,uring or for verificatiorl that t11ey remairierl trapped. The reason is becallse the 
FORT lock to the physics cavity uses the FORT transmission through t,he cavity. If 
there is no error signal provided to the servo for too long (in practice, about 5 ms), 
tlierl the FORT will come urrlockeclt ~vl~icil most likely will cause the cavity itself to 
conic unlocked and necessitate re-locking tlie whole experiment. 
To solve this problern, il "rviriiloxv" or "gating period" was rlefined rvithirr which t,he 
atom needed to be detected iri ortier to trigger the FORT on; otherwise, the FORT 
would turn hat:lc on of its oxmi accord aft,er a ft:w ms of "dead-time." It was also 
possible to set t,he trigger ttl~rcsllold to discrimin~t,e against at,orns detected at a place 
where the cavity QED couplirig g (z) was weak. It was felt that even though these 
may very easily get trapped in a large FORT (mnechanical forces due t,o AFom (z) 
overwheirn ariytlling due to {J (i)): it rvould be h<xd to rt~detcct their presence rvher~ 
the FORT was t,urni?d off. Hence, an ideal everit \irould be one with large g (zj (so 
that ttie atom car1 be seexi) sitting near a rrliniura of AFoKr jz) (so that, it is trapped). 
To reiterate, this most likely occirrs at tllt: geometric center of the cavit,y. 
Orice a "good-' atom was tletected, a trigger pulse ramped up the irlt,er~sity in - 200 
11s on thr: PORT laser AOhI. The waveform of this turll-on edge v,as progarnrnable 
(wit11 arl arialog function generator, Stanford DS335) and was a coniprornise between 
tuning the light on too qoickly arid kiclting the at0111 out of the trap versus having 
tile atoiri drift out of the illode vohur~c: during a slow turn-on period. Furtller1i1ore, 
tile servo response was iirtimately co~lpied to how t,his waveform behaved, and too 
"harii:' a turn on iroilld often causc sigriificarlt ringing. 
lower MOT2 
PGC ends atoms take 30,ms 1 to fall smm to,cavity -, 
I 
t = 0 reference this edge asynchronous 
for most of (depends on atom arrival) 
data here 
k I 
near resonant, 2ms intense 
cp&g pulse from "lattice beams" 
CORT trigger window 
enabled 
atom enters cavity, detected by probe 
' and triggers detection circuitry 1 1  8 ,  
Figwe 7.24: The tinling diagram of Fig. 6.13 is updat,ed here to ir~clude t,he edges 
rieetled to trigger the FORT Iigllt :and the probe due t,o the presence of a single atom 
ilisicie the cavity. 
: pro& On 
I ,  
Ail exiu~iple of FORT triggering hy a single atom and subsequent trapping of 
that atom is shown iii Fig. 7.26. The arric-a-1 of at1 at0111 is senseci by a reduction 
probe turns off, and ........ probe on to look again 
F ~ R T  on, (ninimize off time ........ FORT turns on for variable time, 
for locking servo integratqr hopefully atom is now trapped 
t 
FORT off ior zero AC Stark shift 
while detect atoms (5 ms max) 
1 , '  
' I  I 
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in trarismissiori for tl-I(: probe hear11 (of photon riiimber fi. - 0.1). The falling edge 
of the probe trarisnlission triggers on the FORT field, which then ren~ains on  until 
being switclled 08 after a fivetl interval. The presence of tile atom at, t,his second o f  
tinie is likewise detected 1 - 1 ~ 7  niodifictition of the probe transmission? demoristrat,ing 
a trapping tirile of 29 ms for tlie particular event slio\vn in the figure. Note that 
because the pro'i~abilitics for aton1 trapping given a trigger pt,lts and for detection 
given a trapped iktom pdjtp are rather small (ptpltgpdllp 0.03)) we operate a,t, ratlier 
lrigh densities of cold atoms, such that tlre average atom number present in the cavit,y 
niode at the time of the trigger is Lv,,,,,,, N 0.5 (but wliich then falls off rapidly with 
t i )  A series of "snapsl-lots" of atom transit signatures around the time of trigger 
are shown in Fig. 7.25 to aid in det,er~nining Lv ,,,,,,. 
As a consecpence, the attorn that causes tlie trigger is not always the atom that is 
actually trapped when the FORT is gated on, with such 'phantom' everits estimated 
to occur in roughly 1 of 4 cases. To aid in rectucing t,his rrnmber, tlie coolirig pulse 
(timing sllown as an inset to the figt~rc) is delayed to the far. edge of the "transit 
enivelope" cornpared to the work of Fig. 7.9. The near-resonant cooling had a 1.5 ms 
duration from t = 33 ms to t = 34.5 rns and the far off-resonant sub-Doppler pulse 
went another 1.5 n ~ s  from t = 34.5 to t = 36 rus; at which point the trigger window 
was enabled. 
Two rriore examples of FORT triggering and trapping of single atorns are shown 
I F i g  7.27(a)?(b). In (a), tlie atorns are again detect,ed as downgoing tramits 
with a resonant probe. Note that although the probe field is left on for all times in 
Fig. 7.27(a), there is no a,pparent change in cavity transmission during tlie interval 
in wliich an atom is purportedly trt~,pped within t,!ie cavity node. Tile absence of 
atomic sigria,tures during the trapping time; but riot before or aftt:r, is due to  AC- 
Stark shifts iissociated wit11 the FORT i>nd/or the rnismatclled antinodes between 
( I  ) I11 (b), an off-resonant probe is useti to det,ect upgoing transits in 
tlie hopes of inlparting less heating to tile atoms during the det,ection period and 
thns maxirnizing the cha~~ces of the at,orrls actually being capt,ured by t,lic FORT. 
Arthermore, the probe here is once again triggered o f  for a significant fraction of 
trigger time for both 
i 
, u ,.: J.k,,.w- ur$h 
30 35 1 40 
time after downstairs PGC [msl 
Figure 7.25: In order to doterrrrine tllo probability that an atoll1 iruitle tlie cavitv will 
be trappetl by the FORT on any giver1 drop cycle of t,lle MOT, this data was used to 
det,errninc the averagc at0111 nulnl~er Ntt2',,,,,,, - 0.5 in the cavity mode at tile time tile 
- 
trigger xvm enabled. The dasheci line indicat,es the beginning of the "FORT trigger 
enable" ~vi~idotv of Fig. 7.24. 
i \ I I 50 60 ! 70 
; time after downstairs PGC [ms] / 
turn off FORT to 
cool and detect 
FORT triggered on 
by a single transit 
ramp down FORT 
to probe again 
Figure 7.26: Sirlgle atom t,ransit,s were used to siuiulta~leously trigger on the FORT 
and trigger 08 the probe bea~n, in order that the atom not be accidexitally heated 
by the probe while it is trapped. This at0111 was trapped for 29 ms. 
the FOItT on time, hut typically neither of these changes (off-resonant det,eci:ion; 
probe switclied 0 8 )  seem to maice much of a difference. 
7.2.6 FORT Lifetime Measurement 
To avoid questious related to the conlplcxity of the eiger~value structure of Figs. 7.18 
- 7.21 as wt:ll to possible heirtirig or cooli~~g hy the probe fielrl, we returned to the 
sitntition of Fig. 7.26 t,o sy~ict l~onoi~~ly gate off the probe field E,,,,,,,,: for meas~lremo~its 
of trap lifetirnt:, with the result displiryetl in Fig. 7.28. These data were acqtiireii for 
repeated tri;ils as in Fig. 7.26 (namely: with the presence of an atom used to t,rigger 
0.r~. the FORT now of depth AFonr = -50 MHz and off the probe field). .At the end of 
the trapping interval3 El,,,,,,,: xvas gated back 071 anti the success (or failure) of atoriiic 
detection was ?shot11 recorded by ,van electronic counter and verified rriarrually due to 
tire lorig experin~ent,al duty cycle (2 s) and low trapping probability (< 1%). The 
lifetirni! for single atoms t,riippctl witliiri the FORT using this triggering nlecl~ariism 
wils thereby deterri~irred t,o be T F ~ ~ T  = (2816) 1x1s: using a fit to tllc rlecay of recorded 
detect downgoers 
li latom in cavity 
1 triggers FORT on I' FORT turned off, / atom detected 
13.5 ms trapping time 
FORT transmission through the cavity 
40 45 50 55 
time after downstairs PGC [ms] 
detect upgoers 
ms trapping ti+e 
I 
W 
,probe turned off 
(b) / whtle FORT on 
< 
30 40 50 60 
time after downstairs PGC [ms] 
Figure 7.27: In (a)! a tcchnicjue similar to Fig. 7.26 .ivas uscd to detect and trap a 
single: atom; but t,lle probe heam ~;?s rrot switcheti off during tlie FORT detc:ction 
period. In tht: lirnit of a large FORT, there should be ~nirlilrlal heating from this. In 
(h), upgoing atom transits were used to trigger the FORT on arid off, in the lropes 
that the upgoing atoms rnigllt he a little colder before being loadetl into the trap. In 
both cases here, the attorn \vas trapped for about 14 ms. 
everts. 
. 
enably FORT trigger window 
time after downstairs PGC [ms] 
Figure 7.28: The probability that ari atorn remained trapped in the FORT a 
fundon of time after the end of t,he downst,airs PGC cycle. The beginning of the 
"FORT t,rigger enable" pulse of Fig. 7.24 is shown for reference. For this data, the 
FORT was triggered on by the presence of a sirlgle atom; arlrl the probe field triggered 
of/ This allo~vs the detemiination of a trap lifetime close to  28 ms. Background courts 
have been subtracted from this data as will be explained in Fig. 7.29. 
Note that at eac11 of the time delays in Fig. 7.28; a subtraction of "backgroilrtd 
events (atomic transits dt:layeci by the int,racavit,y cooling beams) has been made 
froni the set of total detected events, wit,h a record of these background events show11 
in Fig. 7.29. 'his background was det,errnirled by way of nleasurements following 
the same protocol as in Fig. 7.26; but wit,hoilt the FORT beam. For tirr~es t < 49 
rns, the backgrounii dominates the signal by roughly 50 fold, precluding an accurate 
me~~iirement of trapped events. Hoxvever, becaitse it has a rapid decay time 3 ms; 
for tirr~es greater tila11 about 52 ms it makes a nt:gligible cor~trihi~t,ion. 
This trap lifetime was collfirrnecl in an irldependerit experiinerlt where the FORT 
is turned on and off at predetermineci times without transit,-triggering or probe trig- 
gering, yielding T ; ~ ~ ~  = (27 i 6) rns as shown in Fig. 7.30. As mentioned in the 
disciissiori of Fig. 7.26, our ability to load the trap wit11 reasonable efiiciericy via asyn- 
c l ~ o ~ ~ o u s  turn-on is due to operatio11 with large &,,,,,,. It is interesting to note orie 
big differer~ce between the data of Figs. 7.29 ar~cl 7.30, namely that the background 
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Figure 7.29: At times t < 49 nLs for tlie dat,a of Fig. 7.28, there are far too many 
residnal atoms falling through t,tie mode left over from the original MOT dropi which 
does not allomr ari accurate determination of t,he FORT lifet,irne at short times. How- 
ever, this background falls extremely rapidly to very close to zero couvrt,s by 70 1s. 
Subtracting these backgronnci counts for times greater than al~oist = 49 ms allows 
a i1c:terrnination of the FORT tirrie coilstant. 
cotnits showed a very similar fast dct:ay, but with the decay occurring at different 
points in tinre offset At - 3 nrs along the time =is. In the case wliere the probe was 
not triggered off (Fig. 7.30): the background atorrrs decayed earlier (at - 49 ms) . 
This was presumably due to t,lre fact that the atoms interacted wit,li the resonant 
probe (left on in tlie absence of a FORT) and its concomitant riieclianica,l potent,ial of 
Fig.7.11 (c)> with the resnlt t,lrat they left t,he mode volume rnore quickly. Note that 
the probe field xvtts not triggert:d during tlre backgroisrid rneasurernerit of Fig. 7.30 so 
that this hackground was tletermiriccl in a consist,er~t fashion to the way the trapped 
atoms were measisred xvitl-i tlie FORT on. 
Using the data of Fig. 7.30> ari indication of how tlie bac:kground beiraverl for much 
earlier times is presented in Fig. 7.31 to substantiate tlre cli~iiri rriade above tl-vat tlie 
backgroimti was too overwlielmir~g to r n ; h  reasona~ble rnet~~~rrenierits of tlie trapping 
1irobahilit.y at earlier times. The extremely large number of background events at 
tlicse times are presinnahly diie to residnal atorris from the dropped MOT "envelope" 
of atoms (see the tirne history of atom transits for a single drop of the downstairs 
I ebackground counts / *net events with 
untriggered FORT 
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Figure 7.30: The FORT lifetitne of Fig. 7.28 was indeperideritly verified in a separate 
experirr~ent in which 6he FORT was not triggered by tlie presence of a single atom, 
but was gated on a t  the fixed time indicated. The resonant probe beam was also left 
on for t,his experiment. Here, a frt reveals a lifetime of about 27 ms. The background 
counts associated witti this measurement are also shown. 
MOT, albeit with an extrerni:ly large atom number, iri Fig. 7.3(c)). Finally, care was 
taken to check t i ~ o  xiumber of everits seer1 u41e1r tire atom source was blocked to rule 
out any other spurious signal source. This measurenicnt always produced zero counts 
independciit of time. 
7.2.7 Limits to Trap Lifetime 
An exarnini-ion of possible limitations to tlie trap 1ift:time of 28 rris shows there are 
sevtaid candidates. As was esti~nat:ed carlior [Eq. (&I)], the trap lifetime set by 
hackgrourttl gas collisions at, a pressure of 10-lo Torr is estiirrated to be - 100 s, 
which is certainly much longer t,hari that actually observed. 
The calculatiori of Fig. 7.16 slio~vs that for a 75 MHz deep FORT, tlie spontar~eous 
plioton scat,teri~lg ratc is I',,,,,, - 300 s-' which rnearis it will be - 200 s-' for the 50 
MSL ciei3p F012Ts used iiere. This cffi:i:tive scattering rato can cause heating of the 
atomic inotiori in two ways. First, therc is momerrturn tliffi~sion due to t,lle random 
direction of the sporitaneously cirri1 ted photons (and hence randomly-directed recoil 
a- -background (no FORT) 
--- -net events with FORT 
k 
0 "-c;-e=:: . 4 
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Figure 7.31: To coinplete the discussion of t;Eie FORT lifetime measuror~ierrt~ he sharp 
increase of t,hc background coiix~ts for very short tirries associat,eti with residual &oms 
from t,he falling MOT is shown for the rireasureinent of Fig. 7.30. 
kick) during the scattering cycle. The second corilponent is due to fluctuat:ions in 
the clipole force; whidi can be understood from the fact that for a two-level atorn 
in a, red-tlctnncd FORT, t,lic excited state sees a repulsive force. Repeated scatter- 
irig cycles through the excited state ter~d t,o heat the atorn due to the fact that t,he 
net force it feels fluctuates 011 this scattering tirrie-scale betmen at,tractive and r e  
piilsive. As indicated in Ey. (7.16), 1~1th of these forces are spatially dependent 
because 17s,.,t, (r) ci I  (r) , with the spont,aneous heating maximal at FORT field antill- 
odes (wllero the light, is nraxin~i~l), and the dipole force flucti~ations maximal a t  FORT 
field nodes. Cotier~-7knr1ontlji Iias sltcwn l i G 1 j  that the slim of these t ~ v o  heating rates 
is acti~ally spatially ir~depertder~t  in a standing-wave FORT, and that the rr~.cl~-I.rnnltrn 
value is the same for each of t,hese contribirtiorrs. 
The co~nbined cffcct of tliese kieatirig rates on the atomic energy c a i  be qi~ickly 
estimated as follo~vs. E d i  scattering process will heat the atom by approximately 
2TR = 200 riK (renierriber: kuT13 = tL'k2/2rn), so that the rat,e of clitarige of atornic 
energy slioi~ltl obey 
E= 2 i l -~T l i l~~C~~t  t . (7.30) 
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where the last cquivalericy comes from the general relatiori - Ai;ollT (ria) for 
a deturii~ig A of the FORT field frorri the excited state of widt,h T, aitl shows the 
heating time is generally iildepender~t of FORT depth. The linear heatirig rate only 
xvorks in the limit of hAFolri. >> k B T ;  which is satisfied for the 2.5 mK deep FORT 
versus t,he initial atorriic tcrriperature of about 30 pK. In t,he case of our 868 nm 
FORT: t,he result is T, ,~ , ,  - 50 S, which is - 200 times the observed ~ ~ 0 n . r  and cannot 
explain tlie observations. 
r 7 lliere is yet another heating mechanism which arises frorll fiuctnations in the 
FORT poter~tial. Two possible causes are xrariations in the spatial position of tile 
pot,ential well or time-dependent fluctnations in t,he depth of the potential. Even 
t,hough the cavity length is servoed, tliere is no mecharlisrn to deterrriinc (and stabilize) 
the overall position of the cavity with respect to a fixed point in space. However, the 
frequency coritent of this rrlot,ion is expected to be mid- to sub-acoustic due to passive 
vibration isolation, so tile former possible root cause of heatirig is all but ruled out. 
I-lowever, according t,o Ecl. (7.16), Ai:oryr cc I (r) so that, laser illtensity noise can drive 
meal-square force fluctuations because the atom will see a timodependent poteritial. 
In a harrrlonic trap; this mmm sq~iarc force is proportiollal to tlle energy. which means 
the heating rate will be proportiorla1 to the energy. Furthermore, x2 perturbations will 
drive transitions hetween vibrational levels In,) and In i 2 j ,  which makes tlie spectral 
density of Auctuatior~s at twice the trap vihrat,ional frequency 21). the irrlportant, 
quantity. These ideas are discilssecl irl Ref. [I651 arid can be surnrnarized by ttie 
followir~g t%vo ecjuations for the llciitir~g rate E and tirlic coristar~t T,  respectively; 
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Here v, is the trap oscillation frequerlcy (in Hz) and S,(2v::i"') is one sided power 
spectral density (PSD) of fmctionoi intensity noise evaluated at frequency 2vtr (in 
i~nits of 1 i fP~) .  
It sllonlil be noted tliat Eqs. (7.32) (lo rlot lleccssariiy faithfully describe the 
details of the heating process [IGGj. The fluctuations of an initial dist~ribiitiori of t,rap 
levels {in)) cail grow very rapidly due t,o the in,) -i in 1 2 )  healing process, mlch 
that the upper part of the distribution (and riot the mean) is responsible for heat,ing 
out of the trap. Nevertheless, T, gives a reasonable estimate for the timescale of this 
process. 
For example. using Eq. 7.21, a rnodest FORT well depth of 1 rrlK ( S F o ~ < ~  = 
25 XHz) will correspond to trap frequencies (v:?', vr1"') = (5,450) kHz. This 
makes it clear that intensit,y noise on the intracavity light out a t  900 kHz and beyond 
can have a devastating effect on the FORT. Direct measurements of the spectral 
density of photocurrent fluctuations for the FORT bearn emerging from the cavity 
(calibrated by coherent, AM at, tile requisite frequcr~cy 2v;P1 = 900 kHz) lead to 
(S,z(2vr""'): Se(2v;='"')) .=: (5x 10-" 22.3 10-'l)/IIz, so that (T:;"""', rF1) .=: (830,23) 
Ins. An exarn~tle of sl~cll a rne>rsnrenlent at 600 kHz (for a FORT depth of S F o n ~  = 20 
MBL) is shourn in Fig. 7.32. Fig. 7.32(a) shou~s tr;ulsrnussion of resonant FORT light 
through the cavity, with n~:,l,,,,,, = 1.9 % coherent AM purposely put on the TUI 
diode laser using an AOM a t  600 kHz to calibrate the rloise power spectrum. In (b), 
it is clear this peak shovils up far above the light noise floor by a factor G = 45 dB in 
a B = 300 Hz rf haidwidtii, with the electronic noise floor visible to prove that the 
me;rsurernent was light-noise limit,ed. Using this, t,he PSD at, 2v;P' can be calcnlat,ed 
which rrcults in T?"" = 224 rrLs for this ineasurement. This nuriiber niight be ex- 
pocteil to be sorncwhat intlt?penderrt of freqiency if a presunied singlctime-comtant 
20 dBjdecai1e roll-off in S,(2vt,) cancels the u;v dependence in (7.32). 
The heating rate for l/~p' in bot,h of these rneasuresnents is in reasonable agree- 
menr with tile observed ( l /e)  trap decay rate l / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  N 1/28 Ins: leading to the 
conclusion that fiuctuations in iritracavity intensity drive heating along the cavit,y 
axis and are tlse limiting factor in t,llis .cvorlc. Slicli flilctuatio~ls are exacerbated by 
tlle corlversioll of FA1 to A% noise of the FORT lascr due to the high cavity finesse 
a t  the ~va~relength of the FORT (here. Fl:oiyr = 3.5 x lo5). This conversion process, 
along with recerit attenipts t,o eliminate it: are the snbject of cllrrellt intensive work 
and will be covered in Sec. 8.1 
1.9 %AM @ 600 kHzfor nominal 25 MHz FORT depth 
'- 0.15 
g 0.40 
time Ips] 
expected FORT decay time = 24 ms ,f: 
FORT on with 1.9% AM @SO0 kHz, 
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-80 , \, TUI noise @ 600 kHz for a 300 Hz 
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Figure 7.32: The po~x~cr spectral deiisit,y (PSD) of fractioxsal irltensity fluctnatior~s 
('v;:xi"') 
e ,- was met~ureti by correlt~tirlg the time doirlain out,put (a) of t,lie cavity 
witti its freclilency spectrnni (b) after erisuring the measurement was lir~litecl by ligllt, 
noise. The 1.9% coiitaent a~nplitude rriodulat~ion was nseci to calibrate the noise level. 
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7.2.8 Blue FORT attenlpt 
Or~e filial ihirig wort11 nlerltiol~irlg is an attcnlpt that was made to put a blue-dct,urled 
FORT inside the cavity The fact that the lockirig diode laser sits two rllode orders 
a b o ~ ~ e  tlle atomic resonance nlakes it a candidate, but in this case tlle blue detuning 
will ri:pcl atorns from the areas of maximal intensity. The zeros of this field at s = L/4 
and z = 3L/4 coillciric with the masinnirn of the probe cavity QED field, and these are 
tlic locatior~ at which we riligllt expect t,o "see" trapped atoras. Unfortunirtcly, there 
is no lricciianism for confirremer~t, i11 the t,ransverse direction and the irr~plcmentation 
of this FORT did not lead anywhere, ever1 though "wall" depths of - 50 blHz were 
easy to makc. However, this docs bring up the related question of t,he possible harrr~fiil 
effects of the locking field itsclf. In order to answer this question, a quick estirnat,e 
of t,he AC Stark shift (FOItT shift) can be based on Fig. 7.15. This shows that tlle 
blue AC Stark shift for 10 pW of circularly polari~ed light (transmitted t,hrough t,he 
cavity) at 835 nm is approximately 40 MHz, so that the - 5 nW used for locking 
should produce a (presumably negligible) 20 kHz shift. To verify this experirner~tally. 
she locliirlg error signal was rrionitored for evidence of an effect due t,o atorn traruit,~. 
In Fig. 7.33, 250 trap drops were averaged along with the locking error signal, and 
no noticeable effect due to the atomic t,ransits car1 be sec:rI on this signal. 
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Figure 7.33: The error signal of the cavity lock is averaged along with about 100 atom 
transit clrop records t,o verify that the intracavity locking bear11 has no noticealtle 
rx~echanical effect, on the atoms. The 500 I-Tz oscillation in the error sigrml here call 
presulrlably be blamed upon too rrluch gain in the cavity locking servo. 
Chapter 8 Next Steps 
At tile outset of P a t  111; it was nreritiorled that the localization of single atonis inside 
a higli finesse resonator is exlicctcd to become an inilia1 co.nci.ition for a set of future 
experinlerit:~. One priniary sciclltific goal liere is to achieve atomic corifitletnerit in the 
Lamb-Dicke reginie, meaning that the cold atomic wavepacket is localized t,o nruch 
less than an optical wavelength (i.e., r ) ,  27rAz/X < I), or equimlently, that the 
eriergy associated. with a recoil kick is rrruch less t,han the trap vibrational spacing 
(wXw j 2 ~  << u"~'"'). i r  Ijjlrtherr~lore, it is desirable to achieve this in a setting for which 
the trapping pot,eiltial for the atornic ceriter-of-mass rr~ot,ion is independent of internal 
atomic state (see Sec. 8.4), as has been so po~verfully exploiled with trapped ions 
[176]. Once the heat,ing problem (Sec. 8.1) is coixtpletely understood, this looks like 
a very promising future averiile as it would provide a nice experimental confirmation 
of tho well-dressed state structuri: of Part TI. 
To further drive home t,lie point about the "enabling" aspect of trapped atoms in 
high finesse c;~vities; I would like present in this final chapter a sampling of ongoing 
experimental work and possible future directions for tile experiment,. It is indeed very 
excitiiig to lrave been a part of tlris effort because I think the "era" covered in this 
thesis (along wit,h the parallol work of Christina arid Theresa and the Garckiing group 
of Gerhard Relnpe) represcrits a mktole rlcw shift in paradigm for opticirl cixvity QED 
work where the at,ornic rnotior~ anti c.rn. degrees of freed0111 begin t,o take ceiiter-stage. 
8.1 Elimination of the Diode Laser Noise 
With the ideritificatiori of intensity noise on the intracitvity trapping liglrt as tlie inajor 
lirilitation to the FORT lifetime, a progrant xvas iindertakerr to identify and elinririate 
the source of this noise. Coritrary to original lropes that the sohition to this problem 
would bc a rninor footnote to this thcsis, this learning process has oc:ci~pied the better 
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part of 7 rrionths and has led to sorne raiher surprising results, which will be briefly 
outliried below. With the experiment itself beginning to get rather unwieldy, there 
lurs been a major tiivisioil of labor to try ro solve this problem. The experinlcntal 
results of this section are rrvainiy due to the ~i7or.k of Cllristoph Nagerl and illyself: 
while .Jeff has rnade tremeritioils theoretical contrihutiolls to build on some earlier 
theoretical and experimental 117ork he hat1 done on this problerrl [170]. 
Measurements of the sort presented in Fig. 7.32 suggest that the noise spectral 
density at 214;~"' iteeds to come down by about 2 orders of magnitude to about 
3.8 x 10-l3 /I-PL in order to achieve t,he - 1 s trap lifetimes envisioiled at the outset of 
this effort 2 years ago. In order to examine whether tliis is even possible in principle, 
aniong the first rrieasurerrlerlts made were those of the intensity noise of the grat,ing 
st,abilized, free-running laser. As is well known, a free running diode is quiet in its 
arriplitude quadrature [171j, which was borne out in experiment showing Se(2v?p1) -
5 x 10-l4 /Hz to I x 1O-l"iEIz as measured at tthe output of the locking diode laser. 
This lcwl was pretty much independerit of wltether the laser was locked to the transfer 
cavity. There is rto way that tliis fractional intensity noise can be directly increased 
by the linear transfer functioii of the physics cavity, so alteriiative amplitude noise 
sources were investigated. Canciidates included the optical fiber :rwhicll brought the 
trapping light over to the optical t,ablc froxi tlie breadboard on wflicli the FORT laser 
was originally niountetl arld the rf oscillators driving tlie AOM used to control the 
intensity. However, both were ruled out on tlie basis of tlie high frequencies (well 
above acoustic) arid hngc increases (3 orders of magnitude!) of tile PSD irivolved 
here, and measuremerrts indicated ncitfier was tile culprit. 
The Loreritzian profile of the cavity resonarice can also act as a discrinlinator for 
the conversion of frer~uency noise to irit,ensity noise and diode laser phase noise was 
considered as tlio next possibility. A sig~iificarlt effort \vs placed on the inrprovenl~ent, 
of tlic cavity-locking servo to reiiucc ariy offsets wliicll miglvt be causing the 1,aser to be 
locked OR' of line center; but t,liis did not have a huge impact, due to the rather large 10 
MHz wi&h of the physics cavity. A really big breakthrough carrle when a calculation 
showed that the conversion process of FhI t,o AM can be quite different depending 
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on whether one thinks in terrrls of coherent or incohererit modulation. For example; 
the Pound-Drever-Hail locking inechailism is an exarnple of the case wliere coherent, 
ph21sse modulation at a ii-eqnericy u will produce no amplitude modulation on line 
ceiiter at the frequericy u, but terids to prothlce moiiulation at tu.ce this frequency, 
2 .  This leads to the rlofio~i that the only conversion process at 2u;y' - 900 kHz 
could be due to u;?' -- 450 kHz noise. Naively, one urould guess that the noise in a, 
small bandwidth around 450 kHz is not enough to esplairi the huge noise increase. 
Hoxvever, collsideririg irrstead the impact of broadband incoherent frequency fluc- 
tuations with a PSD $ (u) : the PSD of fluctuations in the detected photocurrent 62 (u) 
can be calculated. 71jis is directly related to the PSD S, (u) because t,he light irit,en- 
sity is directly coriverted into a pl~otocurrerit with, of course, some finite efficiency. 
When locked to the sicie of the cavity at VI,,,.~ - v,:,,i,, = n/27i, t,lien 
which is simply t l ~ e  F?rl to AM conversion tiiscriminat,or action of the cavity slope. 
Ho~vever, on the line center of the cavity resoriance (vI,,,:k = ucA,.itY), 
, (u) - / duC (u - ul) $ (uij , (8.2) 
which predicts that S, (u) is proport,ional to the convol~~tion f 6 (u) . This illustrat~es 
that it is not just the lioise componerit at u;:~*" whiclr affects the noise at 2v;P' 
or1 line cetit,er (a3 the sirnple cohcre~lt modulation rr~odel suggested), but rouglily all 
frequency components wliich surri to 2~::'~" within the 4 M H z  cavity baridwidth must 
be includetl. 
Ho\vever: this immediately suggests a solution: If the original PSD of frequency 
fluctuations can he significantly narro\ved, theen the fractional intensity noise should 
be reduced. A test set-up by CCliristoph Nagerl i ~ i  one of the other labs shouretl 
coriclu~ively that initial filtering of the frequency rioise spectrum by using the light, 
trarlsrnitt,ed through a narrow (- 20 kHz wide) filter cavity did tend to reduce the 
fract,ional intensity noise at tlie output of a wider cavity which folioweti. In fact, the 
typical suppression level xias close to t,mo orders of rriag~litutle at 900 kHz. 
This tecliriique ~vas recerrtly inlplerllerited into the FORT diode laser path, ;\s 
slro~vn in Fig. 8.1. The optical fibre was also eliriiinatetl by moving the whole set-up 
to a breadboard above the rriairi table, rriajor iniprovernents were made to the 
grating-st,abilized FORT laser rrroilnt (the commercial TUI lroilsing was completely 
discarded and now only tllc original 860 nrrr diode chip remains of that investrrlent). 
With tile filtering cavity in place, very recent measuren~errts have shown the intemity 
noise tralisrnitted t , l~ough t,lie pl-rysics cavity h;is iniprovetl from S, ( 2 u ~ p ' )  = 2.3 x 
10-"/Hz to S, (2u ;p ' )  = 4 x 10-12jHz. In fact,, trap lifet,imes on the order of 
7t~xii~i 
C = 150 rris should no\v be possible, with further improvements at the cost of 
more work on the cavity locking servos. 
It should be noted that this inethod could also be used for the locking diode laser 
because the present set-up ilses light to lock the physics cavity which has been split 
off before the transfer cavit,y. The henefit of continuirrg to use the locking laser to 
lock the cavity, a,s opposed t,o tile alternative of using the FORT laser to both trap 
atoms ant1 lock the cavity. is that it allows the flexibility to trigger t,he FORT light, on 
anti off and car1 also be used as an iridependerit rriontor of the cavity frequency. The 
above work suggests the trarismit,tcd light of the locking laser tl~rough the transfer 
cavity could result in a much quiet,er lock of the pliysics cavity. However, "rnuch 
quieter" may rriearl a some~vhat, corr~plicated redistribution of tlir noise in freqilency 
space, possibly leading to cven more noise at tlie frecluericies of interest. The r c  
arrangerricnt of the locking diode laser beam patti to accomplish tliis is somewhat 
less trivial, and another strategy has been successf~llly pursued very recently. An 
ester~lal freq:qi~ency stabilization loop using a double passed AOAI in the FORT laser 
path lias heeri included to add bandwiclth to the frecluency stabilizat,ion servo. This 
htls bemi test(:(] 11sing Ihc Ti:Sappli laser. xvi-lose rc:sidual arriplitude fluctuatioris at 
2u9p1 have been cliaractcrized to be rouglily equivalent to those of tlie free-running 
diode (albeit with frequency noise assurned to be rriuch less). The niensurement 
of S, (2~::'"') = 1 x 10-'2/Hz gives great hope that a similar procedure applied 
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to t,he FORT diode laser will elirrrinate the problem once and for allj without the 
need for major surgery of the locking diode laser servo. This t,echniclue basically 
forces tlie FORT laser to follo~v the ctivity frecluerrcy oil all time scales? such that the 
intracavity intersity reinairs constarlt. Fluctiietions in frequency of the FORT laser, 
\vhicli is already far off-resontini:c. from the atomic frequency by definition, are of little 
consequerrce. 
1 
detect the 
FORT 18581 
through the 
cavity 
TUi Optics FORT diode +$Oil MHz to baianced 
laser (869 nm) heterodyne 
detection 
Figure 8.1: A very siillple sketcili of the new FORT laser set-up shows the additiori of a 
.'filter cavity" to cilt down on the riative frequency noise spectrilrll of the diode laser. 
As discussed in tire text; tliis helped to eliminate somt: of the fractional intensity noise 
of the intra-cavit,y liigllt (and lieuce, the FORT potential) a t  trr-ice the trap oscillatior~ 
frequency. Ult~imat~ely: the heating rate of t,ire atoms due to this tirnedependent, 
potential should be redilced. 
8.2 Resolved Sidebands 
Given that t,tie initial atomic c.111. tenlperature is expected to ha - 50 pK, tile c.rn. 
l1:vel occupation will be thcrrrrally ciistributed via 
with j r ~ , ~ ~ , , )  5 5 for $1 20 111-kc, deep FORT with an axial vibrational spacing of v:?' - 
300 kHz = 11 p K .  It tllerefore seerr~ possible tliat evitlerice of these oscillations in 
the FORT potential xvell should be writt,en onto the cavity transmission, as has bee11 
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seen in spectacular fashion recently for radial oscillat,io~~s in t,lie 1- phot,on potential 
work of Cllrissina ar~d Tht:resa !22]. 
Assurning that an atom undergoes oscillatioris about z = zo at a frequeilcy v 
( i t . ,  i = zo cos 2nvt) witlr y (ro) = g,,,,, = go then 33% (7.7) predicts that with 
A,,, = -9". the r~ t , i o  R of tile cavity trar~smissior~ with an atom compared to that, 
witirout (i.e.; upgoing t,rarlsits) will have the form 
so that the oscillations will sllow up on the cavity transrnissior~ at a frequerrcy 2v. 
Because of Nyriuxist sampling limitations, a primary constraint is that tlie bandwidth 
of the dct,cctiorl systerl~ iuust be at 1t:irst 4v to see these oscillations, and typically 
much higher tlian this. For this reason; an attenlpt was made with ratl~er shallow 
FORTS (about 15 ?r/[Hzj with v:?' 350 kHz) to try t,o det,ect this peak in the 
Folrrier spectrrlm of tile transmitted cavity intensity. 
For this work, a return to single atom triggering \vit,h upgoing transits was rnade, 
as showri by the remarkable (prc:sumed) 17 ms sir~gle atorrl trarlsit evcrit in Fig. 8.2 in 
t,he presence of a 15 hJf;lI'lz FOltT. An attempt was nlacie here t,o "turie" A:,, t,ogether 
with A,.;, to produce regions within tho cavitv rrlode for vvhich the spat,ially dependent 
level shift of a comnpositc dressed state in t,he first excited manifold rnat,cled AEonT(r) 
for t,he (trapping) ground state [174]. Tlre cavit,y trarlslnissior~ as represented in the 
photocurrer~t \was then digitized at a 5 LIHz bandwidth arid then Fourier analyzed, 
but 110 characteristic peak coultl be detected even after averaging tile spectra of - 10 
similarly lorig tramlsits recordt?ci with cornparahle FORT deptlis. 
One possible reason for this coultl be insufficient initial coolir~g of the at,orrGc rno 
tion, which again emphasizes the need to find arid in~plerrrerit new cooling strategies. 
Another possible culprit is rrlasking of 61ie expected oscillation signal by the FORT 
laser intensity noisel whose PSD has been cleterrnitietl above already to he a11 order of 
magnitude higher ttrari it nccci hc (i.e., the filtering cavity llas reduced S, (2v) by an 
order of magnitude) at freijllericies comparable to tlrose expectetl for t,he oscillation 
15 MHz FORT depth I 
I-- reduce intracavity photon - +' 
number for detection 
1 
time after downstairs PGC [ms] 
Figure 8.2: An extraordinarily long transit of 17 rrls in the presence of the FORT was 
recorded at very high ba~~d\r\ridt,l~ > 1 MIIz (a filtered version is shown here) in the 
hopes that a, Fourier transform of this time-domain record might reveal inforrr~ation 
about c.111. atomic oscillatiorls in the FORT poteritial well. Such oscillations have 
not beer1 corrclusively sccn, and this is probably due to inadequate atomic cooling so 
that the ground state energy of tile FORT has not yet been approached. 
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frequency. 111 fact. it is tliese very floctuatioirs at these 'ijerg freqiiencies w'riicli we 
believe are ciriviilg the heating of the atorris in the FORT to begin with. A i-ettxn to 
this meas~xemerlt with the improvecl setup should be a priority. 
8.3 Intracavity Cooling with a FORT 
An absolutely critical riext st,ep is to try to figure out a may t,o implement cooling in 
the FORT-based trapped atom system to pus11 the initial spread of vibrational states 
(In,)) t,owards in = 0). In fact. a very simple simulation using a (rather aggressive) 
cooliilg rate of l,/~,.,,,,~ - 500 Hz to count-eract the l , /rp '  N 50 Hz heating rate was 
able t,o force a distribution of width n,, - 10 centered at n = 30 towards n = 0 on 
millisecontl timescales [lCiCi;. It seems logical that a cooling mechanisrri of the sort 
discussed in Sec. 7.1.3 is also present for the more conlplictited eigenvalue struct~ne 
of the combiliation FORTlcavity &ED field. Indeedd; the registration of AvonT (r)  
with g (r) ,  the driving field strerlgtli e and its detuning 6,,, arid the actual magrlitutie 
of A F O ~ ~ , ~  (r)  with respect to g [r) are all thought to play very important roles in 
det,errniniiig the forces on tlre atom. 
Steveri van Errk 11% spent an appreciable amount of tirne tackling calci~lations 
of both friction/difliLsion coefficients and verifications via sinrulations of individual 
atomic trajectories for sucll a system. In the low p'rioton rlilmber limit (77 5 0.05) ; be 
has found evidence for an extremely efficient axial cooling rncclla~ism (i.e., along t,lie 
cavit,y axis). Tile cooling seeriis to work best at positions along the cavit,y axis wlrere 
there is sorne nlixirig between the at,orrlic g~ouird and excited states in the well-dressed 
eigi!ristat,cs (i.e., g + 0 ) :  irdicatirig soi~le atoniic excitation is necessary. Furtliermore, 
it also seerns necessary to drive the system red-detuned f rom any eigenstate whic'rl 
needs to be cooled. Botli of these characteristics are typical of Doppler cooling, and 
one car1 infer that, the final temperature after cooling will be limited by tlie eigeristate 
linewidth - (yLl K ) for the states here. It will be a priority to attetnpt t,o see evidence 
for this cooling in the lab in the new future. 
However, these calculatioris also snggest that, tlle majority of heatting could be 
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occurring in a plarie transverse to tlic cavity axis; and tliclt a different mechanism will 
need to be used to corrlbat rhe radial diffusion of the atoms. The obvious soiutiori 
is to try to iricorporate the cooling bear r~  which are already being used to slow the 
irtorris from the downstairs hlOT2, hilt, the excitation requirement of the Doppler 
coolirig mr:chaiiism tilere competes with t,lie desire of the atom t,o rerllai~l in the 
trapped grourid state versus t,he anti-trapped excited state. Alternatives are to chop 
the FORT and provide cooling to t,fie at,orri while t,he trap is off' [131], to use a Ranlan 
cooling teclinique 11721 or perhaps to search for some as-yet untested nlechansim i173j. 
8.4 940 nm FORT 
An outst,andirig problem with the dipoleforce trap implernerlted here is that tlie ex- 
cit,ed state experiences a positive AC St,ark shift (A&r%,T(r) = /AeoRT (r) /), leading 
to an excited st'ate atom in free spa,ce being repelled frorn the t,rap. Not,e, however, 
that this -work atternpts to make nn effective tivo-level at0111 out of the louicst two 
eigenst,ates (ground state, arid tile lower of the excited dressed stat,=) of the well- 
dressed Harniltonian (see Eq. (7.23) and, for exarnple, Fig. 7.20), both of which are 
trappcd. Nevertheless. it is riot possible to appreciably drive atornic ground-excited 
state transitions using the quantized atom-fidd dipole coui>ling g (r) in this configu- 
ration because the upper excit,eti dressed state is riot trapped due to the appreciable 
coiltributior~ of the atomic excited state to this dressed state. This will great,ly dirni11- 
is11 the trap's effectiveness for possible future experirnent,~ in wllich it will be necessary 
to put appreciable populatiorr in the excited st,ate9 anti perhaps even invert the atorri. 
As xvell, the effective ileturiing frorri Eq. (7 .2 )  A (  A,., - 2AFORT (r)  is a 
strong function of the atom's position within the trap. Fortunately, it turr~s out that a 
juclicious olioice of XFon-r can climiilate both of these problem9 by ~nnking Ag.on.r(r) = 
AE,,,(r) i 0: so thatt A,:,,(r) = 0 j175j. which is sometliing that Christina will 
tiiscuss in her thesis. The basic idea is to find an appropriate: FORT wavelengbh 
to possibly offset tlie positive shift of the 6S:3/2 F = 5 sta,te due to GSl;:! F = 
4 with an overcompensating negative shift from (see Fig. 6.1) tlie 6D5:2 F = 6 
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state at 917 nm (xvhen using rr+ polarized liglit, the GDSi2 state at 917 nm does 
not enter the discussion). h wavelength longer thaa 917 nm is necessary to keep 
the ground state siriildtat~eously trapped. Fig. 8.3 sllorvs tile results of a calcul it t '  1011 
demonstrating that the exciteti state (dashed) is trapped for wavelengtlis above about, 
920 nm. Fiirthern~ore~ tile excited (A$o,T(r))and ground state (A;onr(r)) FORT 
t1ept.h~ (soliil) arc in fact t:cpal at 942 nrn: xvlvirich means that at this wavelellgth, the 
spatially dependent shifts of the at,omic transition frequency due t,o the FORT u;ould 
completely disappear 
This great,ly simplifies t,lie eigenvallle structlue, because t,he Harriilt,oniaxi (7.23) 
beconles 
H 
- - 
fi w,/e)(e/ + wcata + AFORT (r) &)(el + lg)(gl) + g (r)  (ig)(elat -t aie)(gl) 
= ~l~~~~~ ( r ) T +  w,le)(el +c*;,aia + g  (r)  (ig)(elat i ale)(gl) (8.5) 
wliicli is precisely of the form (5.1) considered for the "well-dressed" state work witti 
I/;!, (r) = RAF,,RT (r), except now tlie possibility of &om-cavity detuning has been 
inchlrled. Furt,l~(3rniore; this Haniltoriian seerxis to be capable of s tdying all regimes 
for the well-clressed state structure of Fig. 5.2 because the external potential deptli 
AF0n.r ( r )  is co~nplet~ely t,unable with respect t,o g (r) sirxiply by varying the irlt.ensit,y 
of the FORT laser. Tlie fact that A F ~ ~ ~ ~  (r) is capable of confinement t,o length scales 
<< X is yet anot,ller reason that this approach n~erits a serious, sustained effort in the 
near future. 
Certainly rlevv experilnental prohlerns arise associated with this approach. The 
i:alculation of Fig. 8.3 assurries an iritracmity intensity of 1 \V. H o m e r ,  with the 
cavity finesse expected to drop to F - 2000 at 940 1m1, the modematclieii input 
power wvould need to be approximately 2 rn\\T, whicli is turning out to be sonie~vhat 
challenging at 940 nrn without the trse of a high-powered solid state (c.g. Ti:Sappliire) 
laser. It is possible that this an~ount of power injected tlirougl~ the substrates (with 
increased total absorption in the Si02 substrates due to the irlereased input pourer) 
will have a deleterious effect on the hil i ty to lock the cavity, though thc irrt,rt~(:avit,y 
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Figure 8.3: Tlie AC Stark shifts of !:he ground (solid) 6S,;, F = 4 and excited 
(dasiied) statxs 6SSj2 F = 5 are sllown. It is an exciting prospect for the future to note 
that the excited &ate is, in fact, trapped for FORT wavelerigths loriger than about 
'JZO nnl (a? opposed to the anti-trapping riow at  868 nm), and tfiat the ground and 
excited state shift,s equal orie another close t,o 940 nni. Hence, a 940 nm FORT mould 
trap both states; but lraw absolutely rlo effect on the at,ornic transition frequency, 
allu~i.ing cavity QED experimerits to be perforrued witllout worrying about the spatial 
variation of these shifts or their effects on the eigenvalue structure. Of course, the 
spatial registration of the FORT field wit11 respect to the cavity QED fieid needs to 
be taken into accourit,. 
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circulating power ends up tile sarne clic. to the reduced build-up. A series of systematic 
measurements of tile cavity propcrries at 940 nril neecls to be rnade. 
8.5 Long-Lived Two-Level Atoms 
An alterliative to the above scherric (wllich attttcrr~pts ,o elilliillate heating problems 
in t,he excited state by ccausing it,; too, to be trapped) is to eliminate the excited stat,c 
fro~n the story altogether. This ~voi~ld also eliminate the typically unobserved systerr~ 
decay chaririel via the excited state lifetillle -g - ; . Sucli a feat might be accomplisl~ed 
by creating an "artificial" t,wo level atom between the kiyperfine ground states 6SIl2 
F = 3 and GSi/2 F = 4 (split by 9.2 GHz as in Table 6.1), using Rarnan transitions 
off-resonance of the excit,ed GP1p or 6P3/2 states !102]. .A configuration to implenlent 
this might arrange the cavity QED coupling on one arm of a "lambda" scheme, 
necessitating that it he phase-locked to a second laser 9.2 Gl'lz away tha,t, would 
drive the otller half of the lantbda trarlsitiori as a classical field. Sirice t,he atom 
never actually populates the excited state, any motional effects associated with recoil 
heating due to spolltarieous emission could be eIiminat,ed. 
8.6 Fluorescent Imaging of a Single Atorn 
A final thirlg that should be briefly riler~tioned is t,hat very high quality lenses were 
purchased which are compatible with the lab stereornicroscopes (Zeiss Shemi SV11) 
arid xv11icii shoulcl be able to iniage a 5 prn spot with a workitlg- distance of 12 crn, 
corrstrainetl by the vaculirrl clia~rlber. In combination with these optics, the fast, (20 
11s) gating feature of tile intensified CCD cmnera (Xyhion) may be used to image t,he 
fhrorescence of a trapped at0111 out the side of the cavit,y, even with the lirriited solid 
arlgle of the lerw. Orle idea was to chop the t,rap on and off with a 1% duty cycle 
such ttlat a resonant probe beair1 would briefly saturate the aton1 rc.2lile the trap was 
off. The scattttered light out the side of the cavit,y would be i~ltegrat,ed by the CCD 
during the FORT of/ periods, and tile FORT would be turned back on to recapture 
194 
the atom. A simple estirnate sho~ved that a. 500 ms integration period would probably 
he sufficierit time to get an irnlige of a single, trapped atom before the dark current 
of the present, (uncoolod) carrlera ~vould he reaclled, although it is probable t11ttt with 
she presorlt FORT lifetirile tllc atom ~rcidd be heated out of the trap long hefore this 
limit is reached. 
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